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ABSTRACT

Accounting is a measurement and communication process to pro
vide relevant information about an entity to enable users of informa
tion to make informed decisions leading to optimum allocation of
scarce resources and to accomplish their objectives.
Accounting measurement is based on a set of generally accepted
accounting principles which have evolved through experience to fulfill
the primary objectives of accounting.
The major objective of accounting as a communication process is
to provide relevant information for decision-making process.

Financial

statements represent one channel of transmitting the accounting message.
Financial statements are prepared, in some cases, to meet the needs
of special groups of users such as creditors.

Commercial banks are

a special class of external users of financial statements.
Accounting literature abounds with the pros and cons of nar
rowing the areas of accounting alternatives.

The problem is widely

known as the "Uniformity vs. Diversity" of accounting alternatives.
The major objectives of this study are (1) to analyze the de
velopment of generally accepted accounting principles; (2) to describe
the uses of financial statements in credit analysis; (3) to analyze
the commercial bank lending model; (4) to analyze the effects of ac
counting principles on lending decisions of the commercial bankers; and

x

(5) to test the effect of different acceptable accounting alternatives
on the lending decisions of the commercial bankers.
Two sets of financial statements were prepared for two hypo
thetical firms for a period of two years.

The data for both sets of

financial statements were identical except for the accounting princi
ples used.

That is, one set used the FIFO method for inventory valu

ation and the straight line depreciation method.

The second used the

LIFO for inventory valuation and the sum-of-the-years'-digits deprecia
tion method.

Member banks of the Sixth District of the Federal Re

serve System were surveyed giving a total sample of 663 banks divided
into two groups.

Group number 1 consisted of 332 banks received the

financial statements based on FIFO and the straight line depreciation
method.

Group number 2 consisted of 331 banks received the financial

statements based of LIFO and the sum-of-the-years'-digits depreciation
method.

Bankers were instructed that the firm is applying for tin-

secured short-term loan of $100,000.

They were also instructed to

evaluate the riskiness of the loan on a five point scale (1. extremely
risky, 2. risky, 3. marginal, 4. safe, and 5. extremely safe).
Bankers were also instructed to base their decision only on financial
information provided, and to hold other factors constant.

The response

rate was 37% of group number 1 and 32% of group number 2.
The analysis of variance through the linear regression analysis
technique was used to analyze the bankers' evaluation of loan risk.

The

analysis was performed according to state, bank size, type of accounting
principles, respondents' rank, and their total years of experience in
loan department.

At a significance level of 5%, only two factors,

namely, the type of accounting principles and the respondents' rank
were found significant.

The conclusion of this study is that, at a

significance level of 5%, the use of different acceptable accounting
principles by a business firm to measure the same economic events does
influence the lending decisions of the commercial bankers surveyed
in this research.

CHAPTER I

PROBLEM ORIENTATION AND ORGANIZATION
OF THE STUDY

Introduction
The basic function of accounting and financial reporting is to
provide information through the medium of financial statements; in
formation that investors in their individual circumstances can use to
make informed decisions with respect to buying and selling their in
terests and that creditors can use for their purposes.

Other segments

of the public, such as customers, employees, and government, also have
an interest in the financial affairs of the business.
The decisions of investors involved the process of choice choosing to buy or not to buy, or to sell or not to sell, an interest
in any one business enterprise.

The investment decisions must be made

by reference not to one enterprise but to all others that are available.
Thus, the financial information that a business discloses will be
substantially useful only if that information provides a basis for
comparing that business with others.

Thus, there is a widely recog

nized need in the investing community not only for publication of
financial information about business but also for the publication
of reports that disclose essential factual differences and are there
fore "comparable" in some degree.

Debate continues on the form of

2

disclosure of particular financial facts and the degree of compara
bility that can and should reasonably be required.

Statement of the Problem
There are diverse sets of generally accepted accounting prin
ciples.

For many transactions there are two or more accounting

alternatives.•*■ In most cases managements may choose different alter
natives.

The result is that the reported accounting data of several

firms are not derived from the same set of accounting alternatives.
This flexibility in accounting alternatives has resulted in a con
tinuous criticism of the accounting profession.
Some accountants have suggested that uniformity in the applica
tion of accounting principles might solve the problems associated with
the choice of alternatives.

Paton and Littleton observed that inves

tors face economic choices for which comparable financial information
on different companies is necessary.2

It is their contention that

without uniformity in the underlying methods of preparing financial
report^ economic differences cannot be separated from the effects
of different accounting procedures.

The primary objective of uni

formity is to achieve comparability in order to facilitate the making
of prediction and financial decisions by creditors, investors, and
others.

•^See Paul Grady, "Inventory of Generally Accepted Accounting
Principles," Accounting Research Study No. 7, (N.Y.: AICPA, 1965),
pp. 373-379.
9

W. A. Paton and A. C. Littleton, An Introduction to Corporate
Accounting Standards, (AAA, 1940), p. 3.

3

The argument over the concept of uniformity has been summarized
by Professor Hendriksen as follows:3
The main opposition to uniformity is based on the
claim that (1) it would infringe on the basic rights
and freedoms of management, (2) it would place
accounting in a straitjacket of rules and procedures
that would make financial statements less comparable,
(3) it would stifle progress and prevent desirable
changes. On the other hand, the arguments for some
degree of uniformity are that (1) the wide variety
of acceptable practices makes comparability among
different firms impossible or at least difficult;
(2) the freedom of managements to choose their own
methods may introduce the possibility of bias,
through manipulation of reported information to
suit the purpose of those who control reports; and
(3) if the accounting profession does not take steps
to achieve greater uniformity, it may be imposed by
the Security and Exchange Commission or some other
governmental agencies.

Relevant Literature
An extensive review of the literature in the area of alternative
accounting methods and decisions revealed the following published
research.
Only three empirical studies of specific alternative accounting
methods and security prices have been published.

These are the two

studies by O'Donnell (depreciation/tax accounting)4 and one by
Summers (tax accounting).
The two studies by O'Donnell (depreciation/tax accounting) were
published in 1965 and 1968.

The first study is the earliest empirical

^Eldon S. Hendriksen, Accounting Theory, (R.D. Irwin, 1970),
pp. 109-110.
4
J. L. O'Donnell, "Relationships Between Reported Earnings and
Stock Prices in the Electric Utility Industry," The Accounting Review,
January 1965, pp. 135-143. And _______ , "Further Observation on
Reported Earnings and Stock Prices," The Accounting Review, July 1968,
pp. 549-53.

4

study to be found on specific alternative methods and security prices.
In that study he attempted to examine two questions:
a)

Under what circumstances does the market regard specific
accounting changes as producing "real" or "fictitious"
profit?

b)

How long does it take the market to corectly evaluate
such changes?

O'Donnell's test consisted of examining trends in the priceearnings ratios of a sample of 37 electric utility operating and
holding companies for the period of 1949 through 1961.

This compari

son of the mean yearly price-earnings ratios and the trends of means
over time led him to conclude that investors appeared to view flow
through earnings as overstatements of profits.
O'Donnell's second study produced results consistent with those
of his first.
The work of Summers^ constituted an attempt to determine the
effects on investors of "accounting efficiency."

Using the domestic

airline industry as a source of data, he examined the effects of in
vestment credit accounting, interperiod tax allocation, and the use
of funds-flow statements on investors.

On the basis of his univariate

tests, he found no statistically significant impact of any of the
accounting treatments, implying that investors were indifferent to
any of the accounting treatments.

5Edward L. Summers, "Observation of Effects of Using Alter
native Reporting Practices," The Accounting Review, April 1968,
pp. 257-65.

5

A study by Benston8 did not deal with the effects of specific
alternative accounting methods on stock prices but with the kinds of
published information used by investors.

He found that the effects

of published accounting data on stock prices were not very great.
7

Staubus's study

dealt with measuring the association between

several accounting variables and common stock values.

He concluded

that income before depreciation was more useful to investors than
income after depreciation.
Jensen conducted an experimental study8 to examine the effects
of alternative depreciation and inventory accounting methods on in
vestor decision making. He concluded that the accounting variations
did affect the opinions of the analysts, primarily through their im
pact on eamings-per-share figures.
Bruns studied the effects of inventory valuation methods on
management decisions.

g

His analysis indicated he had to reject the

hypotheses that pricing, advertising and production decisions were
affected by method of inventory valuation.
Dyckman conducted three studies and reached conflicting con
clusions both with each other and with the findings of previous

6George J. Benston, "Published Corporate Accounting Data and
Stock Prices," Empirical Research in Accounting; Selected Studies,
1967, pp. 1-54.
^George J. Staubus, "The Association of Financial Accounting
Variables With Common Stock Values," The Accounting Review, January
1965, pp. 119-34.
8R. E. Jensen, "An Experimental Design for Study of Effects of
Accounting Vatiations in Decision Making," Journal of Accounting
Research, Autumn, 1966, pp. 224-38.
9W. J. Bruns, Jr., "Inventory Valuation and Management Decisions,"
The Accounting Review, April, 1965, pp. 345-57.

6

studies.

His first study-*-® dealt with LIFO vs. FIFO cost flow assump

tions and valuations of hypothetical firms.

The conclusion of this

study indicated that a large proportion of the participants were in
fluenced by accounting variations.
of Bruns.

These results conflict with those

Dyckman's second study-1-1, which is a continuation of the

first indicated that the participants did not make significantly
different decisions.

His third study13 indicated that the participants

were influenced by inventory accounting variations.

These results are

in accord with the results of his first study but in conflict with
the second.
The study by Bonini13 dealt with the simulation of a firm using
various decision rules, derived from an analysis of the literature,
to test the effects of certain variables on various management deci
sions.

He found LIFO a generally superior inventory cost flow method

in inducing a higher average-level of profit.
A theoretical exposition in the area of accounting alternatives
and (management) decisions has been written by Ijiri, Jaedicke, and
Knight14. The paper builds a framework for viewing accounting in a

-*-®T. R. Dyckman, "On the Investment Decisions," The Accounting
Review, April, 1964, pp. 285-95.
11________ , "The Effects of Alternative Accounting Techniques
on CertainManagement Decisions," Journal of Accounting Research,
Spring, 1964, pp. 91-107.
13_^_______ , "On the Effects of Eamings-Trends, Size and Inventory
Valuation Procedures in Evaluating a Business Firm," in Jaedicke, et al.
(eds), Research,in Accounting Measurement, (AAA, 1966), pp. 175-185.
13Charles P. Bonini, Simulation of Information and Decision Systems
in the Firm, Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1963.
i^ijiri, Jaedicke, and Knight, "The Effects of Accounting Alterna
tives on Management Decisions," in Research in Accounting Measurement,
(AAA, 1966), pp. 186-199.

7

decision making process.

The paper points out that a decision maker's

adjustment to a change in accounting method will depend upon (1)
whether the decision maker receives feedback that the accounting
method has changed, and if so (2) whether the decision maker suffers
from "functional fixation."
Mlynarczyk studied the effects of alternative accounting methods
for federal income taxes in the electric utility industry on the
common stock prices during the period 1957-1961.16

His study focused

upon the evaluation of the investors ability to distinguish between
deferred tax accounting and flow-through tax accounting in valuing
the earnings of companies in the electric utility industry.

He con

cluded that federal income tax accounting procedures for financial
reporting purposes in the electric utility industry during 1959-61
did convey information that investors were able to use in formulating
portofolio decision.
The study by Dopuch and Ronen dealt with the effects of alter
native inventory valuation methods.16

By using students as subjects

in their laboratory study, they concluded that subjects were in
fluenced by the difference in accounting techniques.
Falk and Ophin conducted a field experiment to assess the effect
of varying accounting policies and their disclosure on the decisions

15F. A. Mlynorczyk, Jr., "An Empirical Study of Accounting
Methods and Stock Prices," Empirical Research in Accounting: Selected
Studies, 1969, pp. 63-81.
16N. Dopuch, and J. Ronen, "The Effects of Alternative Inventory
Valuation Methods," Journal of Accounting Research, Autumn, 1973,
pp. 191-211.

8

of investors.^

The population consisted of the investment decision

makers in the main branches of Israeli Banks.

They concluded that

their group of investors did react to both the content and the art
of disclosure itself.

Purpose of the Study
In a recent article Professor Sterling has said:
We accountants do not resolve issues, we abandon
them. I do not mean to imply that we ignore issues,
quite the contrary, we debate them long and loud.
However, the debate, instead of coming to a reso
lution, continues until another issue comes along
that is more controversial, and then we forget the
former issue.
Criticism of the flexibility in accounting has persisted for thirty
years or more; which may suggest that the subject is outworn and
deserves no further attention.

But, on the contrary, it appears that

criticism is gaining new impetus.
Any decision making process involves the following seven steps:
1) Defining the problem involved.
2) Collecting preliminary data.
3) Determining the available alternatives of action.
4) Collecting the necessary data.
5) Comparing the outcome of the different alternatives, and choosing
the best one.
6) Implementing the alternative choices.
7) Comparing actual results with plans.
1?H. Falk and T. Ophir, "The Influence of Differences in Accoun
ting Policies on Investment Decisions," Journal of Accounting Re
search, Spring, 1973, pp. 108-116.
*8Robert Sterling, "Toward a Science of Accounting," Financial
Analysis Journal, Sept.-Oct. 1975, p. 28.

9

Comparability - step 5 - is the heart of any decision making
process.

In order for accounting data to be useful for decision
19

making purposes, they have to be comparable.

Two aspects of comparability are available.

One relates to

consideration of the accounting data of an individual firm from period
to period.

The second relates to consideration of the accounting data

of one firm in relation to those of another firm.

The second aspect

of comparability is of concern in this study.
As was noted in the discussion of previous research, no re
search has been conducted to test the effect of different

accounting

alternatives on individual users of accounting data outside the firm.
Also it has been claimed that by using the full disclosure concept,
that is if the firm discloses all the pertinent information about its
accounting policies, the users of the financial statements will be
able to adjust their decisions based on the information disclosed.
It is the purpose of this study to test the following hypothesis:
The use of different acceptable accounting
principles by a business firm to measure the
same economic events will not influence the
lending decision of the commercial bankers.

Scope
The end results of this research are:
1.

A critical analysis of the development of generally accepted

accounting principles.
2.

Description of financial statements uses in credit analysis.

^Khalifa Ali Dau, "Probabilistic Income Determination Theory:
A Modification of the Traditional Model,” Unpublished Ph.D. disserta
tion, Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge, 1975, p. 5.
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3. Analysis of a commercial bank lending model.
4. Analysis of the effects of accounting principles on lending
decisions of the commercial banker.
5. An empirical test of the effects of differentacceptable
accounting alternatives on the lending decisions of the commercial
bankers.

Research Methodology
This research consisted of two phases.
sisted of library research.

The first phase con

The basic objective of this phase was to

shed some light on the decision variables considered most pertinant
in lending decisions by commercial banks.

Once these variables were

identified, the research was directed toward identifying and discussing
accounting principles which might have an affect on the lending de
cision variables.

The second phase of this research consisted

of empirical research where the effect of specific accounting alter
natives (inventory valuation methods and depreciation policies) on
lending decisions of commercial bankers was tested.

Preview to this Study
This study begins in Chapter II with an investigation of the
development of generally accepted accounting principles starting with
the early development since the second half of the 19th century
through 1930.

At the point in the accounting profession's history

very important developments took place which had a great effect on
the profession and the development of accounting principles (i.e. the
creation of the SEC and the passage of the Securities Acts of 1933
and 1934).

The discussion was extended to cover the period of

11

Accounting Principles Board and the Financial Accounting Standards
Board.

Chapter III contains an analysis of the entire structure of

accounting communication process.
Chapter IV begins a two-chapter sequence designed to discuss
the role of commercial banks in financing business firms, and to
identify the input variables most widely used by commercial banks
in lending decision process (Chapter V).
In Chapter IV the effect of different acceptable accounting"
principles on the lending decisions of the commercial banks is des
cribed.

Since there are several accounting principles which have a

direct effect on reported accounting data, the discussion is limited
to selected accounting principles, nainely, inventory valuation
methods and depreciation policies.
Chapter VII reports the results of empirical research designed
to test the effect of different acceptable accounting principles on
the lending decisions of the commercial bankers.
A summary of the results of this research and the conclusions
derived from the study is presented in Chapter VIII.

CHAPTER II

EVOLUTION OF GENERALLY ACCEPTED
ACCOUNTING PRINCIPLES

Introduction
Generally accepted accounting principles is a term that is an
integral part of the standard form of the auditor's opinion relating
to financial statements.

This term has never been defined authorita

tively , and has long been a source of confusion and misunderstanding
within the profession and for other parties interested in financial
statements.

Accounting Terminology Bulletin No. 1 sets forth various

definitions of the word, principle. That discussion states:
This third definition ("A general law or rule
adopted or professed as a guide to action; a
settled ground or basis of conduct or practice")
comes nearest to describing what most accountants,
especially practicing public accountants, mean by
the word principle. Initially, accounting postu
lates are derived from experience and reason;
after postulates so derived have proved useful,
they become accepted as principles of accounting.
When this acceptance is sufficiently widespread,
they become a part of the "generally accepted
accounting principles" which constitute for
accountants the canons of their art. It is not
a convenient, either in conversation or in
writing on accounting subjects, to add "(meaning
number three)" each time the word principle is
used, though that essentially is understood.1
(Italics in the original.)

York:

^Accounting Terminology Bulletin No. 1 Review and Resume, (New
AICPA, 1953), p. 3.
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As indicated in the above definition, general acceptance has been
considered to be the basis on which accounting principles rest.
A number of other words with overlapping, if disputed, meanings
are also widely used; e.g., axiom, postulate, standard, procedure, rule.
The AICPA's .Special Committee on Research Program set down Three basic
terms, differentiated as follows:
Postulates are few in number and are the basic
assumptions on which principles rest. They
necessarily are derived from the economic and
political environment and from the needs of
thought and customs of all segments of the
business community. The profession, however,
should make' clear its understanding and inter
pretation of what they are, to provide a
meaningful foundation of principles and the
development of rules or other guides for the
application of principles in specific situa
tions...2 (Italics are not in the original).
It is the purpose of this chapter to briefly discuss the his
torical development of generally accepted accounting principles in the
United States and the influence of different organizations on the
development of these principles.

Nature of Accounting Principles
Different views may be held with respect to the significance of
the term principle when related to accounting.

An accounting principle

might be considered as being in the nature of a general truth or proposi
tion which is inherent in accounting and fundamental in any system of
accounting reasoning.

On the other hand, accounting principles might

be considered as being of the nature of rules of human behavior adopted

2Report to the Council of the Special Committee on Research
Program, The Journal of Accounting, Vol. 106 (December, 1958), p. 63.
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by man with a view to their usefulness for the particular needs of a
society at the time and place.3
The first viewpoint emplies that accounting principles would be
unchanged and as universally applicable as laws of nature regardless of
the effects of surrounding environment.

The second viewpoint suggests

that accounting principles would be subject to evolution and change
to reflect changing needs.
As will be seen from the discussion to follow and from the defi
nition stated above, accounting principles are not inherent in nature
waiting to be discovered by man, but rather they are developed by man.

Need for Accounting Principles
There is a natural tendency either to overrate or underrate what
can be done by a set of accounting principles.

On the one hand no set

of accounting principles will ever solve all accounting problems.

On

the other hand, the formulation of accounting principles will achieve
the following objectives:
1.

It will give accounting a frame of reference; the inte
grating structure it needs to give more than passing meaning
to its- specific procedure.

2.

This frame of reference can be used to evaluate existing
practice and to explain why it is that some procedures are
appropriate and others are not.

3.

The formulation of accounting principles will provide the
basis for extensions into new and untried areas with some

^Carman G. Blough, "Accounting Principles and Their Application,"
in CPA Handbook, (ed. Robert L. Kane, Jr.), Vol. 2, (New York: AICPA,
1953), Chapt. 17, p. 1.
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assurance that the extensions are in harmony with the larger
framework of accounting.

Early Development (1800-1930)
Accounting is a very old profession and was well known in the
early civilizations of the Egyptians, the Greeks and the Romans.
Tablets and Scrolls that have survived to the present day show that
accounting was mainly concerned with records of stewardship— that is
with recording the various transfers and dealings of a master.

This

passive collection of business facts and figures persisted through many
centuries.4

Before the institution of private property, record keeping

was probably necessary only in conjunction with the business of Church
and State.^

The concept of private property ownership was well es

tablished at a very early date, however, and was widely diffused and
amply protected by the time of the city republics of Italy.

The ex

change of property between owners created a need for recording such
changes and for providing a legal history of the transactions.

In

time some owners entrusted property transactions to agents and mer
cantile houses began to act on behalf of clients.

This delegation of

the transfer and record keeping processes gave rise to more specialized
and sophisticated record keeping techniques.
The use of the monetary unit, serving as a common denominator for
measuring the value of diverse goods and services, introduced the need
for still greater record keeping specialization.

Creation of the money

4J. Harrison, J. Horrocks and R. L. Newman, Accounting;A Direct
Approach, (Sydney: F. W. Cheshire, 1968), p. 2.
5James Don Edwards, "Early Bookkeeping and its Development into
Accounting" Business History Review, Vol. XXXIV, No. 4, (Winter, 1960),
p. 447.
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lending function also brought with it further necessities.

With the

advent of records kept in monetary terms record keeping evolved into
bookkeeping, the duties and responsibilities involved began to be
delegated, and the vocation of bookkeeper was established.

As trans

actions became more numerous and involved and as the need increased for
records that would have meaning to others besides the record keeper,
greater skills were demanded.

The specialized expert emerged.

Business

men unable to perform the function themselves or to afford the fulltime
services of a bookkeeper consulted outside specialists.

Gradually

there evolved a corps of professionals that included bookkeepers with
experience in several companies.

This broadened experience coupled

with refined and somewhat standardized techniques facilitated a better
insight through records into business and financial transactions and
hastened the transition from bookkeeping to accounting.
As a result of the Industrial Revolution which took place in
England in the second half of the eighteen century, large pools of
capital were needed to finance the factories and machinery which could
satisfy the yearning for higher standards of living.

Partnerships,

joint-stock companies, and finally the modem corporations, evolved
to meet this need.
In the mid-nineteenth century English law created the independent
auditor as protection to stockholders against the incompetence of
managements to whom investors had entrusted their money.

With the

acceptance of responsibility to investors as well as to the enployer,
the accountant-auditor assumed the mantle of professionalism.

He be

came a "public accountant" accepting responsibility to the public as
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well as to the client who paid his fee.®
To secure public confidence, the public accountants had to de
velop professional organizations, formulate technical and ethical
standards, establish a system of training their successors, and acquire
symbolic evidence of competence and responsibility.

For these purposes

the Society of Accountants in Edinburgh was founded in 1854 under a
royal charter.

The Glasgow accountants and actuaries received a similar

charter in 1855, and the accountants in Aberdeen in 1867.

However,

it was not until 1951 that these three groups combined under a new
charter as The Institute of Chartered Accountants of Scotland.

In

1880 the Institute of Chartered Accountants in England and Wales was
formed to bring together all the accounting associations which had been
formed m

different parts of Britain.

n

These developments in the British Isles had great significance
for the United States.

In the late nineteenth century, as the American

industrial economy developed rapidly, large amounts of British Capital
were invested in the industries of the United States.

Scottish and

British chartered accountants came to the United States to check on
such investments.
In 1887 with the encouragement and participation of these char
tered accountants, a handful of native public accountants formed the
American Association of Public Accountants— the direct predecessor
of the present American Institute of Certified Public Accountants.8
John L. Carey, The Rise of Accounting Profession, Vol. 1,
(New York: AICPA, 1969), p. 5.
7Ibid., pp. 19-20.
8Ibid., p. 6.
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Up to the beginning of the twentieth century there was very little
writing in the field of accounting, and most of it dealt with what
might be considered problems of bookkeeping.

Accordingly, in those

early days there was a great lack of any exchange of views on matters
of accounting principles.
Since the turn of the century, there has been much progress in
the development of accounting principles.

Much more, in fact, than

there had been during several previous centuries.
versities began to give courses in accounting.

Colleges and Uni

The first School of

Commerce in the United States was the Wharton School of Commerce and
Finance which was established at the University of Pennsylvania in 1881
with courses in accounting.

The School of Commerce, Accounts and

Finance of New York University followed in 1900.

In 1906, the Pace

Institute of Accountancy was founded, which survives today as Pace
College.
common.

Textbooks dealing with accounting principles became .quite
The introduction of The Federal Income Tax in 1913 created a

need for better accounting records and a more careful attention to
accounting principles and procedures. Furthermore, the development of
large scale production required that accounting systems, principles
and procedures be developed, organized and expanded as a tool of
management in order to exercise effective control.
Another factor in the development of accounting principles occurred
during the period immediately following the World War I.

This was the

increased need for companies to issue financial reports.

Prior to

World War I very few corporate securities were owned by the general
public.

However, the government's campaigns to sell Liberty Bonds

9lbid., pp. 42-43.
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during the war encouraged investment in securities by the rank and file
citizens who had not previously been accustomed to investing in securi
ties.

These investors thus became a fertile market for corporate

financing.
In 1917 The American Institute of Accountants~which was formed
in 1916 as a national organization of the profession— at the request
of the Federal Trade Commission prepared "A Memorandum on Balance
Sheet Audits."

After approval by the Federal Reserve Board, the memo

randum was published in The Federal Reserve Bulletin of 1917 under the
title "Uniform Accounting."11

A year later the same bulletin was

reissued by the Federal Reserve Board under a different and more appro
priate title, "Approved Methods for the Preparation of Balance Sheet
Statements."

A revised edition entitled "Verification of Financial

Statements" was published by the Federal Reserve Board in 1929.
The 1929 edition, like the 1918 edition, set forth suggestions
for the verification and preparation of statements specifically for
credit purposes.

It stated, however:

A more condensed form of balance sheet is
usually prepared for general distribution,
but in no case should any essential feature
be omitted.12
Eldon S. Hendriksen sums up his observations on the content of
the 1929 edition and the suggested procedures regarding the balance

10Blough, Op. Cit., p. 7.
■^Uniform Accounting" also appeared in the June, 1919, issue of
Journal of Accountancy, pp. 401-33.
•^Verification of Financial Statements (Revised), A Method of
Procedure submitted by the Federal Reserve Board for the Consideration
of Bankers, Merchants, Manufacturers, Auditors, and Accountants
(Washington, D.C.: U. S. Government Printing Office, 1929), Preface
p.v. See also Journal of Accountancy, May, 1929, pp. 321-54.
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sheet which reflect the accounting thought of the 1920's in the
following manner:
....(1) most of the instructions relate to the
audit and presentation of balance sheet accounts,
particularly current assets and current liabili
ties. (2) Inventories are to be stated at cost
or market price whichever is lower. (3) In regard
to the audit and presentation of fixed assets,
emphasis was on the changes during the period and
a classification of items included. Departures
from the cost basis were permitted if disclosure
regarding the basis of the appraisal.
The following observations relating to the
profit and loss statement were suggested in the
1929 bulletin: (1) Depreciation is included
under the caption "deductions from income" along
with interest and taxes. (2) A distinction is
made between "net income for the period" and
"profit and loss for the period." The profit
and loss for the period is the result of adding
special credits to and deducting special charges
from net income for the period. (3) Adjustments
of prior periods are treated as additions to or
substractions from surplus. (4) The combined
form of profit and loss and surplus statement is
suggested.I3

The Development of Accounting Principles
Immediately Preceeding and Since 1930
The most important single event in the early efforts to formulate
accounting principles was the work of the Special Committee of the
American Institute of Accountants on Co-operation with stock exchanges.
One result of the correspondence which took place between the insti
tute's committee and representatives of New York Stock Exchange was
the publication of the committee's report in 1 9 3 4 The text of the
document began with a letter dated September 22, 1932 from the institute

■^Eldon S. Hendrikse, Accounting Theory, Revised Edition,
(Homewood, Illinois: Richard D. Irwin, Inc., 1970), pp. 60-61.
^Audits of Corporate Accounts, (New York:
of Accountants, 1934).

American Institute
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Committee to the Exchange's Committee on Stock List.

This letter, after

discussing the nature of accounting and the widespread misunderstanding
of its significance and limitations, stressed the importance of the
earning capacity of an enterprise as contrasted with the valuation of
assets.
Alternative ways of improving reporting procedures were considered:
(1)selection

by a competent authority, from presently acceptedmethods,

of a detailed set of rules binding on all corporations of agiven

class;

or (2) permission to corporations to choose their own methods within
reasonable limits,' but with disclosure of such methods and with consistency in their application from year to year.
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In an exhibit accompanying this letter five broad principles of
accounting were proposed by the committee and were, with one exception,
approved by the Stock Exchange and put into effect in 1933.

The

exception was that listed companies were not required to disclose the
accounting methods they followed.

These principles approved were:

1) Unrealized profit should not be credited
to income account of a corporation either
directly or indirectly, through the medium of
charging against such unrealized profits amounts
which would ordinarily fall to be charged
against income account. Profit is deemed to
be realized when a sale in the ordinary course
of business is effected, unless the circumstances
are such that the collection of the sale price
is not reasonable assured. An exception to the
general rule may be made in respect of inventories
in industries (such as the packing-house industry)
in which owing to the impossibility of determining
costs it is a trade custom to take inventories at
net selling prices which may exceed cost.
2) Capital surplus, however created, should not
be used to relieve the income account of the
current or future years of charges which would
otherwise fall to be made there against. This

15carey, Op. Cit., p. 175.
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rule might be subject to the exception that where,
upon reorganization, a reorganized company would
be relieved of charges which would require to be
made against income if the existing corporation
were continued, it might be regarded as per
missible to accomplish the same result without
reorganization provided the facts were as fully
revealed to and the action as formally approved
by the shareholders as in reorganization.
3) Earned surplus of a subsidiary company created
prior to acquisition does not form a part of the
consolidated earned surplus of the parent
company and subsidaries; nor can any dividend
declared out of such surplus properly be credited
to the income account of the parent company.
4) While it is perhaps in some circumstances
permissible to show stock of a corporation held
in its own treasury as an asset, if adequately
disclosed, the dividends on stock so held should
not be treated as a credit to the income account
of the company.
5) Notes or accounts receivable due from officers,
employees, or affiliated companies must be shown
separately and not included under a general
heading such as Notes Receivable or Accounts
Receivable.1®
This committee laid the foundation on which subsequent work on
accounting principles has been based.

Most of the structure of ac

counting principles are dependent in one way or another on the report
of this committee.
Another result of the correspondence between The Institute
Committee and the representatives of the New York Stock Exchange was
the recognition that the institute needed a standing body to study
accounting principles.

A committee, appointed for this purpose, was

subsequently reorganized in 1938-1939, and a research department was
established.

17

This committee was destined to issue fifty-one research

bulletins during its existence from 1938 to 1959.

16Ibid., pp. 176-177.
^Alvin R. Jennings, "Present-Day Challenges in Financial Reporting,"
The Journal of Accountancy, Vol. 105 (January, 1958), p. 30.
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Reed K. Storey, in his book The Search for Accounting Principles,
sums up the approach followed by the Institute during this period:
the Institute adopted what has been
appropriately called the ''piecemeal" approach
to accounting principles. This approach was
primarily practical; the objective was to give
immediate help to the practicing accountant
faced with a problem. Lengthy discussion of
an over-all set of principles would merely
delay the service the committee on accounting
procedure could provide in reducing controversies,
and there was considerable doubt that a compre
hensive program could be carried to a successful
conclusion. The committee therefore decided to
consider specific topics as the need rose and,
if possible, to recommend one or more alternative
treatments as definitely superior to other
recognized procedures.18

Influence of the Securities Acts and
Regulatory Agencies
The number of investors in corporate stocks and bonds increased
drastically between 1900 and 1930.

This situation brought with it an

increasing pressure for a shift in accounting objectives from infor
mation for management and credit purposes to information for stockholders
and investors.

Accordingly, accounting came to serve a new audience which

was interested more in the income statement and less in the balance sheet.
During the late 1920's controversy and criticism over financial
reporting practices developed.

Ripley criticized the balance sheet as

being inadequate or misleading in two principal respects.

One was the

downright omission of important items in the property accounts.

Another

was the failure to disclose the methods of valuation whether it be of
property or stock xn trade.

19

-*-®Reed K. Storey, The Search for Accounting Principles, (New York:
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants, 1964) , p. 43.
^William Z. Ripley, Main Street and Wall Street, (Boston:
Brown and Co., 1927), p. 190.

Little,
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The stock market crash of 1929, by reinforcing the controversy
over financial reporting, helped bring about the Securities Act of
1933.

This act required that registration statements be supported by

financial statements certified by an independent accountant and gave
The Federal Trade Commission authority to prescribe uniform accounting
rules.

A little more than a year after the 1933 Act became law, The

Securities Exchange Act of 1934 was approved on June 6, 1 9 3 4 . it
created The Securities and Exchange Commission, which was charged
with administration of The 1933 Act as well as the subsequent one.

The Securities and Exchange
Commission21
The Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) was created by an
Act of Congress and is an independent regulatory agency of the United
States government.

The SEC exercises quasi-judicial, quasi-legislative,

and administrative functions.

The importance of the SEC's role is

indicated by the following list of statutes which it administers:
Securities Act of 1933
Securities Act of 1934
Public Utility Holding Company Act of 1935
Trust Indenture Act of 1939
Investment Company Act of 1940
Investment Advisers Act of 1940.
As far as the development of accounting principles is concerned,
The SEC has played a direct and indirect role.

Under the several acts

2®Carey, Op. Cit., p. 193.
21This section is based on the information presented in Louis
Rappaport, SEC Accounting Practice and Procedure, 3rd Edition (New
York: The Ronald Press Co., 1972).
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administered by the SEC, the Commission has broad powers to prescribe
accounting procedures and the form of accounting statements filed with
it.

During the period from 1936 to 1938, The SEC engaged in a heated

controversy regarding whether or not it should promulgate a set of
accounting principles to be followed by all companies filing reports
with it.

In 1938 the SEC decided to permit the profession to lead the

way in the formulation of accounting principles.22

This policy was

issued in the form of the Accounting Series Release No. 4, which stated
that the SEC would accept only financial statements prepared in accor
dance with accounting principles which have substantial authoritative
support or accordance with rules, regulations, or other official pronouncements of the Commission or The Chief Accountant. J

Therefore,

the SEC has established the policy of relying on the generally accepted
accounting principles and practices developed by the profession.
However, starting from 1937, The SEC has put pressure on the accounting
profession to reduce the areas of differences in accounting practice
with the threat that if the profession did not do so, the SEC would.
While the SEC has influenced the development of accounting
principles, its influence has been primarily indirect through coopera
tion and discussion with the representatives of the profession and
comments on the drafts of The Accounting Principles Board opinions.
However, The SEC has also played a direct role in the development of
accounting principles through the publication of regulation S-X,
22carman G. Blough, "Development of Accounting Principles in
The United States," Berkeley Symposium on the Foundations of Financial
Accounting, (Berkeley: Schools of Business Administration, University
of California, 1967), p. 5.
22Hendriksen, Op. Cit., p. 78.
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Accounting Series Releases, and official decisions.

In few cases, the

SEC has, in effect, overruled APB opinions or acted when the APB refused
to do so.

An example is provided by Accounting Series Release No. 96

in which the SEC gave acceptance to several methods of handling in
vestment credit.

APB opinion No. 2 had previously recommended only

those methods resulting in deferral of the effect on income.

In other

cases the SEC has taken the lead in promoting certain practices.

One

such action occurred when the APB considered expressing an opinion re
garding the classification of deferred income taxes relating to in
stallment receivables but decided not to require uniform classifica
tion in this case.

Upon the petition of a national public accounting

firm, The SEC issued Accounting Series Release No. 102 specifying that
the deferred income taxes should be classified consistently with the
classification of the related accounts receivable.24
In summary the SEC has relied on the AICPA to regulate the
accounting profession and develop find enforce accounting principles.
The SEC and the accounting profession have genuinely cooperated; on
occasion, however, the SEC has taken the lead in promoting certain
practices.

The Accounting Principles Board
As mentioned above, one of the results of the correspondence
between the Institute's Committee and the representatives of the New
York Stock Exchange was the appointment of The Committed on Accounting
Procedure in 1938.

This committee existed until 1959.
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Prior to the reorganization of the Institute's effort in the area
of research, especially during the period from 1933 until 1936, a seven
members committee known as "The Special Committee on Development of
Accounting Principles" existed.

From 1936 to 1938 a similarly consti

tuted committee held the title of "Committee on Accounting Procedure."
In 1938 the Committee on Accounting Procedure was made a standing
committee and authorized to issue pronouncements on accounting princi
ples and procedures.
During its existence from 1938 to 1959, The Committee issued
fifty-one research bulletins (APB). As evidenced by the topics covered
by the ARB's, the AICPA devoted its attention almost entirely to re
solving specific accounting problems and to topics rather than develop
ing general accounting principles.^
During the late fifties there was a growing awareness of the need
for a better means of developing authoritative statements on accounting
principles for the guidance of industry and the accounting profession.
In 1957, Alvin R. Jennings, then president of the AICPA felt that the
research which had developed permitted little opportunity for testing
and experimenting with new ideas.

In fact, he believed it actually

might have stifled creative thinking.

Therefore, he proposed a new

approach to research by the AICPA wherein accounting principles develop
ment would be regarded as pure research similar to that conducted in
the field of medicine.

He suggested a research organization be estab

lished distinct from the Institute itself.
25

This organization's function

For details of the topics covered'by ARB's, see "History of
The Accounting Procedure Committee," The Journal of Accountancy,
Nov. 1959, p. 70-71.
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would be to examine and re-examine the basic assumptions of accounting,
and to develop authoritative statements to aid both industry and the
public accounting profession.
Based on Mr. Jenning's suggestions, the Special Committee on
Research Program was set up in December, 1957 to study and report to
the Institute on the new approach to research.

In their report a year

later, the committee states:
The broad problem of financial accounting
should be visualized as requiring attention
at four levels: first, postulates; second,
principles; third, rules or other guides for
the application of principles in specific
situation; and fourth, research.2^
In addition the Committee recommended setting up The Accounting
Principles Board (APB) to supersede the committee on Accounting Prin
ciples and to have increased authority and responsibilities.

The APB

was to be the only group within the accounting profession to advance the
written expression of generally accepted accounting principles, narrow
the areas of difference in appropriate practice, and lead in discussions
of unsettled and controversial issues.

Statements or opinions of

the APB were ordinarily to be based on accounting research studies
conducted by an accounting research staff.28

In addition to other

recommendations concerning the APB, the committee determined the
immediate research priorities.

The committee's report read:

28Alvin R. Jennings, "Present-Day Challenges in Financial Re
porting," The Journal of Accountancy, Vol. 105 (January, 1958), pp.
31-32.
27
Report to Council, Op. Cit., p. 63.
28Ibid., pp. 63-65.
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Immediate projects of the accounting research
staff should be a study of the basic postulates
underlying accounting principles generally, and
a study of the broad principles of accounting.
The results of these, as adopted by the Board,
should serve as a foundation for the entire
body of future prouncements on accounting
matters, to which each new release should be
related.2®
The priorities established, first on postulates and then on
principles, represented a new research approach by the AICPA.

This

approach was intended to result in a logical and consistent structure
of accounting theory.30
Acting on the recommendations of The Special Committee on Re
search Program, The Institute was reorganized in 1959 and The Ac
counting Principles Board was formed to supersede the Committee on
Accounting Principles.

The composition of the Board was made up of

from 18 to 21 members selected primarily from accounting profession,
but also including members representing industry, the academic community,
and government.
The first priority for accounting research, as suggested by the
special committee's report, was met in September, 1961 when Accounting
Research Study No. 1, "The Basic Postulates of Accounting," was pub
lished.

In April, 1962, the second priority was met with publication

of Accounting Research Study No. 3, "A Tentative Set of Broad Accounting
Principles for Business Enterprises."
reactions.

Both studies received mixed

The authors' approaches were normative rather than merely

29Ibid., p. 64.
30Samuel J. Lambert, III, A Study of The Nature of Basic Assump
tions in Deductive Theories With Application in a Theory of Financial
Accounting Measurement and Other Selected Areas, (Unpublished Ph.D.
Dissertation, LSU, 1973), p. 6.
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descriptive.

However, they seemed to have been significantly influenced

by the profession's current thinking.

Their research was perhaps not

as much in the area of pure research and creative thinking as Jennings
had visualized.

Also these studies would, had they been adopted, have

resulted in accounting practice experimentation to an extent unacceptable
at that time.

This point was established by The APB when it stated:

The Board believes, however, that while these
studies are a valuable contribution to accoun
ting thinking, they are too radically different
from present generally accepted accounting
principles for acceptance at this time.31
This rejection of the recommendations of Accounting Research
Studies Nos. 1 and 3 was significant.

In doing so the Board was re

jecting the studies intended to serve as the foundation for all future
Accounting Principles Board Pronouncements. Without an agreed-upon
foundation of postulates and principles upon which to base their
pronouncements, The APB ran the risk of reverting back to its pre
decessor's piecemeal approach.

This was what happened.

Trueblood stated, The Board went:

As Robert

"....from one extreme to the other—

from an almost exclusive preoccupation with the theoritical to a
fixation on details of practice.

In so doing, the Board became more

a continuation of its predecessor committee than the sharp new instru
ment it had planned to be."32
similar view:

Arthur Andersen & Co. expressed a

"Both groups (the APB and The Committee on Accounting

Procedures) have been involved primarily in what has been referred to

Accounting Principles Board Comments on 'Broad Principles',"
The Journal of Accountancy, Vol. 113 (May, 1962), p. 10.
32Robert M. Trueblood, "Ten Years of the APB: One Practitioner's
Appraisal," The Journal of Accountancy, Vol. 129 (January, 1970),
p. 62.
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as 'putting out fires,' rather than taking a coordinated and planned
approach to the problem in total."
The work of The APB was under sharp criticism by different writers
within and outside the profession during the period of late sixties
and early seventies.

In evaluating the work of The Accounting Prin

ciples Board, Mautz and Gray observed that in only about half of the
cases in which APB opinions have appeared did research studies precede
APB o p i n i o n s . I n addition Mautz and Gray state:

"But out conclu

sion must be that the board has acted contrary to research recommendations as often as it has moved to implement research results.

qc

These

shortcomings can all be related, at least in part, to the lack of a
generally accepted foundation of basic assumptions upon which the APB
and its research staff could build.
In 1970, The APB realized the need for a foundation of postulates
and principles upon which to base their pronouncements.

This can be

seen from their attempt at describing accounting assumptions and prin
ciples in Statement of The Accounting Principles Board No. 4 , "Basic
Concepts and Accounting Principles Underlying Financial Statements of
Business Enterprises" issued in October, 1970.

This statement, like

previous attempts at specifying the assumptions, has been criticized.
One of the strongest criticisms of APB Statement No. 4 came from Arthur
qq

Harvey E. Kapnick, Jr., Chairman, Arthur Andersen & Co., Letter
(November 16, 1970) to Marshall Armstrong, President, American Institute
of Certified Public Accountants, Before the Study Group on Establishment
of Accounting Principles (Chicago: Authur Andersen & Co., October 15,
1971), p. 40.
^Robert K. Mautz and J. Gray, "Some Thoughts on Research Needs
in Accounting," The Journal of Accountancy, Vol. 130 (September, 1970),
p. 54.
33Ibid., p. 55.
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Andersen & Co. that stated:

"Statement No. 4 issued by The APB in

1970 provides no real guidelines for progress...."
Another sharp criticism of the statement was stated by Mr. George
R. Catlett, then a member of the APB.
mislead the accounting profession.
vote.

He feels that this statement may

Therefore, he cast a dissenting

Mr. Catlett states that:
....by summarizing a wide variety of customs
and practices, many of which need to be changed
and improved, and then rationalizing back to
principles that presumably support what now
exists.... this statement creates a significant
roadblock which will seriously impeed the efforts
.... to establish sound principles for financial
accounting and reporting.37
Despite these criticisms, some writers feel that the APB state

ment has some usefulness to the profession.

George Staubus states:

"The statement includes, as its strongest feature, a generally sound
set of objectives, which for the first time in the history of official
AICPA literature, gives the profession— led by the Board— a target at
which to aim generally accepted accounting principles."38
The Accounting Principles Board, beleaguered throughout its 13years existence, was under criticism and intensifying pressures from
an increasing number of sources.

Critics complained that the Board

failed to:
1.

Define the objectives of accounting.

38Arthur Andersen & Co., Before the Study Group on Establishment
of Accounting Principles, (Chicago: Arthur Andersen & Co., October,
15, 1971), p. 40.
37Statement of the Accounting Principles Board No. 4 , "Basic Con
cepts and Accounting Principles Underlying Financial Statements of Busi
ness Enterprises," (New York: AICPA, 1971), p. 105.
•^George J. Staubus, "An Analysis of APB Statement No. 4," The
Journal of Accountancy, Vol. 133 (February, 1972), p. 43.
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2.

Construct an accounting theory that is comprehensive,
internally consistent and otherwise suited for analyzing
problems.

3.

Analyze and understand the interrelatedness and repercussions of its decisions. ^

In 1973, acting on the recommendation of Wheat Committee's
report the Council of the AICPA passed a resolution to replace the APB
with a new standards-setting role body called the Financial Accounting
Standards Board (FASB).

Financial Accounting Standards Board
As mentioned above, the Accounting Principles Board was under
fire early for its lack of productivity and for failing to act promptly
to correct alledged accounting abuses.

The Board then ambitiously

tackled numerous thorny accounting issues, only to avoid the industry
opposition and occasional government interference.
In April, 1971 Marshall Armstrong, then the President of the
AICPA, announced the formation of the Study Group on Establishment of
Accounting Principles (commonly known as the Wheat Committee) "to
examine the organization and operation of the Accounting Principles
Board and determine what changes are necessary to attain better
results faster."40
In the Spring of 1972, the study group submitted its report to
the Council of the AICPA.

One of the major recommendations of the

30Dale L. Gerboth, '"Muddling Through' With the APB," The
Journal of Accountancy, Vol. 133 (May, 1972), p. 42.
40Report of The Study on Establishment of Accounting Principles,
(New York: AICPA, 1972), p. 87.
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report was the recommendation of the establishment of The Financial
Accounting Standards Board to supercede the Accounting Principles Board.
The Council adopted the recommendations totally, and they were imple
mented by early 1973.
The creation of the FASB was a response of the accounting pro
fession to avoid government rule making.

This step by the profession

received unanimous support from sections of the economy because there
was a strong need for improvement and success in the area of accounting
principles formulation.
It is the hope of everyone concerned with the development of
better accounting principles and reporting that the creation of the
FASB will result in greater efficiency, and faster and better results.
Kieso and Weygandt summarize the significant difference between the
APB and the FASB which are cause for expected success:
1.

Smaller membership. The FASB is composed of seven members,
replacing the relatively large 18-member APB.

2.

Full time, Remunerated membership. FASB members are well
paid, full-time members appointed for renewable five-year
terms, whereas the APB members were unpaid and part-time.

3.

Greater autonomy. The APB was a senior committee of the
AICPA whereas the FASB is not an organ of any single pro
fessional organization, appointed by and answerable only to
a new Financial Accounting Foundation.

4.

Increased independence. APB members had retained their
position with firms, companies, or institutions; FASB members
must sever all such ties and commitments.

5.

Broader representation. All APB members were required to be
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CPA's and members of the AICPA; only four of the seven
members of the FASB must be CPA's, the other three may be
non-CPA's.^1

(Italics in the original)

The work which has been done by the Financial Accounting Standards
Board up to this time in the area of generally accepted accounting
principles is still limited.

Its approach to the problem can be

'characterized as a piecemeal approach, similar to that of the Accounting
Principles Board.

That is, the work of the FASB is still devoted to

specific issues, such as translation of foreign currency, research and
development costs....etc., and to the interpretation of some opinions
previously issued by the APB.

No attempt has been made by the FASB to

come up with a set of generally acceptable accounting principles to
solve the stun of the problems caused by the abuses of accounting
practices.

If the FASB should fail, the alternative may be govern

mental control of accounting.

Summary
The development of generally accepted accounting principles in
the United States has gone through various stages.

Since the turn of

the Century, there has been more progress in the development of
accounting principles than was made during the entire time previous to
that point.

Different universities began to give courses in accounting,

and textbooks dealing with accounting principles became quite common.
The federal income tax law of 1913 created a need for better accounting
records and more careful attention to accounting principles and procedures.

^D. E. Kieso and J. J. Weygandt, Intermediate Accounting,
(New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1974), p. 17.
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The most important single event in the early efforts to formulate
accounting principles was the work of The Special Committee on Co
operation With Stock Exchanges.

The report of this committee (Audit

of Corporate Accounts), published in 1934, laid the foundation on which
subsequent work on accounting principles has been based.
The SEC, since its inception in 1934, has generally followed the
philosophy of placing primary, responsibility on the accounting profession
for the determination of appropriate accounting principles.
The AICPA's approach to the development of accounting principles,
through the Committee on Accounting Procedures and The Accounting
Principles Board, has been characterized as "putting out fires" rather
than taking a coordinated and planned approach to the problem in total.
The creation of the Financial Accounting Standards Board, as
recommended by the Special Committee on Establishment of Accounting
Principles will hopefully result in greater efficiency and faster and
better results.
If the FASB should fail, the alternative may be governmental
control of accounting.

CHAPTER III

FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
AND THEIR USES

Introduction
Earlier it was established that the evolution of accounting has
been closely related to the economic activities of mankind.

But only

in comparatively recent times has accounting developed beyond the
record keeping phase.
As civilization advanced, relationships between persons and be
tween different nations became more complex as a result of the develop
ment of trade between persons as well as between nations.

As a result,

accounting grew as a method for control over people and their ac
tivities, and the bookkeeping became more refined.^"
As business activities developed, business firms grew in size
and type of activities.

Large pools of capital were needed to finance

such expansion and statutes were enacted to limit the liability of
investors.

Management was separated from ownership through the dele

gation of managerial functions to groups of people so they could
operate business on behalf of their owners.
The introduction of limited liability, and separation of manage
ment from ownership made the protection of creditors as well as

Barnes W. Pattillo, The Foundation of Financial Accounting, (Baton
Rouge, Louisiana: Louisiana State University Press, 1965), p. 23.
37
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investors more important, and created an external interest in the
activity of the firm.

These developments resulted in expanding the

function of accounting, and accountants.

Accounting Defined
Accounting has been defined in a number of ways including the
following:
Accounting is a system for collecting,
summarizing, analyzing and reporting, in
monetary terms, information about an
organi zation.2
Accounting is the process of identifying,
measuring, and communicating economic in
formation to permit informed judgement and
decisions by users of the information.3
Accounting is a service activity. Its
function is to provide quantitative in
formation, primarily financial in nature,
about economic entities that is intended
to be useful in making economic decisions.4
These definitions have the following characteristics in common;
measurement, communication, entity, system, information, decisions
and users.
These concepts suggest the following definition of accounting:
Accounting is

measurement and communication process to provide rele

vant information about an entity to enable users of information to make
informed decisions leading to optimum allocation of scarce resources,
and to accomplish their objectives.
2
Robert N. Anthony, Management Accounting, (Homestead, Illinois:
Richard D. Irwin, 1970), p. 1.
^Committee to Prepare a Statement of Basic Accounting Theory, A
Statement of Basic Accounting Theory, (Evanston, Illinois: American
Accounting Association, 1966), p. 1.
4APB Statement No. 4, Basic Concepts and Accounting Principles
Underlying Financial Statements of Business Enterprises, (New York,
N.Y.: AICPA, 1970), p. 6.
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Even though this definition may be not different from those men
tioned above, the major emphasis in this definition is on the measure
ment and communication aspects of accounting.
Accepting this definition, it would seem of first importance for
accountants in their "quest" for accounting postulates and principles
and attempts to refine techniques and improve the reporting of financial
data to look at accounting in the framework of communication theory,
and to understand the nature and elements of the communication process.

Communication Defined
Communication may be defined as an attempt to establish a commonness or relationship between source and destination.

5

C. G. Browne has

defined communication as a:
Process of transmitting ideas or thoughts
from one person to another, or within a
single person, for the purpose of creating
understanding in the thinking of a person
receiving the communication.®
Thus, communication is a process.
everchanging, and dynamic.

The relationships are continuous,

The process involves taking information or

feelings that the communicator wants to share and putting them into a
form which can be transmitted.
Communication Model
In any communication system, several important elements can be
found; source, event, originator, encoder, message, channel, receiver,
decoder, and feedback.
^Colin Cherry, On Human Communication, (New York, N.Y.:
& Sons, 1957), pp. 6-7.

Wiley

C. G. Browne, "Communication Means Understanding," Personnel
Administration, Vol. 21 (January/February, 1958), p. 12.
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These elements comprise the communication model as shown in the
following diagram.
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Accounting as a Communication Process
The accounting profession has long recognized the role of accoun
ting in informing various interested parties of financial aspects of the
business enterprise.

Mason and Davidson say:

"The primary function of

accounting is to provide information that will help to make economic
activity move more smoothly and more intelligently."7
Another author makes the same point:
Accounting is a means of communication in a
complex, financially-oriented society. It
provides information for making many decisions,
not only by management, but also by almost
all important groups in the society.8
The AICPA has officially expressed its view of the function of
accounting in Accounting Terminology Bulletin No. 1:
Accounting is the art of recording, classi
fying, communicating in a significant manner
and in terms of money, transaction and events,
which are, in part at least, of financial

7Perry Mason and Sidney Davidson, Fundamentals of Accounting,
(Brooklyn, N.Y.: The Foundation Press, 1953), p. 460.
Q

Donald A. Corkin, "The Revolution of Accounting," The Accounting
Review, Vol. XXXVII (October, 1962), p. 627.
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character, and interpreting the results there
of.9 (Italics are not in the original)
The Committee on Terminology went on to elaborate and emphasize
that, at the highest level, accounting involves summarizing and inter
preting financial (and nonfinancial) data in a significant way in reports
to management, stockholders, credit grantors, and others.

Therefore,

accounting deals with measurement, but measurement for the purpose of
communicating significant data to interested parties.
The American Accounting Association Committee on Concepts and
Standards Underlying Corporate Financial Statements is more explicit:
The primary function of accounting is to
accumulate and communicate information
essential to an understanding of the
activities of an enterprise....
Accounting procedures and reports are
based on the premise that quantitative
data provides an effective means of
description and are basic to the communi
cation of qualitative information about
the enterprise.10 (Italics are not in the
original)
Accounting communication involves the complete communication
process, as do all business reports.

This means that all business re

ports must include all of the elements of the communication process
and have a purpose.

Ronald Brown points out:

The content of the corporation annual report
...is selected, arranged, and presented so
that it accomplishes varying purposes for
its several groups of readers. To the
stockholders the annual report gives an
accounting of the financial and business
operations of the company to keep him
Accounting Terminology Bulletin No. 1, The Committee on Accoun
ting Terminology, (New York, N.Y.: AICPA, 1953), p. 2.
10Committee on Concepts and Standards, Accounting and Reporting
Standards For Corporate Financial Statements, (American Accounting
Association, 1957), p. 1.
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interested and satisfied. As a result,
favorable attitudes and relations are
maintained;....to the employee the report
gives specific facts and general informa
tion about his company.H
Given the fact that accounting is a communication process, it
would seem that the basic elements of the communication model mentioned
above could be applied to accounting:
Source:
Accounting is concerned with the economic activities of a specific
unit or organization.
actions

As Bray points out, "We must look at the trans-

which take place under one roof, whatever the roofmight."

12

Thus source refers to the accounting entity. The boundariesof an
accounting entity are varied and must be specified in order to identify
the source of an accounting message.

Professor Bray points out:

You can make the entity what you will. It
may be a firm, a person, a company, it may
be legal or domestic, a group or an isola
tionist, it may ascent or descend the hier
archy of economics to be limited at will by
political, geographical, industrial, or natural
boundaries.12
The AAA's Committee report on the entity concepts states:
In accounting, the entity with which we are
concerned may be defined as an area of economic
interest to a particular individual or group.
The boundaries of such an economic entity are
identifiable (1) by determining the interested
individual or group, and (2) by determining
ilRonald Brown, Communicating Facts and Ideas in Business, quoted
by Loomis H. Toler, A Communication Approach to the Accounting Process
With Special Reference to General Semantics Concepts, (Louisiana State
University: Unpublished Ph.D. Dissertation, 1963), p. 2.
*2F. Sewell Bray, Four Essays in Accounting Theory, (London:
Oxford University Press, 1953), p. 4.
13Ibid., p. 5.
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The nature of that individual's or that group's
interest.
Toler indicated that the criteria for defining the limits of an
accounting entity is found m

the scope of the report.

15

Event:
The accounting entity is involved in a world of economic events.
As Bedford and Baladouni pointed out, "The world of a firm's economic
16

events is the totality of the firm's economic reality."x

These events occur at the unspeakable, unsensible level.

Accoun

tants perceive characteristics from these events at the objective
level and refer to them as transactions.

Accounting transactions

provide the basic data for all types of accounting reports.

Originator:
The originator perceives the event, abstracts certain charac
teristics from it, and decides that there is a need to communicate.
This is how communication is originated in the communication process.
In accounting, the same functions must be performed before accoun
ting reports are formulated.

However, there is a single individual

or position that performs that function.

For example, the board of

directors approves the annual financial statements for the firm to be
made available to interested parties.

^The AAA 1964 Concepts and Standards Research Study Committee—
The Business Entity Concept, The Accounting Review, Vol. XL (April,
1965), p. 358
^Toler, Og. Cit., p. 113.
^Norton Bedford and Vahe Baladouin, "A Communication Theory
Approach to Accountancy," The Accounting Review, Vol. XLVII (October,
1962), p. 654.
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Encoder:
— The encoder may or may not be the same as the source and/or
the originator.

The encoder selects the words, or other symbols,

which represent the event and arrange them to transmit information
about the event.
Whenever an economic event has occured and information from that
event is to be communicated, an accounting message must be encoded by
the accountant.

As an encoder, the accountant must abstract certain

characteristics from the economic event and select the symbols which
will-represent that economic event.

Message;
The message transmits information about the event.

It is the

final product of the encoding phase.
The product of the accountant's work is the accounting message.
This message consists of an ordered wequence of symbols— words and figures
— that represent certain economic facts and events.

The accounting

message consists of financial data about selected economic events.

Channel:
The channel is the medium through which the message is trans
mitted.

The communicator may choose either oral or visual signals to

carry his message.

There is a wide variety of transmission media

available to the firm to select from, such as voice, hand signals,
flags, letters, reports...etc.
For external reporting, financial statements represent the channel
of transmitting the accounting message.

17Ibid., p. 121.

These statements are a highly
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abstracted view of the economic events and business entity.

They are

prepared in accordance with accounting principles that restrict their
coverage to verifiable, quantitative, financial and historical data.
They are prepared in accordance with varying acceptable methods and
practices.

Receiver:
In human communication the receiver is the one to whom the message
is addressed or transmitted.

The accounting message may be transmitted

to management (internal reporting), stockholders, creditors, trade
unions, and the public (external reporting).
The users of the financial statements perform two important func
tions

inthe communication process:

the first function is interpreting

the financial statements, and the second function is using the message.
The interpretation function has been defined by Bedford and
Baladouni as follows:
Interpreting an abcounting statement means
reconstructing the message, the source
(management) has encoded. The interpreter
of an accounting statement must possess the
necessary skills to be able to reconstruct
and understand the message(s) contained in
the accounting statement. If the destination
(user) lacks the necessary skills or misuses
such skills, he will fail to interpret an
accounting statement with a desirable fidelity.

Decoder:
The decoder is usually the receiver of the message.

Where

the receiver is an organization (such as company x owns stocks in

18Bedford and Baladouni, 0£. Cit., p. 657.
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company y which is the encoder), then somebody in company x must decode
the message for the organization.
Decoding refers to the process of analyzing the message, evaluating
1Q

it, and assigning meaning to it.

In accounting, interpretation has

long been considered necessary in order to get meaning from a report.

Feedback:
The term feedback refers to the response that the source gets
from the receiver of a message.

The importance of feedback can be seen

in what the communicator does in light of it.

The greater the sensi

tivity of the communicator and his skill in revising his message in
light of it, the greater his chance of communicating effectively.
In accounting, the feedback concept can be easily seen at the level
of internal reporting.

For example a report conveying a message con

cerning variations of performance from specified standards, usually
necessitates a feedback in the form of corrective action.

At the level

of external reporting, the concept of feedback has not received the
attention in research that it deserves.

Generally, the accountants

have acted as if their job were completed when they prepared and
transmitted a particular report.
Up to this point the discussion has been limited to the communi
cation process of accounting as a means of providing relevant information
through the financial statements to permit informed judgment by the users
of these statements.

The following discussion will be concerned with

two elements of the communication model of accounting:

The users

(receiver) of the financial statements and their information needs,

19Toler, 0£. Clt., p. 130.
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and the financial statements (channel) through which the information
is provided.

Users of Financial Statements
Information concerning an enterprise is of interest to various
elements of the public.

Several different interested groups have been

cited in the literature.

APB Statement No. 4 classified the users of

financial accounting information into two groups:

1) Those with direct

interests in the reporting business enterprise, and 2) those with in
direct interest.
The first group includes:
Owners
Creditors and Suppliers
Potential owner, Creditors, and Suppliers
Management (including directors and officers)
Taxing Authorities
Employees
Customers.
The second group includes users with indirect interest:
Financial Analysts and Advisors
Stock Exchanges
Lawyers
Regulatory or Registration Authorities
Financial Press and Reporting Agencies
Trade Associations
Labor Unions.2®

20APB Statement No. 4, 0£. Cit., pp. 18-19.
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All these groups have a legitimate interest in the activities of
a firm, although clearly some groups (first group) are more affected by
these activities them other (second group). The information needs of
the users of financial statements are different.

The information needs

of the owners are different from those of the creditors, and those of
the creditors are different from those of the taxing authorities...etc.
This diversity of information needs by the users of financial
statements has been considered one of the major problems in financial
reporting.

Several articles were written concerning this area of

disclosure.
The major dilemma facing the accounting profession is related to
these questions:
mined?.

Can users be ranked and can their needs be deter

The first question can be answered by stating that the finan

cial reports are directed primarily to stockholders, other investors,
and creditors.

it

The information needs will be determined by the type of decisions
to be made by the users of information.

For example the decisions to

be made by investors are primarily buy-sell-hold decisions, and the
decisions of creditors are primarily related to the extension of credit
to the enterprise.

But in general, the information needs of the users

of financial statements cannot be determined in advance.

Therefore,

the accounting profession has adopted the concept of general purpose
financial statements.
AICPA Accounting Research Study No. 1 stated that "accounting
reports should disclose that which is necessary to make them not

2*Eldon S. Hendriksen, Accounting Theory, (Homewood, Illinois:
Richard D. Irwin, Inc., 1970), p. 559.
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misleading."22

The same point was made by Regulation S-X of the

Securities and Exchange Commission:
The information required with respect to
any statement shall be furnished as a
minimum requirement to which shall be added
such further material information as is
necessary to make the required statements
....not misleading.23
The American Accounting Association Committee to prepare a
statement of basic accounting theory states:
Accounting information must be useful to
people acting in various capacities both
inside and outside of the entity concerned.
It must be useful in the formulation of
objectives, the making of decisions....
....The utility of information lies in its
ability to reduce undertainty about the ac
tual state of affairs of concern to the
users.24
The committee further stated that the adherence to the standards
of relevance, verfiability, freedom from bias,
accounting

and quantifiability of

information will result in a marked reductionof this

uncertainty.23
For the purpose of this study, creditors, especially commercial
banks, will be treated as primary users of financial statements.
are a special class of external users.

Bankers

The information that credit

loan officers need to make loan decisions is different in nature and
purpose from the information contained in the financial statements.

In

22Maurice Moontiz, "The Basic Postulates of Accounting," Accoun
ting Research Study No. 1, (New York: AICPA, 1961), p. 50.
23Rule 3-06, pp. 5 & 6 of Regulation S-X, Securities and Exchange
Commission. Quoted by Hendriksen, Op. Cit., p. 560.
24Committee to Prepare a Statement of Basic Accounting Theory,
Op. Cit., p. 8.
25Ibid.
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this case the primary concern is loan repayment.

Repayment is expected

out of operations, which necessitates a forecast extending over the
period of the loan.

If operations fail, expectation for repayment

shifts to the assets of the firm.

Here the emphasis is on liquidity.

The extent to which assets are saleable and uncommitted to the payment
of other liabilities is a key factor in a loan decision.^®
Considering the information needs of commercial banks, these needs
can be identified in advance and provided to them through special pur
pose financial statements.

Therefore, the discussion to follow will

be concerned with the financial statements which emphasize information
needs of commercial banks.

The term "financial statements," as used in

this study, denotes the statement of financial position, income state
ment, statement of changes in financial position, statement of retained
earnings, and projected cash flow schedule.

Statement of Financial Position
The Statement of Financial Position, commonly called the Balance
Sheet, is recognized as a snapshot of the monetary affairs of an enter
prise.

It reveals, as its name implies, within the limits of generally

accepted accounting principles, the financial condition of an entity at
a specific moment of time.^

‘°John W. Buckley and Kevin M. Lightner, Accounting: An Infor
mation System Approach, (Belmont California: Dickenson Publishing
Co., Inc., 1973), p. 159.
27

‘ 'Felix P. Kollaritsch, Analysis and Terminology of Financial
Statement Items for Highway-Heavy Contractors, (Columbus, Ohio:
College of Administrative Science, The Ohio State University, 1970),
p. 19.
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Purpose of the Statement of Financial Position:
The purpose of the statement of financial position is to show the
value and nature of the economic resources of a business enterprise at
a point in time and the related interests of creditors and equity of
owners in those resources.28

In other words, the main purpose of the

statement of financial position is to summarize and classify the
resources, claims against these resources, and the residual value of
the entity.

Significance of the Statement of Financial Position;
The significance of the statement of financial position has
changed over time.

Historically, one of the major objectives of the

statement of financial position was to present financial information
about an enterprise to creditors.

Because of the lack of reliable in

formation, creditors had to rely heavily on any indication of security
for their loans.

Liquidation values of the assets were of major

concern to creditors.^®
As the requirement of the New York'Stock Exchange and the Securi
ties and Exchange Commission were defined in the early thirties, the
accounting profession adopted standard accounting procedures.

The

broadening of these procedures and the strengthening of business firms
gradually brought a change in the attitude of loan officers regarding
the statements of these entities.

While security and collateral

28Arthur Anderson & Co., Objectives of Financial Statements for
Business Enterprises, (Arthur Andersen & Co., 1972), p. 47.
28Hendriksen, Op. Cit., p. 259.
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retained a great importance as to assets, the business itself became
envisioned as a going concern.
The continuity assumption, commonly referred to as the "goingconcem concept," implies indefinite continuance of the enterprise or
accounting entity, that is, the business is not expected to liquidate in
the foreseeable future. The assumption does not imply that accounting
assumes permanent continuance; rather there is a presumption of stability
and continuity for a period of time sufficient to carry out contemplated
operations, contracts, and commitments.

This concept established the

scope of accounting on a nonliquidation basis, and thus established the
basis for many of the valuations and allocations common in accounting. 31
Professor Mautz states a similar interpretation of the continuity
assumption in the following manner:
Actually, the continuity concept sees
the enterprise continuing in its present form,
and, with its present purposes, sufficiently
far enough into the future so that its assets
will be used for the purpose for which they
were acquired and the obligations against
. them will be paid in due course.^2
The continuity assumption has affected the statement of financial
position.

Assets represent a property right or unused expenditure

rather than residual security.

As a result, attention is transferred

from liquidation value to earning investment, the basis of future income.
3C>August Joseph Stone, Jr., The Use of Financial Statements by
Commercial Banks in Credit Analysis, (Unpublished M.S. Thesis, Louisiana
State University, 1967), p. 56.
31
Glenn A. Welsch, Charles T. Zlatkovich, and John Arch White,
Intermediate Accounting, (Homewood, Illinois: Richard D. Irwin, Inc.,
1968), p. 7.
R. K. Mautz, "Basic Concepts of Accounting," in Handbook of
Modern Accounting, Sidney Davidson editor, (New York: McGraw-Hill
Book Co., 1970), pp. 1-13.
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Therefore, the objective of the statement of financial position becomes
more meaningful to statement analysts.
Another aspect of the statement of financial position, which
stems from the continuity assumption, is the use of values.

One of

the primary objectives of the statement of financial position is to
present the respective items in objective terms.

Objectivity denotes

an impersonal cind detached interest and values require estimates,
approximation and appraisal.
When related to accounting data, objectivity requires that "changes
in assets and the related effects....should not be given formal recogni
tion in the accounts"3^ until they can be objectively measured.

Accoun

ting data are objectively measurable when they are supported by objective
evidence— that is, evidence which can be verified by a competent in
vestigator3^— or impersonal or external evidence, not personal opinion.36
In realizing the complexities which may be involved in objectively
determining values, The American Institute of Certified Public Accoun
tants states:
Value as used in accounts simplifies the
amount by which an item is stated, in
accordance with the accounting principles
related to that item. Using the word value,
in this sense, it may be said that balance
sheet values generally represent cost to
the accounting unit or some modification

33Stone, 0£. Cit., p. 58.
3<*Moonitz, Oja. Cit., p. 50.
36Ibid., p. 42.
36W. A. Paton and A. C. Littleton, An Introduction to Corporate
Accounting Standards, American Accounting Association Monograph No. 3,
(AAA, 1940), p. 19.
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thereof; but sometimes they are determined
in other ways, as for instance on the basis
of market values or cost of replacement,
in which case the basis should be indicated
in financial statements.3?
Evidently, values on the statement of financial position are of
great importance to the users of this statement.

Since they cannot

actually see the assets and liabilities reported on the statement, the
monetary values of these items are used instead.
Reporting financial statement items on the historical basis has
been adopted by the accounting profession as being objectively deter
mined and verifiable.

Professor Littleton, in supporting historical

cost, stated:
Today historical cost enjoys prestige not
from a history of centuries of association
with double entry but from the fact that
it has been a mutual cost, that is, a prior
figure representation of a known fact— a
fact needing recording for association with
other facts.38
But cost is not always a valid representation.

For example, if

an asset has a net realizable value less than its cost, then reporting
that at cost will be misleading.

In such a case, a deviation from cost

is appropriate for fair presentation, and a full disclosure is required
to justify this deviation.
Another significant aspect of the statement of financial position
is the application of the consistency principle.

Consistency has been

used to refer to the use of the same accounting procedures by a single
firm or accounting entity from period to period and the use of similar

3^Committee on Accounting Terminology, Op. Cit., p. 17.
38A. C. Littleton, "Prestige for Historical Cost," The Illinois
CPA, Vol. 17 (March 1955), p. 23.
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measurement concepts and procedures for related items within the state
ments of a firm for a single period.3®
Consistency in the use of accounting procedures over time has been
considered a user constraint because prediction cannot be made based
on a time series data that are not classified and measured on the same
basis over time.

Statement of Financial Position Classification:
The conventional classification of statement of financial position
includes the following:
1.

Assets: current assets
investment
fixed assets
intangible assets & deferred charges

2.

Liabilities: current liabilities
long-term liabilities

3.

Owners equity: capital stock
additional paid-in capital
retained earnings

Historically, the statement of financial position was used ex
tensively for credit purposes, and therefore the terms current, fixed,
and long-term imply an order of liquidity.
Presenting the statement of financial position based in order of
liquidity is misleading for the following reasons:
1.

It assumes that current assets will be available for the pay
ment of current liabilities.

39
Hendriksen, Op. Cit., p. 108.
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2.

It assumes that current liability creditors have priority
over long-term creditors.

3.

It assumes liquidity where there is no intention to liquidate.4®

Other alternatives for presenting the statement of financial posi
tion include classification according to the description of enterprise
operations/ classification according to the accounting process/ and
classification according to valuation methods.4^
Under the first approach, classification according to the descrip
tion of enterprise operations, the statement of financial position items
would be classified according to their function such as working capital
and long-term planning.
rather than liquidity.

This approach focuses on the purpose and use
The major criticism of this approach is that

there is little relationship between working capital and current
operations.42
The second approach would break down assets and liabilities
between cash flow and operational income.

Under this approach, re

ceivables, marketable securities and long-term investment would be
deferred charges to cash, and all monetary liabilities would be de
ferred credits to cash.

All other assets and specific service liabili

ties would be charges and credits to operational income.43
The third approach, classification according to valuation methods,
involves classification according to cash value for cash and receivables,
40Ibid., pp. 297-98.
41Ibid., pp. 289-91.
42Ibid., p. 290.
43Ibid., p. 291.
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output prices for inventories, input values or current cost for certain
fixed assets, and historical costs for recently acquired assets.
All of these three approaches are defendable theoretically if they
are accepted as objectives of the classification process.

Banks have

little need for these classifications because of the increased reliance
on flow of funds statements and projected cash flow schedules.44

Limitations of the Statement of Financial Position:
Everything in life appears to be relative, and so is the value of
the statement of financial position.

Below are listed some of the major

limitations of the statement of financial position:
1.

The assets shown in the statement of financial position are
largely unexpired or unamortized costs.

The statement of

financial position does not usually show the market value of
assets.45
2.

The statement of financial position does not reflect the under
lying value or worth of the business enterprise.

The true

worth of any collection of productive net assets is the present
value of the stream of future earnings which the organiza
tion is capable of producing for its owners.

If obtainable,

"net worth" (in the value sense) would be the most useful
single piece of information that could be given about any
business.46

^^stone, Op. Cit., p. 63.
46pelix, Op. Cit., p. 29.
AC

Walter B. Meigs, Charles E.Johnson, and
mediate Accounting, (New York:McGraw-Hill Book

ThomasF. Keller, Inter
Company, 1963),p. 119.
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3.

The data presented in the statement of financial position
does not consider ^lflation effects on the value of reported
items.

When the statement of financial position is prepared

in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles,
most assets are stated at cost; exceptions are receivables,
and some long-term investments.

Many accountants believe

i
that all the assets should be restated in terms of current
values.

Different opinions are expressed about the exact

type of valuation basis to be employed. Some contend that
i
historical statements should be adjusted for general price;

level changes;4"^ other believe that a replacement cost con
cept is more useful;48 and yet others believe that a current
cash equivalent concept should be adopted.49
Regardless of the method favored, all are significantly
different from the historical cost approach.

Each approach

has the advantage over the historical cost basis of presenting
a more accurate assessment of the current value of the enter
prise, although the question of whether objective values can
be obtainable is still unsolved.

4^See ARB No. 43, Restatement and Revision of Accounting Research
bulletins, (New York; AICPA, 1953), Chapter 9A; APB Statement No. 3,
General Price Level Financial Statement (AICPA, 1969).
48See: Robert Sterling,^Theory of the Measurement of Enterprise
Income, (Lawrance, Kansas: The University Press of Kansas, 1970);
Edgar Edwards and Philip Bell, The Theory and Measurement of Business
Income, (Berkeley, California: University of California Press,
1961).
49Kaymond J. Chambers, Accounting, Evaluation and Economic
Behavior, (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1966),
p. 92.

i
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4.

Another basic limitation of the statement of financial
position is that estimates must be utilized.

There is, for,

instance, no way to determine the true depreciation of a given
asset for a given year, the collectible receivables...etc.,
thus the allowances for these items are at best only an
estimate.
5.

The data presented in the statement of financial position
are seriously influenced by the accounting method chosen.

In summary, with the emphasis on the income statement, the state
ment of financial position has become a statement of residual amounts
to be carried forward to future periods.

It has been considered as

a step between two income statements.

Income Statement
The income statement, or earnings statement as it is frequently
called, is a report that measures the success of an enterprise for a
given period of time.

By many, it is considered the most important

financial document of a business entity.

Investors and creditors are

interested in the statement of financial position accounts, cash flow,
ratios, and trends, but the most important single figure is net income.

Objectives of Income Statement:
The broad purpose of financial statements was given above as
supplying readers with relevant information for making rational eco
nomic decisions.

The major objectives of the income statement and
'JO

income reporting a r e r u
1.

To distinguish between invested capital and income.

5^Hendriksen, Op. Cit., pp. 125-130.
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2.

The use of income as a measurement of the efficiency of
management.

3.

4.

The use of historical income figures to aid in predicting
the future

course of the business.

The use of

income as a measurement of

accomplishmentand as

a guide to future managerial decisions.
Therefore, the overall objective of the income statement is to
reveal all realized revenues and expired cost allocable to the fiscal
period so that users

of the statement can judge

the efficiencyof

management, forecast

future earnings, determine

appropriate taxes,

and properly base decisions of investment or credit.

Concepts of Income;
Three major approaches has been found in the literature concerning
the measurement of periodic income.
1.

These approaches are:

The capital maintenance concept of income:
The capital maintenance concept of income, sometimes referred to as

the balance sheet approach, reflects the economist's viewpoint of income.
Different definitions of income were cited by the economists, for
example, Adam Smith was the first to define income as that amount that
can be consumed without encroaching upon capital, including fixed and
circulating capital.^1

Hicks states:

The purpose of income calculation in
practical affairs is to give people an
indication of the amount which they consume
without impoverishing themselves. Following
out this idea, it would seem that we ought
to define a man's income as the maximum
value which he can consume during a week,

51Ibid., p. 131.

\
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and still expect to be as well of at end
of the week as he was at the beginning. ^
Simons defines income as follows:
Personal income connotes, broadly, the
exercise of control over the use of
society's scarce resources. It has to do
not with sensations, services, or goods
but rather with rights which command prices
(or to which prices may be imputed). Its
calculation implies estimate (a) of the
amount by which the value of a person's store
of property rights would have increased, as
between the beginning and the end of the
period, if he had consumed (destroyed)
nothing, or (b) of the value of rights which
he might have exercised in consumption without
altering the value of his store of rights. In
other words it implies estimate of consumption
and accumulation.53
Edwards and Bell define income in a similar way:
In the absence of dividend payments and new
contributions by stockholders, income is
measured at the end of the period by adding
up the discounted values of all net receipts
which managers then expect to earn on the
firm's existing net assets and subtracting
from this subjective value a similar compu
tation made at the beginning of the period.
All these definitions imply that income is the difference in a
value between two periods of time.

That is, according to the capital

maintenance concept, income is computed by placing a valuation on the
net assets of the firm at the end of the period and comparing this

52John Richard Hicks, Value and Capital, 2nd ed., (London:
Oxford University Press, 1946), p. 172.
^3Henry C. Simons, Personal Income Taxation, (Chicago: The Univer
sity of Chicago Press, 1938), quoted by Robert Sterling, Theory of the
Measurement of Enterprise Income, (Lawrance: The University Press of
Kansas, 1970), p. 9.
34Edgar O. Edwards and Phillip W. Bell, The Theory and Measure
ment of Business Income, (Berkeley: University of California Press,
1961), pp. 24-25.
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with the valuation at the beginning of the period.
2.

The Operational approach to income measurement;
This approach is sometimes referred to as the income statement

approach.

It focuses on a description of the activities of a firm

rather than on the change of its value over time.^

In other words

income is assumed to occur when certain activities or events take place
such as planning, production, and sale, rather than only from the
passage of time or changes in expectations regarding future cash flows.
3.

The transaction approach to income determination:
This approach is the more conventional approach used by accountants.

Under this approach revenue and expenses are recorded as changes in
assets and liabilities become evident as a result of transactions.

A

transaction is interpreted to include most exchanges with outsiders and
certain internal events such as production rather than passage of time.
Because a transaction does not reflect certain changes, such as
expiration of the service potential of plant assets, at least not until
the asset is disposed of, the determination of income is incomplete.
Consequently, determination of income practice involves a combination of
the transaction approach and the balance sheet approach.
For years a controversy has existed in accounting circles about
what items should be included in the income statement.

Two somewhat

different concepts of income reporting have been prominent in both
accounting practice and literature.

They are referred to as current

operating performance concept and the all-inclusive concept.

5%endriksen, Op. Cit., p. 141.
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Current Vs. All-Inclusive
Few disagreements are found on the presentation of normal, re
curring income and expense items such as sales, selling expenses, and
salaries.

Differences of opinion have existed in accounting circles

about whether certain gains, losses and corrections of income and
expenses of prior years should be closed directly to retained earnings
or should be closed to the income statement and then carried to re
tained earnings along with the net income or loss for the period.
Under the all-inclusive concept net income is presumed to include
all transactions affecting the net increase or decrease in proprietor
ship equity during the current period except dividend distribution and
transactions of a capital

n a t u r e .

That is, all items affecting total

owners' equity, except capital transactions and dividends, are to be in
cluded in arriving at net income for the year they are recognized.
Supporters of all-inclusive concept claim the following advantages:
1.

Such full disclosure tends to prevent persons not knowledgable
of accounting practices from overlooking items which may
affect appraisal of an entity.

At the same time, informed

persons can recase the data in any manner they believe useful.
2.

The opportunities to manipulate income— for example, by
writing depreciable assets off to retained earnings to re
duce future depreciation charges are reduced.

3.

A more objective income is reported— one free from objective
interpretations of what is operating and nonoperating, extra
ordinary or ordinary, or recurring or nonrecurring.

As a

result the income statement is easier to prepare.

York:

56a p b Opinion No. 9, Reporting the Results of Operations, (New
AICPA, 1966), p. 110.
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4. There is avoidance of income overstatement resulting from the
fact that unfavorable extraordinary items tend to bulk larger
than favorable ones.
5. Bias in income reporting is eliminated.

It has been documen

ted that favorable extraordinary items tend to be reported in
the income statement while unfavorable ones are reported
m

the retained earnings.5 7

On the other hand the current operating concept of income focuses
on the ordinary, normal, recurring operations of the entity during the
current period.

Under this concept the emphasis is upon the measurement

of the efficiency of the business enterprise and predicting future
incomes. The term efficiency relates to the effective utilization of
the firms resources in operating the business and earning a profit.
To be useful for these purposes, current income should include only the
results of controllable activities resulting from current decisions.
Supporters of the current operating concept claim that many users
of the income statement prepared under the all-inclusive concept are not
qualified to eliminate the effects of extraordinary items or prior period
adjustments to get the income amount they seek.
Another advantage claimed for the current operating concept is
that including a correction of prior period's income in a current year's
income mistates the incomes of both years.

Consequently, trend analysis

will be misleading.

^Leopold a . Berstein, "The Concept of Materiality," The
Accounting Review, Vol. XLII (January 1967), p. 87.
^®Hendriksen, Op. Cit., p. 143.
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American Accounting Association Position:
In its earliest formal statement on accounting principles published
in 1936 under the title "A Tentative Statement of Accounting Principles
Underlying Corporate Financial Statements," The AAA took the all-in
clusive income statement position.

The statement reads as follows:

The income statement for any given period
should reflect all revenues properly given
accounting recognition and all costs written
off during the period, regardless of whether
or not they are the results of operations
in that period: to the end that for any
period of years in the history of the enter
prise the assembled income statements will
express completely all gains and l o s s e s . 59
A similar position was taken in 1941 and 1948 revisions of the
statement.

Although the 1958 statement does not present a clear state

ment regarding the acceptance or nonacceptance of the all-inclusive
concept, it is clear that a retreat from the strong position of the
previous statements was intended.

Tne AICPA Position:
On the surface, the American Institute of Certified Public Accoun
tants has been on middle ground; Chapter 8 of Accounting Research
Bulletin ho. 4 states:
it is the opinion of the committee that
there should be a general presumption that
all items of profit and loss recognized during

^American Accounting Association, Accounting and Reporting
Standards for Corporate Financial Statements and Preceding State
ments and Supplements, (AAA, 1957), p. 62.
Hendriksen, Op. Cit., p. 83.
61por further details concerning the AICPA position Current
Vs. All-inclusive concepts of income, see Leopold A. Berstein,
Accounting for Extraordinary Gains and Losses, (New York: The Ronald
Press Co., 1967), pp. 297-309.
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the period are to be used in determining the
figure reported as net income.62
From tnis statement it seems that all items having an income effect
recognized during the period be included in arriving at net income for
the period.

But immediately an exception is granted for items:
....The only possible exception to this pre
sumption relates to items which in the aggregate
are material in relation to the company's net
income and are clearly not identifiable with or
do not result from the usual or.typical business
operations of the period.63

Berstein has found that practice varies widely.6^
In an attempt to narrow the area of difference in practice in
this area, the Accounting Principles Board states in Opinion No. 9
"that net income should reflect all items of profit and loss recognized
during the period with sole exception of the prior period adjustments....
Extraordinary items should, however, be segregated from the results of
ordinary operations and shown separately in the income statement, with
disclosure of the nature and amounts thereof."66
The opinion defined the extraordinary items related to the current
period to be reported separately from net income as follows:
....They (extraordinary items) will be of a
character significantly different from the
typical or customary business activities of
the business. Accordingly, they will be events
and transactions of material effect which would
not be considered as recurring factors in any

62Accounting Research Bulletin No. 43, Restatement and Revision of
Accounting Research Bulletins, (New York: AICPA, 1953), Chap. 8,
Paragraph 11.
63Ibid.
fi4
Berstein, Op. Cit., pp. 86-87.
66APB Opinion No. 9, Op. Cit., pp. 112-113.
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evaluation of 'he ordinary operating process
of the business,^6
The opinion goes on to state that prior period adjustments, to be ex
cluded from determination of net income, relate to economic events of
previous fiscal periods the effects and uncertainties of which were not
reasonably assured.

They are limited to those material adjustments

which:
a) can be specifically identified with and directly related to
the business activities of particular prior periods,
b) are not attributable to economic events occurring subsequent
to the date of the financial statements for the prior years,
c) depend primarily on determinations by persons other than
management, and
d) were not susceptible of reasonable estimation prior to such
determination.67
All items of such nature are to be treated as adjustments in the opening
balance of retained earnings.
This approach of income determination and reporting, as recom
mended by APB Opinion No. 9, is claimed to result in the most meaning
ful and useful type of financial presentation.

The following advantages

are noted:
1.

Inclusion of all operating items related to the current period,
with segregation and disclosure of extraordinary items.

2.

Reporting current income from operations free from distortion
resulting from material items related to prior periods.

66Ibid., pp. 114-115.
67Ibid.
®®Ibid., p. 113.
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The order of presenting the income statement under this approach

Income before extraordinary items

XXXX

Extraordinary items (less applicable income tax)
Net income

XX
XXXX

In June 1973, the APB issued Opinion No. 30, Reporting the Results
of Operations, in which it reaffirms the need to segregate extraordinary
items as required in the Opinion No. 9.

A new definition was given to

extraordinary items as those of unusual nature and infrequency of
o c c u r r e n c e . T h i s opinion also recommends that profit or loss from
discontinued operations of a segment of business be disclosed on the
face of the.income statement separately from income from continuing
operations.
The order of presentation of the income statement according to
the recommendation of APB Opinion No. 30 is as follows:^
(1)

(2)

(3)

York:

Income from continuing operations before
income taxes- - - - - - - - - - - - - - Provisions for income taxes- - - - - - - - Income from continuing operation- - - - Discontinued Operations (Note ):
Income (LOSS) from operation of dis
continued division X (less applicable
income taxes of $__)- - - - - - - - - - Loss on disposal of division X, including
provision of $__ for operating losses
during phase-out period (less applicable
income taxes of $__)- - - - - - - - - - Income before extraordinary items - - - Extraordinary items- - - - - - - - - - - - Net Income - - - - - - - - -- _ _ _ _ _ _ _

$xxxx
xx
$xxxx

$ xxx

$ xxx

$ xxx
$ xxx
$ xxx
$XXXX

69&PB opinion No. 30, Reporting the Results of Operations, (New
AICPA, 1973), pp. 564-565.

^Ibid.
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The Opinion also requires that effects of these three items on
the earnings per share figure must be disclosed on the face of income
statement.
In summary, it can be said that, prior to issuance of APB Opinion
No. 9, the AICPA supported the current operating performance concept of
income.

By comparing the requirements of APB Opinions No. 9 and No. 30

with the earlier committees' pronouncement, the conclusion to be drawn is
that the profession tends to accept a modified all-inclusive income con
cept instead of the current operating performance concept.

Significance of Income Statement;
The income statement is considered to be far more important today
than formerly because of the greater emphasis upon earnings as compared
with asset values.

A study of earnings provides a more effective

analysis of economic conditions affecting a business and, therefore,
helps in estimating the future profitability of operations.
The income statement is considered a link between two periods.
Tnat is, it represents a summary of the revenues and expenses for a
particular period.

Each year new assets are acquired and debts incurred

to increase profitability.

The income statement is a roadway from year

to year. 71
The income statement, if properly constructed, discloses the be
havior of various costs and expenses in relation to volume such as
fixed and variable.

This type of presentation will help users, es

pecially bankers, in capacity analysis.

^Stone, Op. Cit., p. 76.
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Other Financial Statements and Schedules
Statement of Retained Earnings
The major objective of the statement of retained earnings is to
report separately each major category of changes in retained earnings
during a fiscal period.

It shows the opening balance of retained

earnings, the new profit (loss) for the current period, any appropria
tion or distribution made, and the closing balance.
The statement of retained earnings usually discloses significant
information such as:
1.

Prior period adjustments.

2.

The relationship of dividend distributions to net income for
the periods.

3.

Appropriations and transfers of retained earnings.

All this information sheds some light on the management policy
toward utilization of retained earnings.
Knowing the net profit figure is not enough in making predictions
concerning business profitability for the coming periods.

Different

parties interested in the financial activities of the firm demand in
formation related to these questions:

What does the firm usually do

with its net income— how much is distributed to owners and how much in
vested in the business? Where is it invested?? How did the firm finance
its expansions? What factors caused the deterioration (improvement) in
the current position of the firm?
The statement of financial position and income statement do not
provide complete answers to this type of questions.

The statement of

financial position tells about the amount of assets and liabilities in
the enterprise but does not tell what changes occured and how they
were financed.

‘
The income statement reports the amount of net income
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but does not indicate what has been done with it.

The statement of

retained earnings gives some information about the disposition of
the amount of net income that was distributed to owners but contains
no information about the disposition of the income that was retained in
the business.

The statement of changes in financial position is de

signed to provide answers to such questions.

Statement of Changes in Financial Position
The statement of changes in financial position, also known as
statement of source and application of funds, statement of working

■

capital changes, and statement of funds, is designed to show the flow
of financing into and out of the company.

It shows the major sources

of increases in an enterprise's assets for a period from net income
and other sources, and how the enterprise used these sources.

The

statement shows all important aspects of all investing and financing
activities of the reporting

entity.

Several factors have influenced the development of the statement
of changes in financial position.

Among these factors are growth of

the economy, professional management, commercial banks, and government
regulation.^2
During the past decade the statement of changes in financial
position has been used with increasing frequency.

The issuance of APB

Opinion No. 3 in 1963 gave momentum to the general acceptance of the
statement.

APB Opinion No. 3 states that "a statement of source and

72

APB Opinion No. 19, Reporting Changes in Financial Position,
(New York: AICPA, 1971), p. 374.
^2Hector R. Anton, Accounting for the Flow of Funds, (Boston:
Houghton Mifflin Co., 1962), pp. 1-9.
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application of funds should be presented as supplementary information
in financial reports.

The inclusion of such information is not manda

tory, and it is optional as to whether it should be covered in the report
of the independent accountant.

After the adoption of Article 11-A of

Regulation S by the Securities and Exchange Commission of 1970 , ^ the
funds statement became required for each period for which an income
statement is furnished in filings with the SEC.
In 1971, the APB issued Opinion No. 19, Reporting Changes in
Financial Position. Consequently, the presentation of the statement
became mandatory, and the title of the statement was changed to state
ment of changes in financial position.

The Opinion states:

....When financial statements purporting to
present both financial position (balance sheet)
and results of operations (statement of income
and retained earnings) are issued, a statement
summarizing changes in financial position should
also be presented as a basic financial statement
for each period for which an income statement
is presented. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ....The board therefore recommend that title
be statement of changes in financial position.^®
Since then the statement has finally been officially included among the
family of general purpose financial statements.

Concept of Funds:
The term funds has been used for many essentially different,
although related, concepts of resources.

Also different concepts have

74apb Opinion Wo. 3, The Statement of Source and Application of
Funds, (New York: AICPA, 1963), Paragraph 8.
^Aubrey C. Roberts and David R. L. Gabhart, "Statement of Funds:
A Glimpse of the Future," Journal of Accountancy, Vol. 133 (April 1972),
p. 54.
76

APB Opinion Wo. 19, Op. Cit., Paragraphs 7-8.
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frequently been attached to the term within one funds statement, one
article, or even within a single paragraph on the subject.77

In funds-

statement usage, the term funds can be and has been defined in various
ways including the following:7®
1.

Working capital

2.

Quick assets less current liabilities

3.

Cash and marketable

securitiesless

currentliabilities

4.

Cash and marketable

securitiesless

short-termbankcredit

5.

Cash and marketable

securities

6.

Cash

7.

Total funds employed in the business

8.

Total stockholder'sfunds

9.

Equity interests.

It can be seen from this classification that the meaning of funds has
varied from cash to total resources.

The various interpretations of

the term "funds" reflect different approaches to the objectives under
lying the statement.

Where the enphasis is on disclosing the causes of

the changes in working capital, the working capital interpretation is,
of course, appropriate.

However, where changes in liquidity is the

key issue, interpretations such as cash, quick assets, etc., become
more relevant.
APB Opinion No. 19 has broadened the concept of funds flow state
ment to include the disclosure of all significant transactions which

77Anton, Op. Cit., pp. 29-38.
7®Accountants International Study Group, The Funds Statement,
(New York: Lewz and Riecker, 1973), Paragraph 33.
79APB Opinion No. 19, Op. Cit., Paragraph 8.
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involve investing or financing of the firm.

The Opinion states:

The Board concludes that the statement sum
marizing changes in financial position should
be based on a broad concept embracing all
changes in financial position- - - - - - - The statement of each reporting entity should
disclose all important aspects of its financing
and investing activities regardless of whether
cash or other elements of working capital are
directly affected.79
Perry Mason, argued that the usefulness of the statement would be en
hanced by expanding the definition of a fund to encompass a concept
which he called "all financial resources."®®
Several empirical studies have supported the need for an expanded
definition of funds flow.

Rakes and Shenkin reported that 134 of 151

financial analysts responding to their questionaire preferred the "all
resources definition" over both the cash and working capital definitions.®^
The actual implementation of the APB Opinion No. 19 now takes the
form of a traditional cash or working capital based fund flow statements. 82

Regazzi reported that 87 of 100 annual reports he studied use

the working capital definition of funds whereas only 13 use the cash
definition.®®

7®APB Opinion No. 19, Op. Cit., Paragraph 8.
®®Perry Mason, Cash Flow Analysis and Funds Statement,"
Accounting Research Study No. 2, (New York: AICPA, 1961), p. 54.
®^Ganas K. Rakes, and William G. Shenkin, "Users Response to
APB Opinion No. 19," The Journal of Accountancy, Vol. 134 (September,
1972), p. 92.
®^Stephen L. Buzby and Haim Falk, "A New Approach to the
Funds Statement," The Journal of Accountancy, Vol. 137 (January,
1974), p. 56.
83John H. Regazzi, "Why Aren't Financial Statements Understood,"
The Journal of Accountancy, Vol. 137 (April, 1974), p. 50.
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These concepts of funds have often ignored the effect of trans
actions which do not directly affect cash or working capital, but which
nevertheless are important items of the financial administration of the
firm.

Examples are gifts, subsidies, exchange of property, purchase of

property in exchange for shares of stock or bonds, etc.

To serve its

purpose, as a summary of all significant transactions related to finan
cing and investing activities of the firm, the statement of changes in
financial position should disclose the following:
Sources of funds from operation include net profit plus all
operating expenses which do not represent actual cash outlays but are
deducted from revenue in determining net profit (depreciation, amor
tization, etc.), plus any other funds generated through selling
fixed assets.

The second part of the statement should disclose the

uses of funds by listing the items on which funds were used such as
acquiring new assets, investing in securities, building up inventories,
advertizing, training programs....etc.

The third part should disclose

the financing activities, that is the source of additional funds such
as selling capital stock, long-term borrowing...etc.

Projected Cash Flow Schedule
Control of cash position is a vital phase of financial manage
ment since cash is considered the lifeblood of any enterprise.

There

must be a balance between cash and cash-demanding activities such as
operations, capital additions and so on.

Without such a balance,

management could find itself in a situation where it cannot meet its
due obligations.
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Projected cash flow is a chronological presentation of the cash
budget.

The cash budget consists of two major parts (1) the projected

cash receipts, and (2) planned cash disbursements.84
Usually, the sales budget represents the starting point in the
cash budget because sales represent the major source of cash receipts.
Other sources of cash receipts are collection of accounts receivable,
notes receivable, sales of capital assets,...etc.

After estimating the

cash receipts, other budgets are to be considered in estimating cash
disbursements such as materials budget, expenses budget, and capital
additions budget.

Any expected shortage of cash receipts has to be

obtained from other sources, usually through short-term loans.
In most cases a cash budget is prepared on a yearly basis, and
then broken down into shorter periods, usually monthly.
serves as cash flow schedule.

In this case it

It must be remembered that the accuracy

of any budget depends upon the experience of management and the availa
bility of past data.

Also the projected cash flow is only an approxi

mation and expectation of the future.
Projected cash flow provides commercial bankers with a valuable
information for capacity analysis.

It sheds some light on the firm's

ability to generate cash to repay its mature obligations.

Even though

there is no certainty in future cash movements and budgets are only
forecasts, approximating inflows and outflows of cash is beneficial
in sizing up present capacity and ability to pay a loan at maturity.

84Glenn A. Welsch, Budgeting; Profit Planning and Control,
(Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey; Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1964),
p. 267.
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'Limitations of the Financial Statements
Combined financial statements of any business enterprise contain
the following limitations:
1.

Precision: Precision of the financial statements is impossible.

Data reported in financial statements are produced by conventional
procedures developed by the profession over many years of experience,
implemented by different assumptions and postulates, and applied by
judgement.
2.

Financial Condition: The statements do not show the financial con

dition of a business.

Rather, the statements show the position of

financial accounting for a business.
3.

Relativity of net income: The income statement does not show the

absolute net income, rather a relative one.

This is so because the

concepts used in determining net income have been selected from a set
of competing concepts.
4.

The value of assets: Assets value shown in the statement of finan

cial position do not reflect the current value of these assets.

Because

cost has been used by the accounting profession as an objective
valuation basis, with some exceptions related to marketable securities
and receivables.
5.

Human resources: The quality of management in general contributes

significantly to the progress of a firm.

Information related to human

resources is still being neglected in financial statements.
Due to these limitations, loan officers usually seek additional
information to supplement those provided in the financial statements.
Using the financial statements is only one step in evaluating the riskness of the proposed loan.
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The Role of Management in Financial
Statements Presentation
Financial statements are the representations of management.

This

basic assumption is described by the American Institute of Certified
Public Accountants' Committee on Auditing procedures as follows:
Management has the responsibility for adopting
sound accounting policies, for maintaining an
adequate and effective system of accounts, for
the safeguarding of assets, and for a devising
a system of internal control that will, among
other things, help assure the production of
proper financial statements. The transactions
which should be reflected in the accounts and
in the financial statements are matters within
the direct knowledge and control of management
the fairness of the representations made
through financial statements is an implicit
and integral part of management responsibility.
Management no longer represents the single interests of ownership.
Instead, it functions as a trustee of resources, accountable to stock
holders, creditors, employees, customers, and the public.

Financial

statements are the means through which management reports to these
segments of the society on its progress toward achieving the firm's
objectives.

In so doing, management is subjected to a number of

pressures to influence the reported figures presented in the financial
statements.

Johnson describes some of the pressures as follows:
1.

Financial statements are to a larger degree
a report on managerial performance. Managers
would not be human if they did not wish the
report card to be favorable.

2.

Managers are charged by stockholders with
responsibility for minimizing the corporate
tax burden. Tax measurements are but one
aspect of external reporting, but measure
ments for tax purpose often influence

^committee on Auditing Procedures, Statement on Auditing
Standards No. 1, (New York: AICPA, 1973), p. 110.02.
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measurements incorporated into the general
system and into published reports.
3.

Pressures from the stockholders and investors
to report results that will favorable in
fluence stock prices may reinforce management's
own self-interest in this direction.86

Therefore, the reported figures reflect management's philosophy.
A number of generally accepted accounting principles have a built-in
bias which motivates management in certain circumstances to adopt them
in preference to alternative principles that may better reflect the
operating results and financial condition of the firm.

Chambers calcu

lated that it is possible to measure a given firm's income as any one
of 30,000,000 figures all determined according to generally accepted
accounting principles.8?

Narrowing the area of differences by elimi

nating some of the competing principles is evident.

Summary
Recognizing the fact that accounting is a measurement and com
munication process, it would be of first importance for accountants
in their quest for accounting postulates and principles, to look at
accounting in the framework of communication theory.
The major purpose of accounting is to provide relevant informa
tion about an entity to different parties interested in the financial
activities of that entity.

The information needs of these parties

(investors, creditors, employees, etc.) cannot be identified in advance.

86Charles E. Johnson, Management's Role in External Accounting
Measurements," in Research in Accounting Measurement, Jaedicke, Ijini,
and Nielsen, editors (American Accounting Association, 1966), p. 91.
8?R. J. Chambers, "A Matter of Principle," The Accounting Review,
Vol. XLI (July 1966), pp. 443-57.
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Financial statements represent one channel of transmitting the accounting
message.
In some cases financial statements are prepared to meet the needs
of special group of users such as creditors.
special class of external users.

Commercial banks are a

They are interested in determining the

borrower's capacity to repay the loan.
Financial statements are being used by commercial banks as a
starting point in the precess of capacity analysis.

But financial

statements have some serious limitations including the following.
1.

Precision of the financial statements is impossible.

2.

Financial statements do not show the financial condition of
the business.

3.

Values of assets, with some exception, shown on the balance
sheet do not reflect the market value.

4.

The reported figures are the results of management judg
ment concerning the choice among different accounting
alternatives.

CHAPTER IV

COMMERCIAL BANKS AND COMMERCIAL LOANS

Introduction
Earlier it was indicated that planning and controlling cash position is a vital phase of financial management since cash is considered
the lifeblood of any enterprise.

There must be a balance between cash

and cash-demanding activities such as operations, capital additions and
so on.

Without such a balance, management could find itself in a situa

tion where it cannot meet its due obligations.
A cash budget is a projection of the cash position by interim
periods for a specific duration of time.1

With the information pro

vided by the cash budget the financial officer can proceed to plan
borrowing necessary to bring the cash account up to the required levels
during those periods when the budget predicts deficiencies in cash.
If the cash budget has been carefully prepared, the financial officer
can anticipate the need for raising short-term funds, and can make
arrangements with commercial banks or other sources of loans in an unhurried atmosphere more conducive to businesslike discussion.

2

1Glen A. Welsch, Budgeting Profit Planning and Control, 3rd
ed. (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1971),
p. 392.
^Paul g . Hastings, The Management of Business Finance, (Princeton,
New Jersey: D. Van Nostrand Company, Inc., 1966), p. 54.
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In addition to permitting more careful deliberation, the cash
budget also promotes greater accuracy in determining the length of time
for which various amounts must be raised.
Also the cash budget is important to the financial officer in
aiding him in predicting with reasonable accuracy the amount of excess
cash generated by the operations
will be available.

and the length of time that the cash

Therefore, the decision to invest these extra funds,

the type of investment, and the length of investment becomes salient.
It was also indicated that creditors, especially commercial banks,
will be treated as primary users of financial statements.
banks play a vital role in any economic system.

Commercial

A corporate financial

officer has put the matter as follows:
There are various and sundry services that a
corporate customer requires of its bank, varying
in complexity and magnitude with size and diversity
of the customer's business. But none is more im
portant, regardless of whether the customer is large
or small, than the ability of banks to make loans.
Without this ability, business as we know it today
could not exist.^
Besides their ability to supply a large proportion of financing to busi
ness,

the special character of commercial banks stems from two other

features.First, the credit they extend can be

used as money,' while

all other forms of credit must first be transformed into bank deposits
before they can be so used.

And second, banks are often the critical

marginal suppliers of new credit to the business community.

4

The purpose of this chapter is to discuss briefly the role of
3

T. A. Gudiness, "Lending Rituals and Sacred Cows," Journal of
Commercial Bank Lending, Vol. LII (May 1970), p. 31.
^Robert Lindsay and Arnold W. Sametz, Financial Management: An
Analytical Approach, (Homewood, Illinois: Richard D. Irwin, Inc.,
p. 311.
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commercial banks in financing business firms, especially through short
term loans.

This discussion will be used as a starting point to more

detailed discussion of the commercial banks lending model and the
effect of different acceptable accounting principles on the lending
decisions which are the subject of the next two chapters.

The Role of Commercial Banks in Financing Business
A primary purpose of commercial banks since their inception has
been the aiding of commerce through the lending of money to finance
commercial transactions— primarily the movement of goods through the
channels of distribution.
From earliest times to 1930 commercial banks' principal customers
were business firms of all sizes.

In 1930 more than 50 percent of

outstanding loans and investments of commercial banks had been to
accommodate business.5
The importance of bank loans in corporate financing during the post
World War II period has fluctuated substantially.

In the first years

following the end of the war, the liquidity that the commercial banking
system had acquired during the World War II, together with the Federal
Reserve's policy of accepting all offered Treasury Securities at fixed
prices

served business admirably.

For this period as a whole, over

a quarter of business corporations' total external financing requirements
were satisfied by commercial banks.

g

From war-end to 1959, business

loans increased fivefold from $9.3 billion to $46.7 billion,

7

and at

5
The American Bankers Association, The Commercial Banking Industry,
(Englewood Cliffs, N. J.: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1962), p. 3.
0
James J. McKeon, "Structure of Corporate External Financing,"
Financial Analysts Journal, (September;October 1969) p. 29.
7
The American Bankers Association, Op. Cit., p. 5.
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the beginning of 1960, business loans reached $52 billion.®
In 1974 nonfinancial corporations raised more than $77 billion
from external sources— a record volume.

These funds are used to finance

the gap between capital outlays and internal funds and for acquisitions
of liquid and other financial assets. As the following table reveals,
bank loans contributed 38.8 percent of the total financing needs.
As it can be seen from these figures the deterioration in long
term markets in 1974 contributed to a further increase in the already
growing demands for credit at commercial banks.

Short-term bank loans

to nonfinancial companies rose by approximately $30 billion, almost
equaling the record borrowing of 1973 when such loans were bolstered
by booming business activity and an artificially restrained prime rate.
Demand on bank loans by business firms fluctuates from one period
to another due to several factors such as business needs for external
financing, type of financing— short-term or long-ter:.i, cost of funds,
etc.

As Professor Nadler points out:
Corporations rely on bank credit when it is
cheaper, and then turn to open market fund sources,
such as commercial papers, as soon as rates in the
open market become lower than bank lending charges.
Yet when rates turn back up again in the open
market, and bank credit accomodation becomes the
cheaper rates, the same treasurers come back to
the bank to borrow.9

Business Loans Defined
A precise definition of business loans is difficult because of
their heterogeneous character.

Historical data before the late 1930's,

8Ibid., p. 123.
9Paul S. Nadler, "Corporate Banking Relationships," Bankers'
Monthly, (April 1975) , p. 11.

TABLE 1

NONFINANCIAL CORPORATIONS: COMPOSITION OF FUNDS RAISED IN
FINANCIAL MARKETS DURING THE PERIOD 1970-1974
(Amounts are Shown in Billions of Dollars)

Period

Total
Amount

Per
cent

Equity
Per
Amount
cent

Bonds
Amount
Per
cent

Mortgages
Amount
Per
cent

Bank Loans
Amount
Per
cent

Other Credit
Mkt. Instru.
Amount
Per
cent

1970

39.5

100

5.7

14.4

19.8

50.1

5.2

13.2

5.6

14.2

3.2

8.1

1971

46.8

100

11.4

24.4

18.9

40.4

11.4

24.4

4.4

9.4

.7

1.5

1972

55.0

100

10.9

19.8

12.5

22.7

15.6

28.4

13.5

24.5

2.5

4.6

1973

67.1

100

7.4

11.0

11.0

16.4

16.1

24.0

30.6

45.6

2.0

3.0

1974

77.1

100

4.1

5.3

21.3

27.6

10.9

14.1

29.9

38.8

11.0

14.3

Source:

"Recent Developments in Corporate Finance," Federal Reserve Bulletin No. 8, Vol. 61
(August 1975), p. 466.
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are often not available on a consistent basis over long periods of
time.

Even for the more recent period, business loans have been de

fined in various ways for different purposes.^®
For the purpose of this study, the term business loans will be
used to refer to credit of short-term maturity extended by commercial
banks to business firms. More technically, the Member Call Report of
the Federal Reserve System defines commercial and industrial loans as:
All loans to persons and corporations engaged
in manufacturing, mining, oil and gas producing,
quarrying, construction, utilities, trade, services,
and amusement, and to real estate operators or
developers. The loans may be used for financing
capital expenditures as well as current operations,
and they may be secured or unsecured.
Commercial bank lending developed around a self liquidating
concept.

This means that the usage to which the funds are put by the

borrower will, through the normal operation of the borrower's business,
produce the cash with which to repay the loan.

As Woodworth puts it:

The traditional commercial loan theory held that
the ideal banking assets were short-term, selfliquidating loans for working capital purposes.
Only such loans were thought to be consistent
with a bank's liability structure of demand (or
near demand) deposits.

Reasons for Bank Borrowing
The principal source of funds for american business over the years
has been equity financing, to a very considerable extent in the form

10American Bankers Association, Op. Cit., p. 121.
■^Dwight M. Jaffee, Credit Rationing and Commercial Loan Market,
(New York, N. J.: John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1971), p. 3.
12

G. Walter Woodworth, "Bank Liquidity Management: Theories and
Techniques," The Bankers Magazine, Vol. 150, No. 4 (Autumn 1967),
p. 67.
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of retained earnings, and depreciation allowances.

Daring the post

war years, however, between 35 percent and 40 percent of business
assets have been obtained by the use of borrowed funds.

13

Traditionally, the average industrial or commercial firm relies
on the commercial banks chiefly for assistance in meeting seasonal or
other short-run variations in cash requirements.

But to an important

degree business has also turned to commercial banks to cover longerterm requirements for working capital and fixed assets.
Topically, the variation in demand for bank loans arises mainly
from the following.

1.

To increase the return on invested capital:
Business firms demand loans from commercial banks because they

expect to earn, from the investment in various assets, more than the
cost of the borrowed funds, including an allowance for the risk involved
in investment in fixed assets.

The assets of business firms consist

largely of plant and equipment, inventories, accounts receivable, and
a relatively small amount of liquid assets to meet current payments.
When business firms believe that an increase in any of these assets
will yield enough return to warrant the allocation of flands, they will
allocate either funds already available or funds obtained by borrowing
or selling equities.
Business firms, by investing funds in a type of activity in
which they have acquired or can develop expertise, can earn enough in
an average year to pay the cost of borrowed funds and still obtain
1^

R. R. Moss, "Financing of Large Corporations, 1951-55,"
Federal Reserve Bulletin, (June 1956), p. 586.
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a margin of net profit sufficient to compensate them for the risk
they take.^
This point is best illustrated by the following case.

If a firm

had a net worth of $100,000 at the beginning of a particular business
year, let us further assume that it badly needed to borrow $50,000,
and that it thought it could borrow this money at 8 percent.
amount to interest payments of $4,000 a year.

That would

The rate of 8 per cent

sounded high to the borrower, at first, but then, on reflection, manage
ment realized that it expected to earn $15,000 after all taxes and in
terest, provided that it could borrow the $50,000.

This means that

the return on investment would be 15 percent, compared with 8 percent
that it was paying for the borrowed money.

2.

Borrowing to finance inventory and accounts receivable;
A firm whose sales volume is rising needs increased current

assets to service the new level of activity.
turnover, higher sales necessitate

Given normal inventory

a higher level of stock.

Similarly,

greater sales enlarge the average amount of receivables the firm
carries, since additions to accounts come in faster than older accounts
are collected.

The decision that must be reached is how to finance

the required increase in current assets.
Since these changes in inventory and accounts receivable are
temporary in nature, financing needs for this purpose should be
temporary.

As Johnson puts it:
Temporary needs for funds, such as seasonal
increase in inventory and receivables, should

14Charles N. Henning, William Pigott and Robert H. Scott, Finan
cial Markets and the Economy, (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: PrenticeHall, Inc., 1975), p. 136.
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be financed from temporary sources of funds and
permanent needs from permanent sources.
Basically, inventories are required in a certain ratio to sales,
this ratio depends upon the efficiency with which inventories can be
supplied to the point of sale, the time required for obtaining addi
tional inventories, and the degree of fluctuations in sales. The
optimum amount of inventory is that which balances the costs of holding
inventory with the costs of lost sales and frequent ordering.
Borrowing for the purpose of financing inventory and receivables
is likely to be short-term borrowing, largely from commercial banks.

3.

Borrowing to increase liquidity:
Liquidity is a measure of the capability of a firm in meeting

its maturing financial obligations.

The measure of this capability

is afforded not by the amount of working capital but by a comparison
of the amount of wealth available to pay debts with the amount of
debts to be paid.
The cash flow statement is a means of organizing the financial
actions planned for the firm's future so as reasonably to insure that
when financial obligations are due the needed cash will be available.
Cash forecasts and budgets are the principal techniques for the
management control of cash.

Cash budgets may be prepared on a daily,

weekly, quarterly, and/or annual basis.

They serve as controls for the

following reasons:
1.

They emphasize the timing of future cash events.

•^R. L. Johnson, Financial Decision Making, (Pacific Palisades,
California: Goodyear Publishing Company, Inc., 1973), p. 195.
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2.

They indicate periods when cash surpluses or shortages are
likely to occur, thus enabling management to:
a) convert temporary cash surplus into investments.
b) arrange in advance for financing for periods where shor
tages are indicated.

3.

They facilitate the scheduling of loan repayments.

4.

By distinguishing postponable from non-postponable dis
bursements, they provide management with a basis for de
ciding priorities and for relating postponable needs to
periods where optimum financing is possible.

5.

They provide guidelines for controlling disbursements, in
that expenditures for a particular account cannot exceed
budget without special approval.^®

Liquidity of a firm may be of critical importance, as in the
"liquidity crisis" in the Spring of 1970,-^ when some firms could not
pay promissory notes, or commercial paper

as they came due.

At that

time the Federal Reserve System made addition reserves available to
banks

and banks were able to extend loans to many business firms

that were in difficulty. 1ft

^John W. Buckley and Kevin M. Lightner, Accounting: An Informa
tion System Approach, (Encino, California: Dickenson Publishing Com
pany, Inc., 1973), p. 402.
^Charles N. Henning, et. al. , Op Cit. , p. 138.
^•®The ratio of corporate current assets to current liabilities
fell from 1.025 in early 1966 to approximately 0.85 in late 1970, as
banks continued for some time to borrow to finance investments.
Efforts to improve ratio resulted in a rise to nearly 0.9 by late 1972.
See "Corporate Financing and Liquidity, 1968-72," Federal Reserve
Bank of Richmond, Monthly Review (November 1972), pp. 12-15.
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Advantages of Bank Borrowing
Commercial banks are particularly suited for meeting the current
needs of business.

Because of their decentralized structure, responsi

bility for lending is widely distributed, decisions can be reached
quickly, and there is recognition of financial needs of small business
as well as large.

Continuing account relationships, whether or not the

customer is borrowing, lay a firm basis for sympathetic, informed, and
flexible treatment of credit needs as they arise; lending terms and
arrangements can be tailored to fit individual needs.
Being able to rely on the availability of bank credit permits a
firm to operate with a smaller amount of working capital and to utilize
its resources more economically.

New projects will be undertaken with

the assurance that unexpected requirements for funds can be met tem
porarily through negotiated bank credit.
Another advantage of bank borrowing is attributed to its flexi
bility.

By establishing a line of credit, a firm can have a convenient

source of funds and avoid the expense of investigation for each loan.
The flexibility of short-term credit is one of its major advantages;
it can be expanded and contracted readily and advantageously.19
Cost is another advantage of bank borrowing.

Using money has a

cost, and the pricing of business loans, like the price of any market
commodity is determined by a multitude of diverse factors.

Among these

factors are the following:
1.

The cost of funds to the bank

2.

The bank's alternative opportunities for using the funds.

19

Richards C. Osborn, Corporation Finance, New York, N. Y.:
Harpers and Brothers, 1959), p. 371.
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3.

The degree of the risk in the loan.

4.

The maturity schedule of the loan.

5.

The overall bank customer relationship.20

Short-term loans are sometimes the cheapest method of financing.

The

cost of bank loans varies with the size of the loan and the credit
standing of the borrower and according to the general level and the
shape of the market structure of the interest rate.

But for a given

class of borrowers the commercial loan rate is generally lower than the
capital market rate (effective bond interest rate), because the bank
loan rate belongs to the class of short-term interest rates, and in a
normal market the interest rate curve is lower for short maturities.
However, the commercial loan rate tends to be low, of course, during
periods of slack demand for funds and when the monetary authorities are
pursuing an easy monetary policy; the rate is higher during times of
credit strigency or tight monetary policy.
Not only is the commercial loan rate usually below the effective
capital market rate, but the use of bank borrowing in lieu of a bond
or debenture issue avoids floatation costs, the legal and administrative
costs of drawing up the indenture, and the administrative costs of
registering with the SEC (if the issue requires it).
Furthermore, a bank loan may be more closely tailored to the firms
requirements in contrast to a capital market issue: a bond issue, for
example, is often floated ahead of the company's need for funds
thus requiring a firm to pay interest on the debt in the meantime.

20Paul J. Hanna and Paul S. Nadler, "Pricing Commercial Bank
Loans," The Bankers Magazine, Vol. 154 No. 1 (Winter 1971), p. 13.
2^-Eli Schwartz, Corporation Finance, (New York, N.Y.: St.
Martin's Press, 1964), p. 258.
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Compensating-Balances and the
Cost of Bank Borrowing
The compensating-balance requirement is an arrangement between
commercial banks and their customers, which provides that the customer
must hold a certain deposit to compensate the bank for granting him a
loan (perhaps at a privileged rate of interest), or for establishing a
line of credit, or for performing certain services, such as check
collection.
In a study conducted by Baxter and

Shapiro^

concerning the nature

of the compensating-balances requirements, and their importance as a
variable in a bank-customer relationship, it was found that compensa
ting-balances are widely applied, but more popular in large banks
and with respect to large borrowers. It was also found that banks
generally do not apply compensating-balance requirements according to
hard and fast rules, but rather as a flexible factor in the bankcustomer relationship.
The concept of compensating-balances in commercial loan policies
arises from three assumptions:

(1) that all business customers must

maintain demand deposits in some bank, because such deposits are the
principal medium of exchange used in any transaction beyond a nominal
amount; (2) that companies would naturally turn to their banks of
deposit for credit accomodations; and (3) that the amount of a proposed
credit arrangement should bear some relation to the size of the deposit
balance.23
22Nevins D. Baxter and Harold T. Shapiro, "Compensating-Balance
Requirements: The Results of a Survey," Journal of Finance, Vol. XIX,
No. 3 (September 1964), pp. 483-96.
23£)0uglas A. Hayes, Bank Lending Policies: Domestic and Inter
national, (Bureau of Business Research: Graduate School of Business
Administration, The University of Michigan, 1971), p. 91.
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The first two of these assumptions are not questioned, but the
third has been subject to constant controbersy both within and outside
the banking community.

One controversial aspect of this assumption

relates to the alternative means of computing the size of the deposit
balance maintained by a borrower and the effect of this balance on the
effective rate of interest of the loan.
The amount on deposit is not always an informal and voluntary
matter.

Banks frequently require a compensating-balance of 10-20%

of the amount of the loan.

Compensating-balance arrangements differ.

One bank may require a deposit balance in excess of the amount that
compensates it for other services; another may allow the entire account
to be used to meet the requirement.

The compensating-balance is usually

defined as an average of the funds on deposit, but it may be defined
as a minimum.24
The compensating-balance requirements may result in making
firms borrow in excess of their needs which will result, in fact, in
increasing the effective rate of interest on the loan.

If a firm always

keeps $20,000 on deposit, it can borrow $100,000 under a 20% compensa
ting-balance requirement without increasing the ordinary size of its
deposit account.

But if its deposit balance is usually only $3,000,

it must borrow an additional sum to make up the difference between the
$3,000 and the 20% floor.

This situation creates two related problems:

determining the amount to be borrowed, and determining the effective
rate of interest.

24Johnson, Op. Cit., p. 202.
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The amount to be borrowed is determined with the following
formula:
X = $100,000 + (.20 X - $3,000)
= $121,250
where X = the amount of the loan.
The compensating balance will be 20 percent of $121,250, or $24,250
which means that the firm has to borrow $21,250 ($24,250 - $3,000) in
addition to the amount to be withdrawn.
If the rate of interest is 8%, the total annual interest will be:
$121,250 X 8% = $9,700
which is 9.7% of the $100,000 that the firm can actually use.

Summary
Cash is the lifeblood of any enterprise.

Therefore, planning and

controlling cash position is a vital phase of financial management.
Sometimes business firms require additional cash funds for short-term
periods to finance temporary need, such as inventory, and accounts
receivable.
Commercial banks are particularly suited for meeting the current
needs of business.

Bank borrowing has several advantages, among

these are the following:
. Convenient
. Available
. Flexible
. Low cost.

CHAPTER V

LENDING DECISION PROCESS

Introduction

/

■
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■— ■

Commercial banks are the most important intermediaties partici
pating in financial markets.

First, they are the only financial in

stitutions legally entitled to accept demand deposits.

The significance

of this is that these deposits are commonly used as a medium of ex
change and account for the bulk of the total money supply.

Second,

commercial banks are a major holder of the savings of the public.
Third, commercial banks are the largest single source of loanable funds
to business firms.

Bank credit is used to finance investment expendi

tures, the purchase of consumer durables, and the government spending
at different levels.
Lending is the essence of commercial banking.

It is one of the

most important activities through which commercial banks generate their
revenues.
It was mentioned earlier in this study^ that one element of
accounting communication process is the decoding process.

Decoding

which refers to the process of analyzing the message, evaluating it,
and assigning meaning to it, plays an important role in accounting
communication.

^•See pages 40-47 above.
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It is the purpose of this chapter to discuss the lending process
of commercial bankers.

Special emphasis will be placed on the input

variables considered pertinent to the lending model and the use of
accounting information in the process of evaluating credit worthiness.

Commercial Bank Lending Model
In general, models are representations of real-world phenomena
as they exist or as they ought to exist.

The former types of models are

called "descriptive models" and the latter types "normative models."
The distinction between descriptive models and normative models
may not be clear-cut in every situation.

A descriptive model cannot

represent all the existing lending phenomena, hence, there are likely
to be some empirical observations which do not correspond to the model.
On the other hand, a normative model can be a representation of some
empirical phenomena, if the idea in the model has already been applied
in practice.
On the basis of intensive observations on two large commercial
banks located in two major cities, Cohen, Gilmore and Singer2 developed
a comprehensive model describing the general framework that bankers use
in deciding whether to grant particular commercial and industrial
loans as shown in the illustrated diagram (Page 98). As indicated in
the flow chart there are eight sections to these procedures:
Section A is designed to answer the first question usually asked,
whether the firm applying for the business loan is already customer of
this bank.

If the answer is yes, the the process continues on the

2
Kalman J. Cohen, Thomas C. Gilmore and Frank Singer, "Bank
Procedures For Analyzing Business Loan Applications," in Analytical
Methods in Banking, K. J. Cohen and F. S. Hammer editors., (Homewood,
Illinois: Richard D. Irwin, Inc., 1966), pp. 218-251.
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3

Bank Procedures For Analyzing Business Loan Applications.
(Heavy arrows indicate the main flow, i.e., the procedures
which are used in analyzing most of the business loans
applications)

^Ibid., p. 224.
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main flow to see if an extensive credit check is required or not.
In Section B, if a business

loan applicant is notcurrently a

customer of the bank, the loan officer tries to answer the following
four questions in forming his recommendations:

1) Is this firm a sound

i

credit risk?

2) Will this firm become a regular bank customer?

will a customer relationship with

this firm "build" the bank?

a customer relationship with this

firm be profitable?

3)
4) Will

Section C deals with the most Important steps in analyzing business
loan applications, evaluation of credit worthiness of the firm.

This pro

cedure is performed whenever an extensive credit investigation is needed
for an existing bank customer or whenever a loan for a customer new to
the bank is being considered.

This step is of special importance to

this study and will be discussed in more detail in conjunction with
the analyzing of the firm's ability to repay its loans.
Section D is designed to check every loan application against
some legal and policy requirements.

The result of this step indicates

that the loan is either feasible or infeasible.
In Section E, if the loan application is feasible the next step is to
analyze the purpose of the loan, amount, maturity, payback and security.
Section F requires that once a loan application enters this
section, it indicates that a preliminary recommendation to grant the
loan has been made.
Section G is merely a process to record and file the specific recom
mendations and the underlying analyses for each business loan application.
Section H points out that follow-up and review is essential in deter
mining and maintaining several key items of information used in processing
subsequent applications.

These include:

payment performance of pre

vious loans, quality of forecasts and general reputation factor.
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As a result of computers applications development, statistical
analysis models have been developed by many researchers for determining
credit worthiness.

4

Objectives of the model:
Lending is the essence of commercial banking.

It is one of the

major activities through which commercial banks generate their revenues.
Great care is exercised before making the final decision to grant 'any
loan.
There are, at least, three different objectives which commercial
banks try to attain in their business loan decisions:
1.

minimizing the risk to the bank (both default risk and
liquidity risk),

2.

maximizing the banks profit, and

3.

maximizing the bank's service to its community."*

The first objective deals with two aspects:

default risk which

may result in loosing the loaned funds, and liquidity risk which may
result in a situation where the bank losses

its liquid status and

becomes unable to pay demand deposits.
Default risk has been receiving a lot of attention within and out
side commercial banking industry.

As one banker puts it:

^See, for example Edward Altman, "Corporate Bankruptcy Prediction
and Its Implications for Commercial Loan Evaluation," The Journal of
Commercial Bank Lending, Vol. 53, No. 4 (December 1970), pp. 8-22;
Robert Edmister, "Financial Ratios and Credit Scoring for Small Busi
ness Loans," The Journal of Commercial Bank Lending, Vol. 54, No. 1
(September 1971), pp. 10-23; George W. Hettenhouse and Jack R. Wentworth,
"Credit Analysis Model: A New Look for Credit Scoring," The Journal of
Commercial Bank Lending, Vol. 54, No. 4 (December 1971), pp. 26-32.
^Cohen et al., Op.Cit., p. 222.
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Problem loans are probably the biggest problem
facing the banking industry today. Loan losses
have been receiving a lot of attention and when
expressed in absolute dollars, in 1974 they were
the highest on record in banking industry. I
have seen no industry figures, but I have seen
a letter published by Solomon Brothers which
summarized the experience of the 25 largest
bank holding companies. These 25 holding com
panies had net loan losses of $747 million in
1974. This was an increase of $300 million,
or approximately 64%.®
This fear of risk default has been reflected in an increasing
volume of reserves for loan losses.

Input variables in lending decision model:
Input variables refer to the major factors commercial banks con
sider in granting business loans.
There are no fixed rules as to the nature of variables or factors
to be considered in evaluating each loan application, but rather, each
writer or bank officer suggests some variables.

For instance, Professor

Hayes indicates that
Lending operations, however, tend to be
influenced by many subtle and subjective
factors, such as the history of the borrower's
relationship with the bank and the prospective
relations in the future.^
Another writer states that:
Each commercial loan decision involves the
consideration of: (1) the overall objectives
and responsibilities of the lending insti
tution; (2) the mandates of the regulatory
g
John F. Holman, "Problem Loans: Centralized vs. Decentralized
Approached," The Journal of Commercial Bank Lending, Vol. 57, No. 10
(June 1975), p. 11.
^Douglas A. Hayes, Bank Lending Policies: Domestic and Interna
tional, (Ann Arbor, Michigan: Bureau of Business Research, Graduate
School of Business Administration, The University of Michigan, 1971),
p. 18.
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authorities; (3) the planning of funds flow;
(4) the identification of both the primary
and the secondary sources of repayment; and
(5) the process of evaluation and review.8
Cohen et al,8 stated the following factors:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The share of the bank in the risk (i.e.,
share of debt).
Sufficiency of current assets
Sufficiency of liquid assets
Borrower's profitability

Hester suggested other variables:
1. Deposit balances at the lending institution
2. Current ratio
3. Length of time borrower as a depositor
4. ' Profits
5. Borrower's business location
6. Magnitude of total assets.
On the same point, Kujawa mentioned the following factors which in
fluence the lending decisions:
In lending to business, we bankers, take into
account the borrower's ability, experience,
reputation, character, even his personality,
and sometimes his influence. We do consider
deposit balances, collateral, interest rates,
past experience, economic condition and other
factors. All of these are evaluated and are
assigned whatever weight they merit in the
loan decision process.H
Q

°Charles T. McGarrough, "Changing Accounting Aspects: Bane or
Boon," The Journal of Commercial Bank Lending, Vol. 57, No. 10 (June
1975), p. 2.
8Cohen et al., Op. Cit., pp. 241-49.
■^Donald D. Hester, "An Emperical Examination of a Commercial
Bank Loan Offer Function," in Analytical Methods in Banking, ed.
K. J. Cohen and F. S. Hammer, (Homewood, Illinois: R. D. Irwin,
Inc., 1966), pp. 177-217.
■^Danial Kujawa, "A Banker's Approach to Business Loans,"
The Journal of Commercial Bank Lending, Vol. 54, No. 4, (December
1971), p. 33.
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Still another banker suggests some different factors to be taken into
consideration in making loan decisions.
1.
2.
3.
4.

These factors are:

People,
Purpose,
Protection, and
Payment.^

Another banker suggests that the following variables are of significant
importance in making loan decisions.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Character,
Capacity,
Capital,
Contingencies,
Conditions,
Collateral

These factors are:
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Competition,
Circumstances,
Communications,
Civic responsibility,
Continuity, and
Control.

It seems that there is an endless list of variables or factors
influencing the lending decision process.

However, these factors can

be classified under three major categories:
1.

Character,

2.

Collateral, and

3.

Capacity.

Character:
This variable deals with honesty, integrity and quality of manage
ment of the borrowing firm.

It can be broken down to include some other

subvariables such as consumer-bank relationship, deposit balances,
economic condition, business location, type of business...etc.

j. cooper, "Four P's for Lending (Shaking the Dust off
the Four C's of Credit)," The Journal of Commercial Bank Lending,
Vol. 55, No. 11 (July 1975), pp. 46-50.
13jack R. Crigger, "An Ocean of C's," The Journal of Commercial
Bank Lending, Vol. 58, No. 4 (December 1975), pp. 2-8.
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Collateral:
On credit commitments to finance short-term needs, the unsecured
arrangement is preferable because it is more economic for both parties.
The reason for the greater economy of unsecured loans is that the assets
of most firms are not in a form which makes them convenient for colla
teral purposes.
Although different devices for pledging typical business assets
are available, the effective use of these devices often involves high
servicing costs.

And although interest rates are higher on secured

loans using these devices, the additional return may be more than
offset by the greater servicing costs.

Therefore, in large banks the

typical policy on commercial loan commitments is to consider them first
on an unsecured basis and to introduce a collateral arrangement only
if the credit risk seems to require it. 14
Once collateral becomes necessary, the loan is characterized as
secured.

A loan is secured when something other than the debtor's gene

ral promise to pay is offered to the creditor in a credit transaction.
Most commonly

the security pledged is some specific asset

addition to the general promise to pay.

in

Any asset of a business firm

for which title could be transferred is a possible pledge in connection
with secured loans.

The other major type of security is the offering

of someone else's promise to pay, in addition to that of the borrower.
Normally in business borrowing

this latter form of security is used

only for loans to very small business firms.

14Hayes, Op. Cit., p. 129.
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Capacity:
Capacity refers to the borrower's ability to repay the loan.
Under this category different measures are considered by commercial
banks before making the final decision concerning the acceptance or
rejection of the loan.

These measures include consideration of capital,

liquidity position, profitability expectation, cash flow stream.
The capacity factor is the most important element in the evalua
tion of any commercial loan application.

It is performed through a

careful study and analysis of the applicant's financial statements.
Therefore, the rest of this chapter is devoted to the discussion of '
the financial statements analysis techniques especially those related
to profitability, short-term solvency (liquidity), long-term solvency,
and efficiency or turnover ratios.

Capacity (Credit) Evaluation
As stated in the Report of the Study Group on The Objectives of
Financial Statements, the basic objectives of external financial
statements are:
1.

To provide information useful for making economic decisions.

2.

To serve primarily those users who have limited authority,
ability, or resources to obtain information and who rely on
financial statements as their principal source of informa
tion about an enterprise's economic activities.

3.

To provide information useful to investors and creditors for
predicting, comparing, and evaluating potential cash flows
in terms of amount, timing, and related uncertainty.

4.

To provide users with information for predicting, comparing,
and evaluating enterprise earning power.
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5.

To supply information useful in judging management's ability
to use enterprise resources effectively in achieving the
primary enterprise goal.

6.

To provide factual and interpretative information about
transactions and other events which are useful for predicting,
comparing, and evaluating enterprise earning power.

Basic

underlying assumptions with respect to matters subject to
interpretation, evaluation, prediction, or estimation should
be disclosed. 15
Actually, accounting and financial statements which should be
the basis for most business decisions are also the best starting point
for evaluating a loan application.

As one banker sees it, the useful

ness of the financial information presented depends upon its quality and
quantity.
If the financial statements are prepared carefully and realis
tically, then this function can be extremely valuable in making busi
ness decisions including credit decisions.
But financial statements' objective of providing creditors and
investors with information useful for predicting the future is limited
in nature.
process.

They only provide the starting point in the prediction
This is so because balances on primary statements very seldom

tell the loan officer whether an applicant is a sound financial risk.
These balances do provide a starting point, however, which leads the
analyst to various schedules, and ratios.

One single account may be

■^AICPA, Objectives of Financial Statements, Report of the Study
Group on the Objectives of Financial Statements, (New York, N.Y.:
AICPA, 1973), pp. 61-66.
■^Kujawa, Op. Cit., p. 34.
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used in several analytical computations and comparisons, but in itself,
little is its value.

Therefore, financial statement

analysis is a

necessary function in order to provide loan officers with firm-related
data required in the process of lending decisions.

Nature of financial statements analysis:
The process of financial statements analysis consists of:
The application of analytical tools and
techniques to financial statements and data
in order to derive from them measurements
and relationships which are significant and
useful for decision making.^
Professor Lev defines financial statement analysis in a similar
way.

He states that:
Financial statement analysis is an informa
tion-processing system designed to provide
data for decision makers.18
Thus, financial statement analysis services the essential function

of converting financial data into useful information for decision
making.

The objective to be achieved by financial statement analysis

depends on the needs of specific users of financial statements.
For example, the information needs of equity investors are among
the most demanding and comprehensive of all users of financial data.
Their interests in an enterprise, of which they own a share, are the
broadest because their interest is affected by all aspects and phases
of operations, profitability, financial condition, and capital structure.
17

Leopold A. Bernstein, Financial Statement Analysis: Theory,
Application, and Interpretation, (Homewood, Illinois: Richard D.
Irwin, Inc. , 1974), p. 35.
•

I Q

Baruch Lev, Financial Statement Analysis: A New Approach,
(Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1974), p. 1.
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From the creditor's point of view, especially commercial banks,
the primary purpose of financial statement analysis is to assist in
predicting the future. That is, predicting the future course of
action of the applicant and its effect on his ability to pay back the
borrowed funds, and the risk associated with the loan.
Commercial banks are normally interested only in profitability
insofar as it affects the firm's ability in the future.

As suppliers

of short-term loans, commercial banks particularly place little re
liance on profitability since it takes time to realize profits and
the firm will have to find other means for repayment of loan before
significant profits are on hand.
Commercial banks, as well as other creditors, would normally be
very much interested in the liquidity of a firm's assets and in its
short-term solvency.

This reliance on liquidity has led them to develop

financial analysis tools to measure past and present liquidity as a
guide to estimates of future liquidity and solvency.

Statement Analysis Begun by Bankers
Until about the turn of the century a financial statement was
regarded merely as a proof of the bookkeeper's work.

The origin of

financial statement analysis in the United States can be traced to the
second half of the nineteenth century.

As Professor Lev states, two

major economic developments created the need for a systematic analysis
of firms' financial data:

(1) the emergence of corporation as the

main organizational form of business enterprises, resulting in a
separation of management from ownership, and (2) the fast-increasing
role of financial institutions (i.g., banks, investment and insurance
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companies), as the major suppliers of capital for business expansion,
requiring a formal evaluation system of borrowers' credit worthiness.

19

The use of financial statements on a large scale for credit
purposes may be said to date from February 9, 1895, when the Executive
Council of the New York State Bankers' Association adopted a resolution

Recommend to the members of this association
that they request borrowers of money from their
respective institutions to give them written
statements over their signatures of their assets
and liabilities, in such form as the Committee
on Uniform Statements of the various groups
recommend.20
Thus, as shown by the literature, bankers developed in 1890's
the notion that they might use financial statements as a basis for
determining eligibility for credit.

It became a routine procedure for

commercial banks to request the balance sheets of the prospective
'borrowers for credit evaluation.
During that early period, the value of financial statements in cre
dit evaluation was limited because they had not been prepared for such a
purpose.

Very little change had been made in the method of their

presentation since the days when the balance sheet was in the form of
a balancing account in the ledger and was looked upon merely as a

l°Lev, Op. Cit., p. 2. For further detailed history of financial
statement analysis, see: Sister Isadore Brown, The Historical Develop
ment of the Use of Ratios in Financial Statement Analysis to 1933,
(Unpublished Ph.D. Dissertation, School of Social Science, Catholic
University of America 1955), James O. Horrigan, "A short History of
Financial Ratio Analysis," The Accounting Review, Vol. XLIII No. 2
(April 1968), pp. 284-294, Roy A. Foulke, Practical Financial State
ment Analysis, 6th ed. (New York, N.Y.: McGraw-Hill Book Company,
1968), Chapter 1.
20Bankers' Magazine, Vol. 50, pp. 547-48, Quoted by John N. Myer,
Financial Statement Analysis, 4th ed. (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey:
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1969), p. 5.
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proof of the bookkeeper's work, and no care was exercised to present
a clear showing of financial ppsition. 21
Different factors have contributed to the improvement of the
quality of financial statements and the quantity of financial informa
tion disclosed.

These factors include the continuing efforts of

accounting profession and regulatory agencies such as the Securities
and Exchange Commission.

These efforts were discussed in more detail

in Chapter 2 of this study.

Tools and Techniques of Financial
Statement Analysis
In the analysis of financial statements, the users have available
a variety of tools and techniques from which they can choose those
best suited to their specific purposes.

The following principal tools

of analysis are usually cited in the literature:
1.

Comparative financial statements:
This technique is accomplished by setting up balance sheets, in

come statements, or statements of changes in financial position, side
by side and reviewing the changes which have occurred in individual
categories therein from year to year and over the years in order to
evaluate the trend of different items such as an increase or decrease in
sales volume, gross profit, expenses, net profit, fixed assets...etc.
2. Index-number trend series:
When the process of comparing financial statements covers more
than three years, the comparative financial statements techniques
becomes more difficult.
suitable.

21ibid., p. 9.

Therefore, index number techniques become more

Ill

The computation of a series of index numbers requires the choice
of a base year which will, for all items, have an index amount of
100.22

since such a base year represents a frame of reference for all

comparisons, it is best to choose a year which, in a business condition
sense, is as typical or normal as possible.

The interpretations of

changes as well as the index numbers are subject to the effect of
changes in accounting principles.
One important value of trend analysis is that it can convey to
the analyst a better understanding of management's philosophies, poli
cies, and motivations, conscious or otherwise, which have brought about
the changes revealed over the years.
3.

Common-size financial statements:
It is often instructive to find out the proportion of a total

group or subgroup which a single item within them represents.

23

That

is, in a balance sheet the assets as well as the liabilities and
owners equity are each expressed as 100 percent and each item in these
categories (i.g., cash, accounts receivable, inventory...etc.) is ex
pressed as a percentage of the respective total.

In the same manner,

in the income statement net sales are set in 100 percent, and every
other item in the statement (i.g., cost of goods sold, gross profit,
administrative expenses, net profit...etc.) is expressed as a percent
of net sales.
Comparisons of common size statements of a firm over the years
indicate valuable information in that they show the changing proportions

22Bemstein, Op. Cit., p. 59.
23lbid., p. 64.
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of components within groups of assets, liabilities, costs, and other
financial statement categories.

However, care must be exercised in

interpreting such changes and the trend which they disclose.
so

This is

because the proportion can change with either a change in the

absolute amount of the item or a change in the total of the group of
which it is a part.
This technique has been criticized because it is rather ineffi
cient, since it requires an examination of all financial statement
items for the various periods under study and does not provide summary
measures.

24

As an alternative to this technique, statistical decompo

sition analysis, which is designed for the study of allocation problems,
has been suggested by Professor Lev2** as an efficient and convenient
device for identifying (a) whether a significant change in financial
statement constructs has occurred, and (b) where most of the change
is located.
4.

Ratio Analysis:
Ratio

analysis is among the best known and most widely used

tools of financial statement analysis.

It is a process of expressing

the mathematical relationship between one quantity and another.
ratio of 300 to 100 is expressed as 3: 1, or as 3.

The

While the process

of computing the ratios involves a simple arithmetic operation, their
interpretation is a far more complex matter.

This technique, as a tool

of capacity analysis, will be discussed in more detail in this study.
5.

Special purpose analysis techniques;
In addition to the four techniques of financial statement analysis
2^Lev, Op. Cit. , p. 49.
25Ibid., pp. 47-60.
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mentioned above, the analyst has at his disposal a variety of special
purpose techniques which focus on specific financial statements or
segments of such statements.
Information derived from such analysis usually supplements
the information obtained by using the multipurpose techniques.
One of the special-purpose tools is cash forecasts. Cash fore
cast information reveals the expected future cash resources of the firm
over time and the demands which are expected to be made against these
resources.

This analysis is especially useful for loan officers in

analyzing short-term and long-term debt repayment capacity.
Another tool of special-purpose analysis is the analysis of
changes in financial position.

An analysis of past statements of

changes in financial position provides important information regarding
the uses of funds, such as for expansion or acquisitions, as well as
information related to sources of funds used and the financing philo
sophy of management.
Last but not least is break-even analysis.
important in analyzing operating performance.

This tool is very

It is based on the

observed behavior pattern of costs and expenses and is an important
factor in the estimation of operating results which are likely to be
achieved under differing levels of sales.

Financial Ratio Analysis
On the general conceptual level, and in essence, ratio analysis
can be described as a quantitative technique which employs the ratios
26
Bernstein, Op. Cit., p. 72.
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of several pairs of quantities generated by the firm to represent
outcomes of decisions made by the firm.
Financial ratio analysis is essentially a subset of "ratio
analysis."

The objectives of both are the same, but the number of

areas under the scrutiny of financial ratios analysis is smaller.
That is, whereas general ratio analysis may, in principle, concern
itself with any and all aspects of the operation of the firm, financial
ratio analysis, having originated in accounting, concerns itself in
practice with ratios relating to financial statements information.
Since the late 1800's, ratio analysis has been the major tool
used in interpretation and evaluation of financial statements.

The

evolution of financial ratios analysis came about as a result of the
development of accounting.

Professor Horrigon points out that:

One unique product of accounting evolution in
the United States is the development of financial
ratios for analyzing accounting statements.^
Financial ratio analysis was originally developed as a short
term credit analytical device.

Utility of Financial Ratios
Balances in primary statements very seldom tell the bank officer
whether an applicant is a sound financial risk.

These balances do

provide a starting point, however, which leads the analyst to various
schedules, and ratios.
Figures are therefore drawn together so that a relationship
between them becomes evident.

The result obtained from this procedure

Jam es o. Horrigon, "Some Empirical Bases of Financial Ratio
Analysis," The Accounting Review, Vol. XL (July 1965), p. 558.
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may be expressed in dollars, percentage or time.

Deriving such

quantitive association is the purpose of ratios.
During recent years, attention was given to the predictive ability
of accounting information.

As a result many empirical studies were

carried out to determine the value of financial ratios and their predictive ability for business failure.
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Some studies report that some financial ratios predicted failure
up to five years in advance of failure.

A summary of ratios included

in these studies is presented in Table 2.

Determination of Financial Ratios:
Over a period of time, many financial ratios have been derived
from financial statements.

There are approximately fifteen ratios in

use today by commercial banks.

Ratios recommended by Robert Morris

Associates or the American Bankers Association are used extensively.

pq

The following discussion will point out the computation and meaning
of the most widely used ratios.

For the purpose of analysis, financial

ratios may be classified either by the source of data or according to
the different economic aspects of the firm's operations.

2®See, for example Edward I. Altman, "Corporate Bankruptcy Predic
tion and its Implications for Commercial Loan Evaluation," The Journal
of Commercial Bank Lending, Vol. 53, No. 4 (January 1970), pp. 8-22;
William H. Beaver, "Financial Ratios as Prediction of Failure," Empiri
cal Research in Accounting: Selected Studies, 1966, pp. 71-111; William
Beaver, "Alternative Accounting Measures as Predictive of Failure" The
Accounting Review, Vol. 43 (January 1968), pp. 113-22; David C. Ewert,
"Trade Credit Management: Selection of Accounts Receivable using a
Statistical Model," (Unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, Stanford University,
1968); Marc Paul Blum, "The Failing Company Doctrine," (Unpublished
Ph.D. Dissertation, Columbia University, 1969) .
August Joseph Stone, Jr., The Use of Financial Statements by
Commercial Banks in Credit Analysis, (Unpublished M.S. Thesis, LSU,
1967), p. 86.
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TABLE 2

SUMMARY OF RATIOS FOUND TO BE SIGNIFICANT
PREDICTORS OF BUSINESS FAILURE 30

Ratio
Altman

Researcher
Beaver
Ewert

Blum

Current
Net Working Capital/
Total Assets
Debt/Total Assets

X

Total Assets Turnover

X

X

Net Sales/Net Working
Capital
Net Operating Margin
Earning After Tax/
Total Assets
Market Value of Equity/
Book Value of Total Debt
Cash Flow/Total Debt

X

X

X

Trend Breaks of Net Quick Assets
to Inventory

X

Net Quick Assets to Inventory

X

Rate of Return to Common
Shareholders

X

^Robert o. Edmister, "Financial Ratios and Credit Scoring for
Small Business Loans," The Journal of Commercial Bank Lending, Vol.
54 (September 1970), p. 13.
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According to the source of data, financial ratios may be classi
fied as balance sheet ratios, income statement ratios, fund statement
ratios, and mixed ratios.
According to the different aspects of the firm's operations,
financial ratios may be classified into short-term liquidity ratios,
long-term-solvency ratios, profitability ratios, and turnover (effi
ciency) ratios.

The second viewpoint of classification will be used

in this study.

Short-term liquidity ratios
Short-term liquidity ratios are of utmost importance for commer
cial banks, for short-term liquidity ratios indicate the firm's ability
to meet its short-term financial obligations.

Accordingly, attention is

focused on the size of the firm's reservior of liquid assets to its
maturing liabilities.

31

Short-term liquidity measures include the

following:
1.

Current ratio:
This ratio is derived by dividing the total current assets of

the firm by its total current liabilities.

The ratio indicates the

multiple coverage of current liabilities and reflects the potential
seriousness of a shrinkage in current assets.

The higher the ratio,

the freer the assets, and creditors are more likely to receive prompt
payments.

A relationship of 2: 1 is considered a general norm, although

this may vary between industries.
The current ratio has been almost venerated by accountants and
other financial decision-makers as the prime criterion of

■^Lev, Op. Cit. , p. 22.
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liquidity.

OO

Several empirical studies reported the current ratio

as a key consideration in assessing credit worthiness or eligibility
for a loan.3"3 The widespread use of the current ratio as a measure of
liquidity stems from the following reasons, as Professor Bernstein
indicates:
1.

2.

3.

It measures the degree to which current
assets cover current liabilities. The higher
the amount of current assets in relation to
current liabilities the more assurance exists
that these liabilities can be paid out of
such assets.
The excess of current assets over current
liabilities provides a buffer against losses
which may be incurred in the disposition or
liquidation of the current assets other than
cash. The more substantial such a buffer is,
the better for creditors. Thus, the current
ratio measures the margin of safety available
to cover any possible shrinkage in the value
of current assets.
It measures the reserve of liquid funds in
excess of current obligations which is avail
able as a margin of safety against uncertainty
and the random shocks to which the flow of
funds in an enterprise are subject. Random
shocks, such as strikes, extraordinary losses,
and other uncertainties can temporarily and
unexpectedly stop or reduce the inflow of funds.34

■^Kenneth w. Lemke, "The Evaluation of Liquidity: An Analytical
Study," Journal of Accounting Research, Vol. 8 (Spring 1970), p. 48.
OO

See, for example A. S. Dewing, The financial policy of Cor
porations , 5th ed. (New York: Ronald Press, 1953), Vol. 1, Ch. 23;
Roy A. Foulke, Practical Financial Statement Analysis, 5th ed. (New
York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1961), Ch. 6; B. Graham, D. L. Dodd,
and S. Cattle, Security Analysis, Principles and Techniques, 4th ed.
(New York: McGraw-Hill, 1962), pp. 218-19; N. H. Jacoby and R. J.
Saulner, Term-Lending to Business, (New York: National Bureau of
Economic Research, 1942), pp. 78 and 82; Albert M. Wajnilower, The
Quality of Bank Loans: A Study of Bank Examination Records, Occasional
Paper 82 (New York: National Bureau of Economic Research, 1962),
pp. 9-11.
^Bernstein, Op. Cit., p. 378.
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Regardless of the reasons claimed for the widespread use of the
current ratio, it has been criticized as a true measure of liquidity.
One drawback of the current ratio is that it fails to distinguish truly
liquid assets from those which require time for conversion, primarily
inventories.
It is often argued that inventories and prepaid expenses, included
in the numerator of the current ratio, can hardly be regarded as liquid
assets.

This argument is usually made and supported on the basis that

inventories may include a small or a large portion of old, worthless,
secondhand, or immovable merchandise.

Furthermore, valuation of in

ventories, even though no decption is practiced, is a matter of indi
vidual judgement.

Therefore, inventories should be excluded from

liquidity measures.
2.

Quick ratio:
The quick ratio, also known as the acid test ratio, is of par

ticular benefit to short-term creditors, as it expresses the extent
to which cash and those assets most readily convertible into cash can
meet the demands of current liabilities.
It includes in the numerator cash, marketable securities, and
receivables, while the denominator consists of current liabilities.
This ratio therefore, provides a stricter test of liquidity than the
current ratio.33

By using only the quick assets in the numerator,

the analyst observes whether currently maturing liabilities can be paid
without further sales.

A quick ratio of 1: 1 or better would normally

be acceptable.

33Lev, Op. Cit., p. 23.
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3.

Amount of working capital:
The amount of working capital, current assets less current liabi

lities, is another widely used test of liquidity.
ratio, but a cushion test.

It is not actually a

While similar to the current ratio, working

capital represents in dollars the extra liquidity available after all
current liabilities are paid.

This cushion should be sufficient to

finance operations until new current assets are created from sales and
purchases of inventory.
4.

Flow of funds ratios:
The liquidity ratios discussed above, current ratio, quick ratio,

and amount of working capital, suffer from a major shortcoming which
stems from their static structure.

They reflect the situation prevail

ing on the balance sheet date, hence limiting consideration to the sur
plus of current assets over current liabilities at a point in time.

To

cope with these shortcomings, various measures reflecting some aspects
of funds flow have been suggested for measuring liquidity.

These mea

sures include interval measures, also known as defensive interval ratio,
which compares quick assets (cash, marketable securities, and receivables)
with the average daily flow of cash expenditures for operations.

36

An

other measure is the ratio of net working capital to funds provided by
operation.

This ratio emphasizes the importance of the funds statement.^

Professor Walter suggested another technique to measure liquidity, that
is the ratio of funds provided by operations to current debt.

38

Still

G. H. Sorter and George Benston, "Appraising the Defensive Posi
tion of a Firm: The Interval Measure," The Accounting Review, Vol. XXXV
No. 4 (October 1960), pp. 630-640.
■^Harold Bierman, Jr., "Measuring Financial Liquidity," The Accoun
ting Review, Vol. XXXV, No. 4 (October 1960), pp. 628-632.
James E. Walter, "Determination of Technical Solvency," The
Journal of Business, Vol. XXX, No. 1 (January 1957), pp. 30-43.
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another measure has been proposed by Professor Lemke.

OQ

This is a

measure of liquidity as a liquidity index based on projected cash flows.
These different approaches to flow-of-funds ratios express in
different ways the basic notion that for solvency to prevail the
existing reservois of liquid assets plus periodic cash inflow should be
sufficient to cover the cash outflows by enough margin to protect
against possible reductions in inflows or increments of outflows.^®
Thus, these measures emphasize the dynamic nature of financial ratio
analysis as compared with the static structure of the current ratio
and acid test ratio techniques for measuring short-term liquidity.

Long-Term Solvency Ratios:
Long-term solvency ratios, also known as coverage ratios or
capital structure ratios, measure the firm's ability to meet both the
principal as well as interest payments on long-term obligations.

Thus,

these ratios differ from short-term liquidity ratios in that they focus
on the long-run financial and operating structure of the firm.
Long-term solvency ratios are of interest primarily to bond hol
ders who need some indication of the measure of protection available to
them.

In addition, they are of interest to common stockholders because

these ratios indicate part of the risk involved in investing in common
stock; the more debt that is added to the capital structure the more
uncertain is the return on common stock.

Although commercial bank len

ding is built around the self-liquidating concept, commercial banks use
long-term solvency ratios to measure the bank's share in the total risk.

S^Lemke, Op. Cit., p. 61.
^°Lev, Op. Cit., p. 24.
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Long-term solvency measures include the following:
1.

Debt to worth ratio:
This ratio expresses the relationship between capital provided

by creditors and capital provided by owners.

The numerator of this ratio

consists of short-term as well as long-term liabilities, while the
denominator consists of stockholders' equity.
The underlying principle of this ratio is that total assets or
resources represent the entire capital at the disposal of the firm and
consist of net worth or owners' capital, and creditors— that provided
by those outside the firm for temporary use.

The proportion existing

between debt or leverage indicates the debt pressure.

The lower the

ratio, the easier the pressure and the greater the protection for
creditors. 41
There are other ways of expressing this ratio, such as, the ratio
of long-term debt to stockholder's equity, the ratio of stockholder's
equity to the sum of long-term debt and stockholders' equity. All these
ratios indicate the protection provided to creditors in case of possible
insolvency of the firm, and the ability of the firm to obtain additional
financing through debt.
2.

Unsubordinated debt to capital funds ratio:
This ratio is derived by dividing total unsubordinated debt

(current liabilities plus senior long-term debt) by capital funds
(tangible net worth plus long-term subordinated debt). It expresses the
ratio between senior creditors and junior creditors and owners.
Unsubordinated debt to capital funds is a common refinement of
debt to worth which records debt leverage in relation to the capital base,
41jtobert Morris Associates, Annual Statement Studies, (RMA, 1975),
p. 8.
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sometimes referred to as the borrowing base.

It gives recognition in

the borrowing base to the capital provided by creditors whose rights
are subordinated under instruments of other creditors.
The use of subordinated debt capital does not altogether remove
a corresponding amount of debt pressure from owners' capital, but it
does provide an extra cushion for senior creditors who can then view
leverage from this ratio.
3.

Times interest earned:
This ratio is computed by dividing net income before interest

charges and taxes by the interest charge.

This ratio indicates the

safety margin of the fixed payments to lenders; the higher the ratio,
the larger the safety margin.42

The times interest ratio uses net

incomebefore taxes because the ability to pay interest is not a
function of the taxes to be paid.

Profitability Ratios:
Short-term liquidity ratios and long-term solvency ratio empha
size the balance sheet items.

This emphasis fits well the objectives

of commercial banks in the process of analyzing the applicant's capacity.
Profitability analysis stresses the importance of income state
ment items.

Profitability ratios indicate how well the enterprise has

operated during the year.

Although profitability ratios are not of

major interest to commercial banks in conjunction with short-term
commercial loans, these ratios will provide loan officer with an
ultimate test of management effectiveness.

Following are some of

profitability ratios widely used by commercial banks.

42Lev, Op. Cit., p. 26.
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1.

Profit margin on Sales:
This ratio is computed by dividing net income by net sales for

the period.

This indicates the percentage of the sales dollar remaining

after all expenses are deducted.

The entire operating costs are

charged to management and the remaining percentage of the sales dollar
shown as profit reflects management's efficiency in controlling costs
and the outcome of past decisions.
Profit margin on sales does not indicate how profitable the firm
was for a given time.

Only by determining the ratio of assets turnover
«*■ »

during the same period to ascertain the amount of net income earned on
total assets.
2.

Net profit to total assets ratio:
This ratio is computed by using as a numerator net income and as

the denominator total average assets.

It measures the efficiency of

capital employment.
3.

Net profit to tangible net worth:
This ratio is computed by dividing net profit by owner's equity.

The result is similar to net profit to total assets ratio.

Both of

these ratios reflect management's efficiency and ability to profitably
employ the funds of creditors and owners.43
4.

Cash dividends to net income ratio:
This ratio, known as the payout ratio, is widely used by commercial

banks in capacity analysis.

It is computed by dividing cash dividends

by net income.

43American Bankers Association, A Banker's Guide to Commercial
Loan Analysis, (New York: American Bankers Association, 1965), p.
35.
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The effect of this ratio is usually a negative factor from the
standpoint of bankers, the higher the ratio the less attractive the
loan.

This is so, because availability of cash funds is the major

factor in payment of short-term loans, and high payout ratio will
drain cash funds to be available for repayment of loans.
This situation reflects the conflict of interest between in
vestors and creditors.

Turnover Ratios:
Turnover ratios, also known as efficiency or activity ratios, are
widely used by commercial banks in capacity analysis as another way of
evaluating liquidity.

That is to determine how quickly certain assets

can be turned into cash.

In addition, this type of analysis provides

information related to the efficiency of management in utilizing
resources at its disposal.
1.

Following are some of the widely used ratios.

Inventory turnover ratios:
The purpose of this ratio is to measure how often the inventory

is completely sold each year.
sold by the average inventory.

It is computed by dividing cost of goods
Generally, the higher the inventory

turnover, the more efficient the management.
This ratio is useful because it provides a basis for determining
whether obsolete inventory is present. 44
2.

Days' sales ratio:
This ratio, also known as inventory holding period, is another

ratio used by commercial banks in capacity analysis in conjunction with
inventory turnover ratio.

Days' sales ratio is computed by dividing

44Donald E. Kieso and Jerry J. Weygandt, Intermediate Accounting,
(New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1974), p. 1015.
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inventory turnover into 360 days.

The result indicates the average

selling period (in days) of the inventory.

This measure indicates the

degree of liquidity of inventories, the larger the measure, the lower
the liquidity.^
3.

Accounts receivable turnover:
This ratio is computed by dividing net sales by the average

accounts receivable.

This is equivalent to saying how often on the

average receivables were fully collected.
While it is highly unlikely that accounts receivable are ever
fully collected in fact, this ratio shows the relative number of times
it supposedly could have happened had all variables come to a halt.
The higher the turnover, the greater the quality and liquidity of
accounts receivable.
4.

Days' sales in receivable:
This ratio measures the average number of days needed to

collect accounts receivable.

It is commonly used in association with

accounts receivable turnover ratio.

It is computed by dividing the

average collection period into 360 days.
This period should approximate the credit terms of the customer.
That is if the credit sales are to be paid for in twenty days, the
collection period should not exceed twenty days by a high margin.
In cases where collection period exceed credit terms by a high margin,
this situation may indicate that receivables are not of top quality,
collection procedures are not sound, and that the applicant carries his
customers at the expense of obtaining funds through working capital
loans.

^Lev, Op. Cit. , p. 30.
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5.

Fixed assets turnover:
This ratio is computed by dividing net sales by fixed assets.

The relevance of this ratio is that it represents the dollars of sales
generated by each dollar of fixed assets.
6. Tangible net worth turnover:
A variation of the fixed asset turnover, the tangible net worth
turnover, is frequently used as substitution for fixed assets turnover
or additional ratio.
tangible net worth.

This ratio is computed by dividing net sales by
The result represents sales activity per dollar of

net investment which is similar to fixed asset turnover, the difference
being the components of the ratio's denominator.
7.

Sales to working capital ratio:
This ratio is computed by dividing net sales by net working

capital.

The result measures the turnover or annual activity of that

proportion of net capital not devoted to fixed or other non-current
assets.

Relating sales to working capital suggests the number of turns

in working capital each year.

A low ratio may indicate unprofitable

use of working capital, while a very high ratio often signifies over
trading which is the process of handling an excessive volume of net
sales in relation to the tangible net worth.
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The ratios discussed above are not the only ones used by state
ment analysts.

However, they represent the most frequently used in

capacity analysis by commercial banks.
It must be understood that financial ratios only measure a
relationship between two factors.

York:

Therefore, they have no intrinsic

^®Roy A. Foulke, Practical Financial Statement Analysis, (New
McGraw-Hill, 1968), p. 390.
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significance by themselves especially if these ratios are derived from
financial statements covering one single period.
Meaningful interpretation of financial ratios requires, besides
examining ratios and individual items, comparison of these ratios and
figures with those of previous years
various trends in the firm.

so the analyst can identify

This trend helps the analyst draw together

the many relationships and figures which he has analyzed individually.
The major objective of this process is to predict future values of
the ratios.
A second stage in the process of interpreting financial ratios is
the comparision of derived ratios with industry-wide measures.
measures are known as standard ratios or norms.

These

Data on such standard

ratios, that is, industry means or medians, for a large set of indus
tries are periodically published by Dunn and Bradstreet, Robert Morris
Associates, and other financial institutions.4^
The objective of comparing financial ratios of the firm with
exogenous norms or standards, known as cross-sectional or interfirm
analysis, is to derive information needed for decision making.
this approach is limited unless the firms:
(a) belong to the same industry,
(b) are of similar size,
(c) use similar accounting methods, and
(d) are located in the same geographical area.

^^Lev, Op. Cit., p. 37.
48Ibid., p. 38.
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Limitations of Financial Ratios Analysis
In addition to the limitations of some ratios mentioned above, the
following limitations should be considered in using financial ratios
in capacity analysis.
One major limitation of financial ratios is related to financial
statements from which these ratios are derived.

Financial ratios are

only as objective as the absolute figures from which they are derived.
Another limitation is related to inflation effect on financial
statements.

The real value of money changes over time, but accounting

traditionally aggregates dissimilar items.
Subjectivity is another major factor affecting accounting data
and financial ratios.

Accounting data is affected by the extent of

approximations and opinions in finalizing accounts.
depends on who is making the assessment.
allocation of common costs.

Clearly, the result

An obvious example is the

It is known that the allocation process

can be made in different ways, often by making assumptions of the ways
in which the service is consumed.

These assumptions will determine

the allocation basis, and for each basis, there is likely to be
different dimensional or product line charge giving a different net
profit figure for that division or product.

Depreciation policies and

inventory valuations are other examples.
This is not to say that these factors invalidate ratios analysis
although it does demonstrate that the objectivity of financial ratios
is directly related to the objectivity of the source data.
banker says:
....financial statements in their present
form serve only a minimal purpose insofar

As one
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as credit extension is concerned. 49

Summary
Lending is the essence of commercial banking.
exercised before granting any commercial loan.

Great care is

The lending decision

is not a function of one factor, but many factors are considered and
evaluated carefully.

These factors include, among other things,

character, collateral, and capacity of the customer.
Financial statements represent the starting point in evaluating
commercial loan application.

Through analysis of financial statement,

credit officers can draw some conclusions regarding the loan.
One of the major techniques of analyzing financial statements is
ratio analysis.

There are approximately fifteen financial ratios

widely used by commercial banks.

These ratios are classified into

profitability ratios, short-term liquidity ratios, long-term solvency
ratios, and activity ratios.
Financial ratio analysis is as objective as the accounting
data from which these ratios are derived.
the objectivity of accounting data.

Several factors influence

Among these factors is the

difference in the application of generally accepted accounting prin
ciples .
The effect of different accounting principles on accounting
data and on financial ratios is the subject of the next chapter.

^Harry J. Kane, "What's your financial statement worth?"
Credit and Financial Management, Vol. 71 (August 1969), p. 17.

CHAPTER VI

EFFECTS OF ACCOUNTING PRINCIPLES ON
EVALUATING CREDIT WORTHINESS

Introduction
In the preceeding chapter the discussion was limited to the
commercial lending decision process.

Special emphasis was given to

the input variables to this process namely, character, collateral,
and capacity analysis.

Financial statements provide the starting

point in capacity analysis.

Since the late 1800's, ratio analysis

has been the major tool used in the interpretation and evaluation of
financial statements.
By relating the financial ratios, derived from the financial
statements of the customer, to some standards, the credit officer
can reach a preliminary conclusion about the financial strength and
the credit worthiness of the customer.
Under present generally accepted accounting principles, busi
ness firms can choose between different acceptable accounting prin
ciples.

The result is that the reported accounting data of several

firms are not derived from the same set of accounting alternatives.
Consequently, reported accounting data as well as the financial
ratios derived from these data will not be comparable.
Comparability is the heart of any decision making process,
especially when the decision involves resource allocation.
131
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purpose of this chapter is to discuss generally accepted accounting
principles applicable to the income determination process, and to
examine the effect of these principles on the reported accounting data
and financial ratios.

The discussion is limited to the different

alternatives of inventory valuation and depreciation policies.
choice of these two areas is justified for two reasons.

The

First, inven

tory valuation and depreciation policies are the most important factors
which could influence reported accounting data, and second, these
two principles are the only two variables to be allowed to vary in
the experiment which is the subject of the next chapter.

Inventory Valuation and Income Determination
Inventory is a major asset of most manufacturing and merchan
dizing enterprises and is significant in many other types of companies.
The valuation of inventory has important effects on the statement of
financial position and the income statement.

The investment in in

ventory is frequently a significant part of a firm’s total assets,
and its valuation has a direct effect on the determination of the cost
of goods sold, an important factor in the determination of income
under the present generally accepted accounting principles.

The Nature of Inventory;
The AICPA defines the term inventory as follows:
The term inventory is used herein to designate
the aggregate of those items of tangible personal
property which are 1 ) held for sale in the
ordinary course of business, 2 ) are in process
of production for such sale, or 3) are to be
currently consumed in the production of goods
or services to be available for sale.-*1AICPA, Accounting Principles (Chicago, Illinois:
Clearing House, Inc., 1973), Vol. 1, p. 6014.
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As used in this context, the term inventory includes goods owned by a
business firm at a particular point in time and held for the purpose of
future sale or for utilization in the manufacture of goods for sale.
Excluded from this category are supplies that will be consumed in
nonproducing operations, securities held for resale but incidental
to the operation of the firm, and plant and equipment in use or
awaiting final disposition upon termination of use.2

Objectives of Inventory Valuations:
One of the most common objectives of inventory valuation is the
attempt to match the cost of goods sold with the revenue earned from
the sale of those goods in order to compute net income.

ARB No. 43

states this objective in the following manner:
A major objective of accounting for inventories
is the proper determination of income through
the process of matching appropriate costs
against revenues.^
Another objective of inventory evaluation is to indicate the
amount of funds that is expected to be generated from the sale of
merchandise.

A related objective of inventory valuation is to pre

sent information regarding inventories that will help users of
financial statements to predict the future cash flows of the firm.
That is, the amount of inventory available at any point in time
will support the inflow of cash through sale in the ordinary course
of business, and the amount of inventory available will have an effect

2Eldon S. Hendriksen, Accounting Theory (Homewood, Illinois:
Richard D. Irwin, Inc., 1970), p. 314.
3AICPA, Op. Cit., p. 6014.
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on the amount of cash required during the subsequent period to acquire
the merchandise that will be sold during the period.
A fourth objective of inventory valuation is the presentation
of the value of the goods to the firm.

Based on this objective the

value of inventory is assumed to be the net difference in the value
of the firm with the amount of inventory compared to the value of the
firm without it.

This objective of inventory valuation, however,

does not meet any specific objective of the users of financial state
ments .4

Present Generally Accepted Practice
for Inventory Valuation
As indicated earlier in this study, one of the objectives of
financial reporting should be the presentation of information that
will permit investors and creditors to make their own predictions
regarding future cash flows from the firm.

Information regarding the

resources and commitments of the firm are relevant to these predictions.
Valuation is central to the problem of income determination.
Under present generally accepted accounting principles, cost
is the primary basis for inventory valuation. 5 ARB No. 43 states
that:
The primary basis of accounting for inventories
is cost, which has been defined generally as
the price paid a consideration given to acquire
an asset.

4Hendriksen, Op. Cit., pp. 314-315.

5
Other concepts of inventory valuation such as current replacement
costs, net realizable values, standard costs...etc, are considered
beyond the immediate purpose and time limitation of this study.
6AICPA, Op. Cit., p. 6014.
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The American Accounting Association Committee on Concepts and Stan
dards stated in 1953 that "ideally, the measurement of accounting
profit involves the matching precisely of the identified costs of
specific units of product with the sales revenues derived there
from.

A corollary of the cost basis, of course, is the realization

principle that generally forbids recognition of revenue until "1 ) the
earning process is complete or virtually complete, and 2 ) an exchange
has taken place."®
Exceptions to the cost basis of inventory valuation and to the
usual realization rule are permitted in some cases.

For example ARB

No. 43 states that exception to the usual realization rule is per
missible in the valuation of gold and silver at selling price under
the following conditions*
with a fixed price appliv—

the existence of a controlled market
.e to all quantities brought to the market;

and 2) no material costs of selling.

Professor Hendriksen states a

similar situation may exist where there is a delivery contract with
little delay in collection.®

Under these circumstances the firm's

product is completed and any additional effort is negligible.

There

fore, revenue should be reported, and the selling price is the best
measure of inventory.
Also a departure from cost basis of inventory valuation is
permissible when the lower of cost or market is applied.

The

7AAA Committee on Accounting Concepts and Standards, Accounting
and Reporting Standards for Corporate Financial Statements and
Preceeding Statements, 1957.
®APB Statement No. 4, Basic Concepts and Accounting Principles
Underlying Financial Statements of Business Enterprises, (New York,
N. Y.: AICPA, Inc., 1970), Paragraph 150.
^Hendriksen, Op. Cit., p. 318.
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acceptance of the cost or market concept by the AICPA is stated in
the ARB No. 43 as follows:
A departure from the cost basis of pricing the
inventory is required when the utility of the
goods is no longer as great as its cost. Where
there is evidence that the utility of goods, in
their disposal in the ordinary course of business,
will be less than cost, whether due to physical
deterioration, obsolescence, changes in price
levels, or other causes, the difference should
be recognized as a loss of the current period.
This generally accomplished by stating such
goods at a lower level commonly designated as
market.10
The bulletin further states that the term market means current re
placement cost, with net realizable value as an upper limit and net
realizable value less a normal profit margin as a lower limit.11
Since the goods in inventory have not in fact been sold, their
true market value is not ordinarily known and must therefore be
estimated.

The FASB states that this estimate should be the current

replacement cost of the item; that is what it would cost currently
to purchase or manufacture the item.^

Content of Inventory Cost:
Cost is a measure of the value of the inputs necessary in the
acquisition of material or merchandise in its present condition and
location.

The cost principle provides the theoretical foundation of

unit cost for inventory and cost of goods sold purposes.

ARB No. 43

defines cost as applied to inventory as follows:

10AICPA, Op. Cit., p. 6015.
13-Ibid., p. 6016.

^Robert Anthony and James Reece, Management Accounting Text and
Cases (Homewood, Illinois: Richard D. Irwin, Inc., 1975), p. 176.
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....As applied to inventories, cost means in
principle the Siam of the applicable expendi
tures and charges directly or indirectly in
curred in bringing an article to its existing
condition and location.13
Based on this definition of cost, total charges directly con
nected with the bringing of goods to the place of business of the
buyer and converting such goods to a salable condition are accepted
as cost of inventory.

Such charges would include freight and handling

charges on goods purchased, other direct costs of acquisation, and
labor and other production costs incurred in processing the goods
before they can be sold.
AICPA Bulletin No. 43 suggests the concept of normality as an
acceptable basis for determining inventory costs:
...Under some circumstances, items such as idle
facility expense, excessive spoilage, double
freight, and rehandling costs may be so abnormal
as to require treatment as current period charges
rather them as a portion of the inventory cost
The American Accounting Association's Committee on Accounting Concepts
and Standards, on the other hand suggests that only costs reasonably
traceable to the product should be included in acquisition costs. 35

Association of Costs with Inventory and Cost
of Goods Sold:
Historical costs contine to be used widely for the evalua
tion of inventory and cost of goods sold in the computation of net
income.

There is a great diversity in practices related to inventory

valuation

13AICPA, Op. Cit., p. 6014.

14Ibid., p. 6015.

^4AAA Committee on Accounting Concepts and Standards, Op. Cit.,
p. 4.
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Some writers have questioned whether the choice among inventory
valuation methods or the choice among other accounting alternatives
is ever influenced significantly by differences in economic circum
stances which make one method more appropriate than another in financial
reporting.

Chasteen, 1 6 for example, investigated whether firms using

different methods of inventory valuation are influenced by variables
other than economic circumstances.

He found that alternative inventory

valuation methods do not appear to be justified by differences in
economic circumstances. Sorter et al. 1 7 suggest that variation m
practice is due to differences in corporate personality rather than
the appropriateness of the method.

Gordon et al. suggest that

management selects accounting procedures with the objective of maximizing its (management) own utility.

IQ

Johnson suggests that choice

among accounting alternatives may be made purely by management as a
result of pressures from outside interests or their own self-interest.

19

It appears from the findings of these studies that factors other
than economic circumstances may affect the choice of alternative
inventory valuation methods.

For example, FIFO firms may use the

•^Lanny G. Chasteen, "An Empirical Study of Differences in
Economic Circumstances as a Justification for Alternative Inventory
Pricing Methods" Accounting Review, Vol. 46 (July 1971), pp. 540-8.
17George Sorter, S. Becker, T. R. Archibald, and William Beaver,
"Corporate Personality as Reflected in Accounting Decisions: Some
Preliminary Findings," Journal of Accounting Research, Vol. 2 (Spring
1964), pp. 183-96.
18Myron Gordon, Bertrand Horwitz, and Philip Meyers, "Accounting
Measurement and Normal Growth of the Firm," Research in Accounting
Measurement, Jeadicke, Ijiri, and Nielsen (eds) (Evanston, Illinois:
AAA, 1966), pp. 221-31.
19Charles E. Johnson, "Management's Role in External Accounting
Measurements," Research in Accounting Measurement, pp. 88-100.
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method as a means of improving reported income; LIFO firms may be
interested in lowering income taxes.
The freedom of choice among accounting alternatives for in
ventory valuation is provided by the authoritative pronouncements of
the AICPA.

ARB No. 43 states that:
Cost for inventory proposes may be determined
under any one of several assumptions as to the
flow of cost factors (such as first-in first-out,
average, and last-in first-out); the major
objective in selecting a method should be to
choose the one which under the circumstances,
most clearly reflects periodic i n c o m e . 20

Therefore, cost is assigned to inventory based on one of the following
flow of cost assumptions:

1 ) specific identification; 2 ) first-in

first-out (FIFO; 3) Last-in first-out (LIFO); 4) average cost; and
5) standard costs.
FIFO and LIFO are widely used for inventory costing

p u r p o s e s . 21

Consequently, these two methods will be discussed in more detail.

Specific Identification:
The objective of matching specific costs with specific revenues
is achieved most precisely by the specific identification of costs.
The specific method looks upon the inventory as a summation of indi
vidual cost tags which apply to separate physical units of stock and
not as a pool of costs representing the effort of acquiring the entire
amount of stocks available for disposal in the future periods.

That

is, the specific identification method identifies the cost flow with
the specific flow of physical goods.
20AICPA, Op. Cit., p. 6015.
2lAccounting Trends and Techniques, American Institute of Certified
Public Accountants (New York: AICPA, 1975), p. 114.
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The specific identification method suffers from serious practical
difficulties in determining inventory cost and cost of goods sold.
Unless the inventory items are of high-unit value and are purchased
and issued infrequently, it is seldom feasible to trace specific
invoice cost, freight and handling charges, etc. through the business
in terms of physical units of inventory.

Therefore, this method could

be used in determining the cost of items such as automobiles, jewelry,
custom-made products, etc.
Another disadvantage of this method is a theoretical one, that
is the probability of manipulating reported results.

The use of this

method as a basis for determining the cost of goods sold permits
management a wide latitude in determining the net income for the
different periods, especially when it is possible to exercise the
choice m

the items which may be used for filling orders.

Average Cost Methods:
Average cost methods permit each purchase price to influence the
inventory valuation and the cost of goods sold.

These methods are

based on the assumption that buying and selling operations result
in the aggregation of costs and the assignment of these costs to
goods sold and goods

in inventory on the basis of a single price.

This single price is assumed to be a representative unit cost of all
goods handled during a specific

p e r i o d .

^3

22por further discussion of this point see, Carl Thomas Devine,
Inventory Valuation and Periodic Income, (New York: The Ronald Press,
1942), pp. 48-51; Hendriksen, Op. Cit., pp. 337-38.
23Hendriksen, Op. Cit., p. 339.
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Two average cost methods are found in practice.
average method, and the moving average method.

The weighted

Under weighted average,

the unit cost is determined at the end of the period by using the unit
purchase prices and the number of units in the beginning inventory
and purchases for the period.

This average unit cost is applied to the

units of goods sold and the units of inventory on hand at the end of
the period.

Under the moving average method, the unit cost is compu

ted after each purchase.

Thus, when goods are sold, or issued, the

moving average unit cost is used at that point in time.
Average cost methods do not reflect either the matching of costs
with revenues or balance sheet valuation in terms of current costs.
They are somewhat neutral with regard to income determination and
balance sheet valuation.24
conceptually sound.

However, the moving average method is

It is rational, consistent, and is a representa

tive average that is more current than the weighted average.

Standard Costs:
Standard costs estimate what actual costs should be under certain
assumed conditions and are used extensively by manufacturing firms to
provide cost controls and to enable continuing audit of the validity
of cost factors used in unit product cost determinations for various
cost objectives.

For financial reporting purposes the valuation of

inventory at standard costs is considered acceptable if there is no
significant difference between actual and standard.

However, if there

is a significant difference, the inventory amounts should be adjusted
to actual cost.

24Ibid.

Otherwise the net income will be misstated in the
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in the income statement, and both the assets and the retained earnings
will be misstated in the balance sheet.

The AICPA takes the position

that:
Standard costs are acceptable if adjusted at
reasonable intervals to reflect current conditions
so that at the balance sheet date standard costs
reasonably approximate costs computed under one
of the recognized b a s i s . 25

First-In First-Out (FIFO) Method:
Before the Second World War, when the price level rise was
relatively small, costs were assumed to follow the flow of goods.
The oldest goods were sold first and the newest goods were kept in
stock.

The oldest prices were applied to cost of goods sold, and the

newest prices applied to stock.

This system of inventory valuation

was a natural extension of the physical movement phenomena and be
came known as the FIFO inventory method.
This assumption about cost flow has much to recommend it.

It

conforms to reality* management usually finds it desirable to keep
the oldest items in the inventory moving out in order to maintain a
current inventory representing the most current purchases.

Thus,

FIFO represents an approximation of the specific flow of goods.
The method is systematic, it adheres to the cost principle, and
as a approximation of specific identification, it does not permit
the possible manipulation of profit because management is not free
to pick a certain cost item to be charged against revenue.

As a

result, it provides a more consistent and systematic determination of
inventory and cost of goods sold, permitting better comparisons

25AICPA, Op. Cit., p. 6015.
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between different firms in the same industry and among several
years.
In periods of stable prices, or in periods of relatively small
upward or downward trends in prices, the FIFO method yields fairly
realistic costs of goods sold and inventory figures in close harmony
with the recent prices being paid for inventory replacements.
Presenting inventory for balance sheet purposes at a value
approximating the replacement costs depends on the frequency of price
changes and the inventory turnover.

When the inventor" turns over

rapidly, the inventory valuations will reflect current prices unless
prices change considerably after the recent purchases.
The basic disadvantage of the FIFO method of inventory valuation
is that it fails to match current costs with current revenues; rather
the oldest unit costs are matched with the current sales revenue.
Also this method fails in meeting the objective of separate reporting
of gains and losses from price changes. 26
°
Another disadvantage claimed against FIFO is its tendency to
distort reported net profits.

That is, when prices are rising com

panies tend to place unrealistically low value on the cost of goods
sold.

The reason is that they charge inventories to cost of sales in

the order in which the inventories were acquired.

This means that

inventories often are charged off at prices well below the current
prices for the same goods.

This practice has the effect of reporting

inflation-induced profits (overstated profits).
When prices are falling, the FIFO method charges inventories off
to cost of sales at a value above the current prices and the results
^^Hendriksen, Op. Cit., p. 340.
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of operation will be understated.
Income tax implications are serious with the FIFO method.

With

rising prices, pretax income tends to be overstated; and as a result,
there is over-assessment of income taxes and a negative effect on
cash flow.
Cash flow is affected in another way.

FIFO, in conditions of

rising prices, encourages larger distributions of cash to proprietors
by reporting the difference between older historic costs incurred and
current selling prices.

Last-In First-Out Method (LIFO);
Much attention has been focused recently on the increased value
of accounting techniques which are designed to compensate for the
current high rates of inflation.

The major concern is that of

"inventory profits" included in the results of operation.

Inventory

profits— the difference between the historical cost and the replace
ment cost at the time of sale— result from holding goods during a
period of rising prices.

The objection to financial reports and

accounting techniques that match historical costs with current sales
revenue is that they do not reflect the current earning power of the
firm and therefore are misleading.

This is the concern of management

in evaluating its operations, and of the investors in evaluating the
performance of the companies in which they have invested.

The accoun

ting profession and the SEC are also concerned with the problem.
The APB recognized in 1969:
...That the degree of inflation or deflation in
an economy may become so great that conventional
statements lose much of their significance and
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general price-level statements clearly be
come more meaningful...27
Accounting Series Release No. 151 issued by the SEC in January, 1974,
urges disclosure of "inventory profits."2®
The LIFO accounting method of inventory valuation, is claimed to
be one of the methods that accounts for inflation, and substantially
eliminates inventory profits.
Although LIFO has been accepted (as a method of inventory valua
tion) for almost half a century,29 interest in it increased dramatically
in the early 1970's.
valuation procedures.

In 1974 many companies adopted LIFO inventory
The Wall Street Journal reported that:

LIFO...is being adopted by a rush of companies
seeking to neutralize the impact of inflation
on their financial statements. At least a score
of major companies, including Eastman Kodak,
DuPont, and Firestone Tire and Rubber Co. have
announced switches to LIFO.
Sources indicate that at least 1 0 0 of the
country's largest 5 0 0 companies are considering
the move, although many will not announce a
switch until y e a r - e n d . 3 0
The LIFO method allocates costs on the assumption that the last
goods purchased are used first.

In certain situations, LIFO has been

assumed to reflect the specific identification of goods or the normally
expected flow of goods (i.e. pile of coal).

Most adherents to LIFO

27APB Statement No. 3, Financial^Statements Restated for General
Price-Level Changes, (New York: AICPA, Inc., 1969), Paragraph 28.
2®James M. Babin, We Switched to LIFO," Financial Executives,
Vol. 43, (February 1975), p. 45.
29The 1939 Income-Tax Act extends to all taxpayers the privilege
of evaluating inventories on the last-in first-out basis. Official
recognition is thus given to an additional method evaluating inventory.
30"More Companies Alert Accounting Methods to Neutralize
Inflation," Wall Street Journal, October 7, 1974, p. 1.
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use other justification for its widespread employment such as matching
current costs with current revenues which provides a better measure of
current income.

Advantages of LIFO;
In an environment of rising prices and high tax levels, proponnents of LIFO claim the following advantages;
1.
prices.

Reducing illusory profits during periods of constantly rising
Although costs charged against revenue under either FIFO or

LIFO will be less than replacement cost, since FIFO associates older
costs with cost of goods sold whereas LIFO associates more recent
costs, the spread between replacement costs and cost of goods sold is
greater under FIFO than under LIFO.

Therefore, by adopting LIFO,

illusory profits can be substantially reduced.
A highly simplified example31 is used to illustrate illusory
profits.

An income tax rate of 50 percent and rising prices are

assumed.

Prior to the sale of one item, the company has available

for sale the following inventory:
1 item (old purchase)

$ 2 Cost

1 item (recent purchase)

$ 6 Cost

1 item (sold)

$20 Sales Price

The income statement is as follows:

*31

Adopted from Jamed Don Edwards and John B, Barrack, "Lastin first-out Inventory Valuation as a Way to Control Illusory
Profits," MSU Business Topics, Vol. 23, (Winter 1975), p. 20.
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FIFO
Sales Price- - - - - - - - - - - - ---- $20

LIFO
$20

Less-cost of the item sold - - - -- - “

(2 )

(6)

Net income before taxes- - - - - -- - -

18

14

Less-Federal income taxes- - - - -- - -

(9)

(7)

9

7

Net income - - - - - - - - - - - - ----

Analysis of cash flows, assuming replacement of inventory at $8 :
Proceeds from sale - - - - - - - - - -

$20

$20

Replacement of inventory item - - -

(8 )

(8 )

Payments of Federal income taxes- -

(9)

(7)

$3

$5

Expenditures:

Net cash inflow- - - - - - - - - - - -

It can be seen from this illustration that the FIFO-based income
statement reports a profit of $9; whereas, assuming replacement of the
inventory at $8 , the firm is only $3 better off in terms of its net
cash inflow.

The $6 excess of the reported profit over the net cash

inflow measures the illusory profits.
2.

Improved financial position through reduction of taxes and

increased working capital.

During periods of rising prices, LIFO shel

ters inflationary profits from income taxes.

This reduction of taxes

results in the increase of working capital and reduces the need for
borrowing.

However, this is not a real advantage because it holds

only if the price-level increases and the inventory quantities do not
decrease.
3.

It is only a temporary deferral of income taxes.
LIFO achieves a better matching of costs and revenues and

improves the quality of earning reports.

This is true not only from

a stockholders' point of view but also for internal evaluation of
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subsidiary or divisional performance,
4.

LIFO provides a more conservative valuation.

5.

Over the business cycle, LIFO permits a smoothing of income

by decreasing it during periods of rising prices and increasing it
during periods of declining prices.
6.

Proponents of LIFO feel that the procedure provides the

greatest comparability of operating results among years.32

This is

because current revenue would normally be matched with the cost of
most recent purchases, so that recognized costs and revenues are likely
to be influenced by the same phases of the price level cycle.

Con

sequently, some of the fluctuations in income which might be due solely
to price level changes would be ironed out.

Disadvantages:
The main arguments against LIFO can be summarized as follows:
1.

The method reports inventory for balance sheet purpose at

an outdated value.

By reflecting inventory at prices completely

meaningless in the context of prevailing conditions, comparisons
between firms are invalid even if all firms are using
2.

L I F O . 33

Reporting reduced profits may have adverse effects on in

vestors and creditors.
3.

As a method of solving the price level problem, LIFO is

erroneous and incomplete.

At best it is a partial method of handling

price-level problems.34
32jy.ian R. Drebin, "Price Level Adjustments and Inventory Flow
Assumptions," Accounting Review, Vol. XL (January 1965), p. 155.
33nendriksen, Op. Cit., p. 343.

34ibid.
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4.

LIFO falls short of measuring real income.

That is, to

measure real income, as opposed to money income, cost of goods sold
should consist of the replacement cost of the goods that have been sold
rather than the most recently incurred costs.

As Professor Moonitz

states, LIFO is primarily a device for reducing or deferring the amount
of income tax payable by a given concern, not a device for measuring
its business income.35
5.

The Internal Revenue Code requires that if tax reporting

is on the LIFO method, then financial reporting must also be on LIFO.
The implication of this requirement is the adverse effect of lower in
come reported during periods of rising prices.
6.

For income tax purposes, LIFO inventories must be valued

at cost even if the market value is below cost.36

Therefore, during

periods of falling prices, taxes would be paid on nonexistent profits.
7.

In the event it becomes necessary to reduce inventory

below the normal quantity, net profit will be distorted.

This is so

because old, irrelevant costs are matched against revenues.

Also

income of a single year may include the accumulated gains or losses
since the start of LIFO.

FIFO

VS.

LIFO;

The controversy as to which method is better has never been
resolved.

Both LIFO and FIFO are accepted methods of cost selection

35Maurice Moonitz, "The Case Against LIFO as an Inventory-Pricing
Formula," in Financial Accounting Theory. Zeff and Keller, eds (New
York: McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1964), p. 127.
36philip Zimmerman, "How to Help a Retailer Adopt LIFO," The
Practical Accountant, July/August, 1975, p. 30.
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for the determination of inventory balances.

They may lead to signifi

cant differences in the financial statements.

Neither method achieves

an entirely satisfactory reporting of both the inventory and cost of
goods sold when prices are changing.
It has been established that commercial bankers, as well as other
creditors, would normally be interested in the liquidity of a firm's
assets and in its short-term solvency.

Also, profitability ratios

provide loan officers with an ultimate test of management efficiency.
And since inventory and cost of goods sold play an important role in
the determination of liquidity and profitability ratios of a firm, the
*
following discussion is intended to show the effect of LIFO and FIFO on
these ratios.

Effect on the Statement of Financial Position:
The FIFO method has the effect of assigning the most recent
costs to the valuation of inventory, whereas the LIFO methods assigns
the first costs incurred.

During periods of stable price levels, the

choice between LIFO and FIFO has no effect on inventory valuation.
During periods of changing price levels, the FIFO alternative results
in reporting an inventory value which closely approximates the current
value of the stock; whereas, the value of inventory based on LIFO will
vary from the current price.

The magnitude and direction of the

variation depend on the degree and direction of the price change.
The LIFO alternative produces a seriously distorted inventory valuation
when it is used over a long period during which the price level moves
steadily in one direction, or when the price level is changing very
rapidly in one direction.

The inventory Resulting from the use of LIFO produces a dis
torted financial ratio such as current ratio, amount of working capi-

I
tal, acid test ratio, inventory turnover ratio.

All these ratios,

which are of interest to loan officers, will be reported at the "lowest"
possible level during a period of inflation which may affect the credit
evaluation process.
On the. other hand, FIFO reports inventory at a value that
approximates the current value.

As a result, the above mentioned

financial ratios will be more meaningful for credit evaluation.

Effect on the Income Statement:
The authoritative support of the choice between the LIFO and FIFO
alternatives of inventory valuation has been emphasized in the ARB
No. 43 in the following manner;

"...the major objective in selecting

a method should be to choose the one which, under the circumstances,
most clearly reflects the periodic income."37
The interpretation of the term "periodic income" under LIFO
differs from that of FIFO.

The proponents of LIE^. argue that realized

revenues should be matched with the cost of acquiring goods at or
near the time the revenue is realized.

They imply that during periods

of rising prices, for example, two types of profits, holding gains
and operating profits, are likely to be included in determination of
income unless great care is exercised to avoid the inclusion of holding
gains.

Since the LIFO method matches the most recently incurred costs

with realized revenues, it excludes holding gains from income deter
mination.

37AICPA, Op. Cit., p. 6015.
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Excluding holding gains from income is favored by the proponents
of the LIFO method on the premise that inventory which is sold must be
replaced and that income is not earned unless the revenue realized
exceeds the cost of replacing the item sold.
On the other hand, while the proponents of FIFO admit the exis
tence of holding gains and operating income they consider both to be
an element of periodic income realized at the time of the sale.

They

argue that proponents of LIFO confuse two separate concepts, income
determination and the utilization of cash.

Further they state that if

the proponents of LIFO are truly interested in measuring real income,
as opposed to monetary income, they should extend their proposal to
use replacement cost to all cost aggregates.38
The LIFO and FIFO alternatives affect reported net income and
financial ratios in a different way.

During rising prices FIFO pro

duces a higher profit margin on sales, higher income, higher net
income to total assets ratio, and a higher net profit to tangible net
worth ratio.
cash flow.

But due to tax effect, FIFO has a negative effect on
Under the same conditions LIFO produces lower profit margins

on sales, a lower net income to total assets ratio, and a lower net
profit to tangible net worth ratio.

Its effect on cash flow is

positive.
In summary, over the life cycle of a firm, the results of both
LIFO and FIFO are similar.

For periodical reporting, LIFO may result

in a more meaningful income statement but a less realistic balance
sheet, whereas FIFO may result in a more meaningful balance sheet
38W. B. Meigs, C. E. Johnson, R. F. Keller, and A. N. Mosich,
Intermediate Accounting, Second Edition. (New York, N.Y.: McGrawHill Book Company, 1968), pp. 264-67.
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but a less realistic income statement.

Since commercial bankers place

special emphasis on short-term liquidity for short-term loan purposes,
balance sheets may serve this purpose better.

As a result, FIFO alter

natives may be superior to LIFO alternatives.

Empirical studies

suggest that LIFO produces inferior balance sheet data and not su
perior income statement data; therefore, FIFO is a more useful method
for reporting to common stock investment decision makers. 39

Depreciation Methods
On no subject in accounting has there been so much written and
so much confusion generated as depreciation.

Depreciation accounting

continues to be probably the most discussed and most disputatious
topic in accounting.^®

Professor Staubus describes it as "a disgrace

to the accounting p r o f e s s i o n . T h e significance of depreciation
stems from its effect on financial statements.

Depreciation Concept:
The term "depreciation," as used in different disciplines as
well as in accounting, has so many different meanings with varying
connotations.

According to Bonbright,^ the meaning of depreciation

39
George J. Staubus, "Testing Inventory Accounting," Accounting
Review, Vol. XLIII (July 1968), p. 424.
^Sidney Davidson, "Depreciation, Income Taxes, and Growth,"
Accounting Research (England), July 1957, p. 191.
41
George Staubus, "The Association of Financial Accounting
Variables with. Common Stock Values," Accounting Review, January 1965,
p. 134.
^Bonbright, J. C., The Valuation of Property, (New York: McGrawHill, 1937), Ch. X. Quoted by Hector Anton, "Depreciation, Cost Allo
cation and Investment Decision," in Financial Accounting Theory, Vol.
II, Keller and Zeff (eds), (N. Y.: McGraw-Hill, 1969), p. 288.
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may be classified into the following basic concepts of depreciation;
1.

A decrease in value during some specified period. This

meaning is apparently the one most commonly taken in popular usage.
It assumes the measureability of value either objectively as the
"market value" of the asset or subjectively as its "value to the
owner," at two differing dates.
2.

Amortization cost— the accounting concept.

By this criterion

the investment is considered a pre-paid operating expense to be allo
cated by some systematic method to various fiscal periods over its
useful life.

In general, this is also the concept adopted for tax

purposes.
3.

The appraisal concept of depreciation.

In this method

depreciation is considered as the value difference between a new asset
and the replacement (appraisal) value of the old.

The value inferi

ority of the old asset is the measure of the depreciation.
4.

Impaired serviceability or impaired functional efficiency.

This is not a value or cost concept, but rather an engineering one.
It should not be used in any connection in which monetary measurement
is important.
Most of the controversy over depreciation has resulted from the
existence of these concepts of depreciation.

The objectives for which

each one of these concepts has been developed can hardly be met by
the use of any other single concept.
The most commonly accepted definition of depreciation is that
suggested by the Committee on Terminology of the AICPA, which reads
as follows:
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Depreciation accounting is a system of
accounting which aims to distribute the cost
or other basic values of tangible capital
assets, less salvage (if any), over the estimated
useful life of the unit (which may be a group
of assets) in a systematic and rational manner.
It is a process of allocation, not of valua
tion. .,43
This definition is based on the cost convention realization rule
$

adhered to under present generally accepted accounting principles.
Therefore, depreciation as used in. this study will be considered as a
method of allocating the depreciable cost (acquisition cost less sal
vage value, if any) of an asset over its estimated useful life.^
This

concept of depreciation, as an allocation process,follows

from the fact that an investment in fixed

assets is essentiallyan in

vestment in the future services to be derived from these assets.
The controversy over depreciation focuses on three main factors
which enter into the determination of the depreciation charge.
factors are:

These

the capitalization policy, the method to be utilized,

and the estimate of the useful life of an asset.

The AICPA has

attempted to improve the accounting practices being followed, but its
authoritative statements on depreciation have not effectively dealt
with these factors.^

43aICPA, Op. Cit., Vol. 11, p. 9513.
440 ther concepts which consider depreciation as a process of
1 ) valuation (on the basis of measuring service potential, market
value, or discounted cash flow), 2 ) measuring the current cost of

services consumed, or 3) capital maintenance, are considered beyond
the scope of this study.
4^Louis E. Mullen, "Spotlight on estimated economic life of
depreciable assets," The CPA Journal, Vol. XLIII (August 1973),
p. 662.
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The first element, capitalization policy, relates to the question
of what should be included in the cost of depreciable asset.

Assets

are acquired in various ways, and as a result, many problems often
arise in identifying, measuring, and allocating the costs associated
with an acquisition.

APB Opinion No. 16 provides a criterion for

applying the cost principle as follows:
1.

An asset acquired by exchanging cash
or other assets is recorded...at the
amount of cash disbursed or the fair
value of the other asset disbursed.

2.

An asset acquired by incurring liabili
ties is recorded...at the present value
of the amount to be paid.

3.

An asset acquired by issuing shares of
stock of the acquiring corporation is
recorded at the fair value of the asset
....received for the stock.46

According to the first criterion, the cash price paid in a trans
action between independent parties acting in their own interest is the
most objectively determined amount at which the acquired asset can be
recorded.

Paton and Littleton, however, state that the objectivity,

and hence the acceptability, of the cash price depends on the independence
of self-interest in the negotiating parties.47

If an asset is acquired

in an arm's-length exchange transaction solely for cash and no other
right or privilege is exchanged, the cash paid measures the cost of
the asset.

Paton and Littleton state that the cost of the asset is

the cash price net of purchase discounts available; current operations

46APB Opinion No. 16, Business Combinations, (N. Y.:
1970), Paragraph 68 .

AICPA,

47W. A. Paton and A. C. Littleton, An Introduction to Corporate
Accounting Standards, (Chicago, Illinois: AAA, 1940), pp. 26-77.

should absorb purchase discounts not taken.
If assets are acquired as a group, the total price may be defi
nite, but the allocation to a specific asset is a matter of judgment.
According to AICPA pronouncements, the total price is allocated to
individual assets based on their relative fair values.^
When an asset is acquired by incurring liabilities, the process
of determining the asset's cost does not differ from an acquisition
of cash unless there is a problem in determining the interest rate on
the note.

The guidelines provided in APB Opinion No. 21 state that

when property is acquired in exchange for a note in an arm's length
transaction, the presumption is that the rate of interest stipulated
by the parties represents fair and adequate compensation for the
extension of credit and that the cost of the asset is the present value
of the note based on the stated interest rate.^®

However, this pre

sumption does not apply if the interest rate is not stated or is un
reasonable or if the face amount of the note is materially different from
Cl
the current cash price of the property. x

In these cases the asset should

be recorded at its fair value or an amount that reasonably approximates
the market value of the note, whichever is more clearly determinable.^
If neither the fair value of the asset acquired nor the market value

48william A. Paton and W. A. Paton, Jr., Asset Accounting;
Intermediate Course (N. Y. s The MacMillian Co., 1952), p. 188.
49apb Statement No. 4, par. 181 (M-1A[2]), and APB Opinion
No. 16, par. 68 .
50APB Opinion No. 21 "Interest on Receivables and Payables,"
(AICPA, August 1971), paragraph 12.
5^-Ibid., par. 1 2 .
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of the

debt instrument is determinable/ the asset is then recorded

at the'present value of the debt instrument based on an approximate
interest rate.53
If an asset is acquired by exchanging a nonmonetary asset for it,
the cost is determined in accordance with the fair value of either the
asset acquired or the asset surrendered.

APB Opinion No. 29 states

that:
...The cost of a nonmonetary asset acquired
in exchange for another nonmonetary asset is
the fair value of the asset surrendered to
obtain it, and again or loss should be recog
nized on the exchange. The fair value of
the asset received should be used to measure
the cost if it is more clearly evident than
the fair value of the asset surrendered.5^
The cost of acquiring an asset includes not only the invoice
price but also "all incidental payments necessary to put the asset in
condition and location for use."55

The NAA’s Committee on Management

Accounting Practices suggests that the following expenditures may
be incurred to place an asset in the status of being already for use

f

and should be capitalized:
1.

Buildings:
a. original contract price or cost of construction
b. expenses incurred in remodling, reconditioning, or
altering the purchased building to make it available

53Ibid., par. 13.

54a p b Opinion No. 29, "Accounting for Nonmonetary Transactions,"
(AICPA, May 1973), par. 18.
55Paul Grady, ARS No. 7, Inventory of Generally Accepted Accoun
ting Principles for Business Enterprises, (N. Y.: AICPA, Inc., 1965),
p. 254.
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for the purpose for which it was acquired.
c. cost of excavation or grading or filling of land for the
specific building.
d. expenses incurred for the preparation of plans, specifi
cations, blueprints, and so on.
e. cost of building permits.
f. payment of noncurrent taxes accruedon thebuilding

at

date of purchase if payable by purchaser.
g. architect's and engineer's fees for design and construc
tion period.
h. other costs, such as temporary buildings used during the
construction period.
2.

Machinery, equipments, and furniture and fixtures:
a. original contract or invoice cost.
b. freightin, cartage, import duties, handling andstorage
cost.
c. specific in-transit insurance charges.
d. sales, use, and other taxes imposed on the purchase.
e. costs of preparation of foundations and other costs in
connection with making a proper situs for the asset.
f. installation charges.
g. charges for testing and preparation for use.
h. costs for reconditioning used equipment when purchased.^®

■^NAA's Committee on Management Accounting Practices, "Fixed
Assets Accounting: The Capitalization of Costs," Management Accounting,
January, 1973, p. 54; quoted by C, W. Lamden et. al., Accounting for
Depreciable Assets (N, Y.: AICPA, Inc., 1975), p. 54.
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Surveys of practices confirm the existence of a fairly broad
concensus in practice as to the types of expenditures that are necessary to put the asset in condition and location for use.

C7

Once an asset is put to use, all expenditures which are frequent
in nature and necessary to maintain the asset in normal use should be
charged to current operations.

Only those expenditures which result

in major improvements, or extend the useful life of the asset (major
additions or betterments), should be capitalized.

Factors in Determining the Depreciation Charge:
Periodic depreciation expense should represent the allocation of
the original cost (less the estimated residual value, if any) of the
asset to operations in proportion to the economic benefit received from
the asset.

The periodic depreciation expense is dependent on three

separate variables:

1 ) estimating useful life;56 2 ) estimating the

depreciation base; and 3) choosing the method of allocation.
The useful life of an asset represents the total units of service
expected to be derived from that asset.

Useful life may be measured

in terms of time (months or years) or in terms of output or activity
(i.e., tons, miles, board feet, gallons, or machine hours).

In

determining the useful life of an asset, two factors are usually taken

57charles W. Lamden et. al., Accounting for Depreciable Assets,
(New York: AICPA, 1973), p. 55.
58The useful life of depreciable assets is based on their period
of usefulness to the company and not their inherent life. For further
discussion of the Concept of Useful Life, See, for example W. A. Paton,
Essentials of Accounting, (The MacMillan Co., 1949), p. 554; George
O. May, Financial Accounting: A Distillation of Experience, (The
MacMillan Co., 1961), p. 119; Lamden et, al., pp. 64-78.
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into consideration.

These factors are physical deterioration and

economic factors such as obsolescence (due to technological innovation)
and inadequacy which refers to the effect of growth and changes in the
scale of the firm's operation in terminating the useful life of assets.
Useful life is a critical variable in determining the pattern
of cost allocation, perhaps influencing the pattern more than the
other variables in depreciation accounting— the depreciable base and
the allocation method.

One empirical study found that variations in

the estimated useful lives of identical assets caused greater differences
in the pattern of depreciation expense and in the carrying values of
the assets than did variations in methods of allocation.59
Once the useful life of an asset is determined, the second step is to
determine the depreciation base.

The depreciation base of an asset

refers to the proportion of its cost that should be charged against
revenue during its useful life.

The depreciable base is determined by

substracting the salvage value from the total cost of the asset as de
scribed above.

Salvage value is the estimated amount that Will be re

ceived at the time the asset is sold or removed from service.

One survey

of practice indicates that salvage value is commonly ignored, perhaps
more on the basis of immateriality than on the basis of principle.

60

The third factor related to depreciation accounting is the choice
of cost allocation method.

Cost allocation is the most fundamental

and perplexing problem in financial accounting, and depreciation

CQ

Robert R. Sterling, "A Test of the Uniformity Hypothesis,"
ABACUS, September 1969, pp. 37-47.
60Lamden, Op. Cit., pp. 16-17.
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accounting is one of the most important aspects of cost allocation.
A number of cost allocation methods have been developed, each
of which provides a somewhat different pattern of depreciation charges
over the life of the asset.

These methods may be classified as

follows:
1.

Activity method (variable charge approach).

2.

Straight line method.

3.

Decreasing charge methods.
a. Sum-of-the-year's digit.
b. Double declining balance.

4.

Special depreciation methods.
a. Inventory method
b. Retirement and replacement methods,
c. Group and composite-life methods.
d. Compound interest rnethods,®^

The variable charge approaches to cost allocation assume that
depreciation is a function of use rather than the passage of time.

61Professor Davidson describes depreciation as a joint cost as
follows; "It is joint with respect to the several time periods
during which a plant asset is used. It is joint with respect to
the products that are turned out utilizing any piece of equipment.
It is joint with respect to the individual units of production that
are turned out during any given time period. Economic theory
suggests to us that joint costs cannot be allocated satisfactorily.
■Yet in a variety of circumstances we are faced with the problem
of allocating these joint costs— costs which are joint to an extent
unmatched by almost any other kind of cost." Sidney Davidson,
The Meaning of Depreciation, Selected Papers No. 2 (Chicago;
Graduate School of Business, University of Chicago, 1962),
p. 2 .
62

Donald E. Kieso and Jerry J. Weygandt, Intermediate
Accounting (N. Y.: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1974), p. 478.
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Under this approach the useful life of an asset is expressed in terms
of units of output or units of services (machine hours, miles driven...
etc,) expected to derived from the asset.

Therefore, periodic depre

ciation charge depends on the total of activity units, which may
change from one period to another.

The major arguments against this

approach are that depreciation may be a function of time rather than
usage, and estimating the expected service units may be difficult to
achieve.
The fourth class of depreciation methods are of a special nature,
and used by business firms because the assets involved have special
characteristics, or the nature of the industry requires this use.

As a

result the discussion will be limited to the most widely used methods,
namely, straight line and decreasing charge methods.

Straight Line Method;
The straight line method of cost allocation is based on the
assumption that depreciation is a function of time instead of use.

As

a result the depreciation charge will be equal for each period during
the service life of an asset, that is
D = C - S
N
where:
D = Depreciation

S = Salvage Value

C = Cost

N = Useful life

The major argument for the straight line method assumes that the
circumstances that contribute to the exhaustion of the usefulness of
an asset are related to time and accordingly concludes that the
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cost should be allocated on the basis of time.®3 Also it meets the
criterion of being systematic and rational.
This method of cost allocation is theoretically sound if the
following assumptions are true or reasonably accurate:
1.

The decline in economic service potential of the asset is

approximately the same each period.
2.

Repairs and maintenance expenses are constant over the life

of the asset.
3.

Operating efficiency of the asset is just as good in the

last year as in the first year.
4.

Revenues (or net cash flow) made possible by the use of the

asset are constant for all years of asset life.
5.

All necessary estimates, including the estimated useful life,

can be predicted.^
Due to the uncertainties related to the above assumption, it is
difficult to find any depreciation method that is likely to take all
the various factors into consideration.

Consequently, the straight

line method is said to be as accurate as any other method.
Arguments against straight line depreciation can be summarized as
follows:

1 ) depreciation is considered a function of time instead of

use, which often is not the case.

2) Using the straight line method

results in distorting the rate of return analysis.

That is, in the case

where revenue flow is constant, the straight line method gives the
appearance of a rising rate of return on total invested capital.
may not effectively match expenses with revenue.

®3Lamden, Op. Cit., p. 92.
®%endriksen, Op. Cit., pp. 406-407.

3) It
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Decreasing Charge Methods of Cost Allocation:
The decreasing charge methods, often called accelerated deprecia
tion, provide for a higher depreciation cost in the earlier years
and lower charges in later periods.
Decreasing charge methods are based on the assumption that
plant assets yield either a greater quantity of service or more valu
able services in early years than later periods (declining physical
services),
Another argument for accelerated depreciation methods relates to
the declining economic services.

That is, even though the physical

service level may not decline with age, the service may become more
and more difficult to extract and thus the economic significance of
CC

plant assets deteriorates.
These methods are also defended on the grounds that the deprecia
tion charge should decrease as repair expenses on the assets increase,
thus resulting in a more equitable charge to the operating periods
for the use of the asset.
Some writers defend accelerated depreciation methods on a con
servatism and uncertainty basis.

For example, Grand and Norton argue

that "in light of uncertainties, the ends of capital conservation are
best served if...depreciation rates in early years are conservatively
high."6®

This argument is based on the assumption that these methods

minimize income taxes, discourage dividend payments, and generally
65Robert Dixon, "Decreasing Charge Depreciation a Search for
Logic," Accounting Review, (October 1960), p. 591.
66Eugene L. Grant and Paul T. Norton, Depreciation (New York;
The Ronald Press, Co., 1955), p. 369.
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foster conservative financial policies, thereby conserving the capital
of the enterprise.

67

However, research has not yet established

that the choice of accounting methods for financial reporting, as
opposed to accounting for income taxes influences significantly the
financial decisions of the firm.®®
Still another argument for decreasing charge methods is based on
the effects of inflation.

These methods counteract the distortive

effects of inflation.
Accelerated depreciation methods have been widely adopted
since their use was first permitted for income tax purposes in 1954.
The two methods specifically mentioned in the 1954 tax law are
the double declining-balance method, and the sum-of-the-year1sdigit method.
In summary, there is no right method for allocating the cost of
an asset over its useful life.

As one writer states, the best that

can be done is to develop criteria for judging the merits of alter
native methods, and then note which method corresponds best to those
criteria. 6Q

However, surveys of practice indicate that the straight

line method is more widely used for financial statement purposes than
all other allocation methods combined.

70

®^Lamden, Op. Cit., p. 96.
®®See, for example, William J, Burns, Jr., "Inventory Evaluation
and Management Decisions," Accounting Review, April 1965, pp. 34556; Thomas Dyckman, "The Effects of Alternative Accounting Techniques
on Certain Management Decisions," Journal of Accounting Research,
Spring 1964, pp. 91-107.
69Grant and Norton, Op. Cit., p. 184.
70

'uLamden, Op. Cit., p. 36.
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Effect of Depreciation Methods on Financial
Statements and Financial Ratios;
As indicated above, different depreciation methods produce
different depreciation charges.

Consequently, operating results as

well as financial ratios will differ according to the method used.
These differences in reporting data may influence the lending decisions
of commercial bankers.
Barefield and Comiskey investigated the depreciation policy
and the behavior of corporate profits and concluded that the use of
straight line depreciation in general produces a smoother earnings
stream than does accelerated depreciation.

Also they found that the

rate of growth in earnings was revealed to be higher under an accele
rated depreciation policy than straight line depreciation.71Depreciation methods have different effects on cash flow analysis,
which is of major interest in short-term lending decisions.

The term

"cash flow" is used by financial analysts to mean the total of the
net income for the year plus or minus depreciation and other charges
to income not requiring current expenditures.

This amount of cash

flow is called resources provided by operations.
Straight line depreciation reports a higher net income figure and
lower cash flow.

Whereas decreasing charge methods report lower net

income figures and higher cash flow.

When the straight line deprecia

tion method is used in conjunction with the LIFO method for inventory
valuation, the result is nonconservative financial statements.

But,

a conservative financial statement is obtained when a decreasing

71Russell M. Barefield and Eugene E. Comisky, "Depreciation
Policy and the Behavior of Corporate Profits," Journal of Accounting
Research, Autumn 1971, pp. 351-58.
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charge method for depreciation (SYD) is combined with LIFO inventory
valuation.

The specific effects of these combination on the financial

statements and financial ratios are present in Appendix A and Appendix
B respectively.
The following chapter is devoted to testing, empirically, the
effects of different acceptable accounting principles on lending
decisions of commercial bankers.

Summary
Financial statements provide the starting point in a capacity
analysis.

Under present generally accepted accounting principles,

business firms can choose between different acceptable principles for
treating similar transactions.

The effects of diversity in accounting

principles is more apparent in two areas of business transactions,
namely, inventory valuation and depreciation policies.

That is to say

different accounting principles are recognized as acceptable methods
for inventory valuation.

Among these methods the most widely used in

practice are FIFO and LIFO.

On the other hand, different methods

are acceptable for allocating fixed asset cost over the asset's useful
life.
This freedom of choice results in reporting different operating
results.

Consequently, the final result is a credibility gap in the

financial statements.
When a combination of different accounting principles is used
for financial statement purposes, comparability between firms, or
even for the same firm over time is distorted.

For example, a combi

nation of FIFO and the straight line depreciation method produces a
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nonconservative financial statement.

On the other hand a combination

of LIFO and sum-of-the-year’s-digit produces a conservative financial
statement.
bankers.

This situation may effect the lending decision of commercial
The following chapter is designed to test empirically the

effect of different acceptable accounting principles on lending
decisions.

CHAPTER VII

TESTING THE EFFECT OF DIFFERENT ACCEPTABLE
ACCOUNTING ALTERNATIVES ON LENDING
DECISIONS OF COMMERCIAL BANKERS

Introduction
Accounting has been defined as a measurement and communication
process to provide relevant information about an entity to enable
users of information to make informed decisions leading to optimum
allocation of scarce resources and to accomplish their objectives.
In recent years there has been substantial dissatisfaction with
the current accounting product on the part of variety of people..
The general criticisms are basically two;1 namely, that accounting
information is locked in tradition and does not incorporate certain
information that is needed and could be provided; and that acceptable
accounting principles applicable to any transaction or group of trans
actions are so numerous that comparison between companies is distorted
by the lack of common measuring devices and managements are able to
use this leeway to manipulate the calculation of income and financial
position.
Accounting literature abounds with the pros and cons of narrowing
the areas of accounting alternatives.

On one hand, there are some

isee for example, Lawrence L. Vance, "The Road to Reform of
Accounting Principles," Accounting Review, Vol. 44 (October 1969),
pp. 692-703.
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who maintain that uniformity is necessary for financial statements
comparability.

Others insist that flexibility must be maintained

because no two entities are identical and different procedures and
methods are necessary to depict results of different entities.

Also

it has been stipulated that by adhering to the full disclosure concept,
that is if the firm discloses all the pertinent information about its
accounting policies, the users of the financial statements will be
able to adjust their decisions based on the information disclosed.
Different studies have been conducted to test the effect of
different accounting alternatives on various users of financial state
ments.

The purpose of this chapter is to discuss empirical research

designed to test the effect of different acceptable accounting prin
ciples on the lending decisions of the commercial bankers.

Research Method
The Sample;
The sample for this research consisted of the member banks in
the Sixth District of the Federal Reserve System.

Table No. 3 shows

the total banks surveyed classified by state and bank size.
Total capital was used as a criteria for distinguishing large
banks from small banks.

Large banks were drawn from the Dun and Brad-

street's Million Dollar Directory of 1976.

^See, for example, "Uniformity in Financial Accounting," Law
and Contemporary Problems, Autumn 1965; Eldon S. Hendriksen, "Toward
Greater Comparability Through Uniformity of Accounting Principles,"
New York CPA, Vol. XXX, (February 1967), pp. 105-115, for a compre
hensive presentation of these ideas.
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TABLE 3

MEMBER BANKS IN THE SIXTH DISTRICT OF
THE FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM AS
OF 3/11/1976

Small
Banks

State

Large
Banks

Total

Alabama

79

36

115

Florida

171

157

328

Georgia

45

28

73

Louisiana

23

22

45

Mississippi

19

10

29

Tennessee

49

24

73

386

277

663

Total

Procedure:
Two sets of financial statements were prepared for two years.
Financial ratios published by the RMA^ were used as a basis for
constructing the financial statements.

The data for both sets of finan

cial statements were identical except for the accounting principles
used.

That is, one set used the first-in-first-out (FIFO) method for

inventory valuation and the straight line depreciation method (non
conservative) . The second set used the last-in-first-out (LIFO) for
inventory valuation, and the sum-of-the-years1-digits depreciation
method (conservative).
The assignment of financial statements to banks surveyed was
accomplished on a sequential basis.

That is, a separate list of large

3The Robert Morris Associates Annual Statement Studies, (RMA,
1976), pp. 7-10, 123-233.
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banks was prepared, and each bank was given a number.

Then financial

statements were assigned to banks randomly (i.e. bank number 1 was
assigned the nonconservative financial statements, bank number 2 was
assigned the conservative statements; bank number 3 was assigned the
nonconservative statements, and bank number 4 was assigned the con
servative statements, etc.).

The same procedure was followed for

small banks.
Table no. 4 shows the number of banks that received the financial
statements based of FIFO and straight line depreciation.
was given the name of LIBICO Company.

This group

Table 5 shows the banks that

received the financial statements based on LIFO and Sum-of-the-years
digits, for a firm named GREENBALL Company.

TABLE 4
LIBICO COMPANY

State

Small
Banks

Large
Banks

Total

Alabama

40

18

58

Florida

85

79

164

Georgia

23

14

37

Louisiana

11

11

22

9

5

14

25

12

37

193

139

332

Mississippi
Tennessee
Total
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TABLE 5
GREENBALL COMPANY

Small
Banks

State

Large
Banks

Total

Alabama

39

18

57

Florida

86

78

164

Georgia

22

14

36

Louisiana

12

11

23

Mississippi

10

5

15

Tennessee

24

12

36

193

138

331

Total

Using the assignment described above, it can be seen that no one
bank was allowed to receive more than one type of financial statement.
The reasoning was that, since the purpose of the study was to test the
effect of different acceptable accounting principles on lending
decisions by providing the participants with two sets of financial
statements, bias might be introduced in their decisions and make them
look for the differences.

The Questionaire:
A questionaire was prepared, in which commercial bankers were
instructed that the firm is applying for an unsecured short-term loan
of $100,000.

They were also instructed to make preliminary recommen

dations as to the evaluation of the riskiness of the loan, and to
base their decisions only on the financial information provided.
Other assumptions made in the questionaire are shown in Appendix A
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and Appendix B of this study.

The bankers were instructed to evaluate

the loan risk on a five point scale:
1.

Extremely Risky,

2.

Risky,

3.

Marginal,

4.

Safe, and

5.

Extremely Safe.

Before mailing the questionaire to the participants it was pre
tested on two large banks who are not members of the federal reserve
system.

The purpose of this pretesting procedure was to determine if

the questionaire was suitable to achieve the objectives of the study.
Questionaires were sent to 332 bankers in group number 1
(LIBICO), and 331 bankers in group number 2 (GREENBALL). A total of 91
or 27% of group no. 1 and 69 or 21% of group number 2 responded to
the first request.

A second request was mailed resulting in responses

of 31 or 13% for group number 1, and 45 or 17% for group number 2.
Table 6 shows the total responses received from the LIBICO
group classified by state and bank size.

As the table reveals, a

total of 193 questionaires were sent to small banks 30% of these
banks responded.

A total of 139 questionaires were sent to large

banks, with a response rate of 47%.

The total usable responses of

LIBICO group numbered 122 or 37% of those sent.
Table 7 shows the total responses received from the GREENBALL
group classified by state and bank size.

This table shows that of

the 193 questionaires sent to small banks, a total of 38 or 20%
responded.

Of the 138 questionaires sent to large banks, responses were

received from 76 banks or 55%.
and large banks is 114 or 34%.

The combined total responses for small

TABLE 6

LIBICO COMPANY
TOTAL RESPONSES RECEIVED

SMALL BANKS
STATE

Mailed

Responded

TOTAL

LARGE BANKS
Response
Rate %

Mailed

Responded

Response
Rate %

Mailed

Responded

Response
Rate %

Alabama

40

14

35

18

11

61

58

25

43

Florida

85

16

19

79

24

30

164

40

24

Georgia

23

8

35

14

10

71

37

18

49

Louisiana

11

4

36

11

11

100

22

15

68

9

5

56

5

2

40

14

7

50

25

10

40

12

7

58

37

17

46

193

57

30

139

65

47

332

122

37

Mississippi
Tennessee

TOTAL

TABLE 7

GREENBALL COMPANY
TOTAL RESPONSES RECEIVED

SMALL BANKS
STATE

Mailed

Responded

LARGE BANKS
Response
Rate %

Mailed

Responded

TOTAL
Response
Rate %

Mailed

Responded

Response
Rate %

Alabama

39

7

18

18

10

56

57

17

30

Florida

86

14

16

78

39

50

164

53

32

Georgia

22

3

14

14

9

64

36

12

33

Louisiana

12

5

42

11

11

100

23

16

70

Mississippi

10

2

20

5

2

40

15

4

27

Tennessee

24

7

25

12

5

42

36

12

33

193

38

20

138

76

55

331

114

34

TOTAL

178

Analysis of Responses:
For the purpose of analysis, responses from each group were
classified into different categories.

Since the major question to

be analyzed is question number 5 (The evaluation of loan risk),
responses were classified by state, size, rank of the participant,
and total years of experience in the loan department.
Table 8 shows bankers evaluation of loan risk for LIBICO classi
fied by state.

As shown in this table, 66 % of the respondents rated

the loan risk as safe.

Whereas, 23% rated the loan as marginal.

The

other responses varied around the other ratings (2% extremely risky,
7% risky, and 2% extremely safe).
Bankers evaluation of loan risk for GREENBALL is shown in
Table 9.

As indicated above, total responses received from the GREEN

BALL group was 114.

Five questionaires were rejected (4 large banks

and 1 small bank) because they lacked substantial information.

This

left 109 (approximately 32%) usable questionaires.
Table 9 shows that 53% rated the loan risk as safe, and 27%
rated the loan as marginal risk.

Whereas, 6 % of the responses rated

the loan as extremely risky, 11% risky, and 3% rated the loan as
extremely safe.
Bankers' evaluation of loan risk for both groups can be sum
marized as follows:

Group

ER

R

% Ratings_______________
M
S
ES

Total
Responses

LIBICO

2

7

23

66

2

122

GREENBALL

7

11

27

53

3

109

TABLE 8
BANKERS EVALUATION OF LOAN RISK FOR
LIBICO COMPANY BY STATE

EXTREMELY

RISKY

MARGINAL
Per
# of
centage
%
Ratings

SAFE
Per
# of
centage
%
Ratings

EXTREMELY SAFE TOTAL
Per
# of
centage
%
Ratings

# of
Ratings

RISKY
Per
centage
%

# of
Ratings

Alabama

-

-

3

12

7

28

15

60

-

-

25

Florida

-

-

2

5

10

25

28

70 '

-

-

40

Georgia

-

-

-

-

1

16

89

1

5h

18

Louisiana

1

7

1

7

2

13

10

66

1

7

15

Mississippi

-

-

-

-

2

29

5

71

-

-

7

Tennessee

1

6

3

18

6

35

7

41

-

-

17

Total

2

2

9

7

28

23

81

66

2

2

122

State

Per
centage
%

5h

TABLE 9
BANKERS' EVALUATION OF LOAN RISK FOR
GREENBALL COMPANY BY STATE

State

EXTREMELY RISKY.
Per# of
centage
%
Ratings

-

-

16

12

25

25

51

1

2

49

6

50

5

42

1

8

12

12%

3

19

8

50

1

6

16

-

2

50

2

50

-

-

4

2

17

4

33

6

50

—

—

12

12

11

29

27

58

53

3

3

10

6

12

5

Georgia

-

Louisiana

2

12%

Mississippi

-

-

-

Tennessee

7

75

12%

Florida

6

•

12

2

-

SAFE______ EXTREMELY SAFE
TOTAL
PerPer# of
centage
# of
centage
%
%
Ratings
Ratings

12%

-

Alabama

Total

RISKY_____
MARGINAL
PerPer# of
centage
# of
centage
%
%
Ratings
. Ratings

-

2
-

-

2
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By comparing the LIBICO group against the GREENBALL group, it can be
seen that there is a difference between the two groups especially
column 4 (Safe). Testing for significance will be discussed later in
this chapter.
Table 10 shows the analysis of banker's evaluation of loan risk
for LIBICO according to bank size.

As shown in this table, 68% of

the large banks rated the loan risk as safe, whereas, 64.9% of the
small banks rated the loan as such, a difference of only 3.1%.

The

same direction is shown in rating the loan as marginal, a difference of
2%.

None of the small banks rated the loan as extremely safe, whereas

3% of the large banks rated it that way.

The rest of the ratings are

almost identical to each other.
Risk evaluation for GREENBALL is shown in Table 11 and is also
classified by bank size.

A total of 51% of the large banks rated

loan risk as safe, and 21 or 57% of the small banks indicated a similar
rating, a difference of 6%.

At the same time 29% of the large banks

rated loan risk as marginal while 24% of the small banks indicated the
same rating, a difference of 5%.

The same difference can be noted

where 8 % of the large banks rated the loan as extremely risky, whereas
only 3% of the small banks rated it as such.

A larger variation is

found in the second column of Table 11 where an 8% difference appears
between large and small banks rating the loan as risky.
Another factor considered which might have an effect on evaluation
of loan risk was the rank or position of the respondent in the bank.
Tables 12 and 13 show bankers evaluation of loan risk for LIBICO
and GREENBALL respectively.

TABLE 10
BANKERS' EVALUATION OF LOAN RISK FOR
LIBICO COMPANY BY BANK SIZE

A.

State

EXTREMELY RISKY
Per
centage
# of
%
Ratings

RISKY
Per
centage
# Of
%
Ratings

Large Banks

MARGINAL
Per
centage
# Of
%
Ratings

SAFE
Per
# of
centage
%
Ratings

EXTREMELY SAFE TOTAL
Per
# of
centage
%
Ratings

18

3

27

6

55

-

-

11

-

-

5

21

19

79

-

-

24

-

-

-

1

10

8

80

1

10

10

-

-

1

9

2

18

7

64

1

9

11

Mississippi

-

-

-

-

-

-

2

100

-

-

2

Tennessee

1

14

1

14

3

43

2

29

—

—

7

44

68

Alabama

-

-

2

Florida

-

-

Georgia

-

Louisiana

Total

Ik

14

22k

65

182

TABLE 10 (Continued)
B.

State

EXTREMELY RISKY
Per
centage
# of
%
Ratings

RISKY
# of
Ratings

Per
centage
%

Small Banks

MARGINAL
Per
centage
# of
%
Ratings

SAFE
Per
centage
# of
%
Ratings

EXTREMELY SAFE TOTAL
Per# of
centage
Ratings
%

Alabama

-

-

1

7

4

29

9

64

-

14

Florida

-

-

2

13

5

31

9

56

-

16

Georgia

-

-

-

-

-

-

8

100

-

8

Louisiana

1

25

-

-

-

-

3

75

-

4

Mississippi

-

-

-

-

2

40

3

60

-

5

Tennessee

-

-

2

20

.3

30

5

50

-

10

Total

1

1.8

5

8.8

14

24h

37

64.9

-

57

183

TABLE 11
BANKERS' EVALUATION OF LOAN RISK FOR
GREENBALL COMPANY BY BANK SIZE

A . Large Banks

State

EXTREMELY RISKY
Per
centage
# Of
%
Ratings

RISKY
Per
centage
# Of
%
Ratings

MARGINAL
Per
centage
# of
%
Ratings

SAFE
Per
centage
# Of
%
Ratings

EXTREMELY SAFE TOTAL
Per
centage
# of
%
Ratings

1

1 0

1

1 0

8

8 0

-

-

1 0

4

1 1

1 0

2 9

1 5

4 3

1

3

3 5

-

5

5 6

3

3 3

1

1 1

9

1

9

1

9

7

6 4

1

9

1 1

-

-

-

1

5 0

1

5 0

-

-

2

-

-

-

-

2

4 0

3

6 0

-

-

5

6

8

6

8

5 1

3

4

-

Alabama

-

Florida

5

Georgia

-

-

-

Louisiana

1

9

Mississippi

-

Tennessee

Total

1 4

20

2 9

37

72

184

TABLE 11 (Continued)
B. Small Banks

State

EXTREMELY RISKY
Per
centage
# of
%
Ratings

RISKY
Per
centage
# of
%
Ratings

MARGINAL
Per
centage
# of
%
Ratings

SAFE
# of
Ratings

Per
centage
%

EXTREMELY SAFE TOTAL
Per# of
centage
Ratings
%

Alabama

-

-

1

1 6 %

1

1 6 %

4

6 7

-

6

Florida

-

-

2

1 4 %

2

1 4 %

1 0

7 1

-

1 4

Georgia

-

-

-

1

33

2

6 7

-

3

Louisiana

1

20

2

40

1

20

-

5

Mississippi

-

-

-

-

1

50

1

50

-

2

Tennessee

-

-

2

28%

2

28%

3

43

-

7

Total

1

3

6

16

9

24

1

20

21

57

37

TABLE 12
BANKERS' EVALUATION OF LOAN RISK FOR
LIBICO COMPANY BY RANK (Position)

RANK

EXTREMELY RISKY
Per
# of
centage
%
Ratings

RISKY
Per
# of
centage
%
Ratings

MARGINAL
Per
centage
# of
%
Ratings

SAFE
Per
centage
# of
%
Ratings

EXTREMELY SAFE TOTAL
Per# of
centage
Ratings
%

-

-

3

14

4

19

13

62

1

-

-

3

11

7

25

18

64

-

1

3

-

-

5

16

25

78

1

-

-

1

3

10

35

18

62

-

Others:
Cashier
Asst.
Cashier
Unclassified

1

8

2

17

2

17

7

58

Total

2

2

9

7

28

23

81

66

President
Senior VicePresident
VicePresident
Asst. V.P. &
Credit Mgr.

5

21

28

3

32

29
12

2

2

122

186

TABLE 13
BANKERS' EVALUATION OF LOAN RISK FOR
GREENBALL COMPANY BY RANK (Position)

RANK

EXTREMELY RISKY
Per
centage
# of
%
Ratings

President

RISKY
Per
centage
# of
%
Ratings

MARGINAL
Per
centage
# Of
%
Ratings

SAFE
Per
centage
# Of
%
Ratings

EXTREMELY SAFE TOTAL
Per# of
centage
Ratings
%

64.2

-

12

55

2

24

18

62

-

29

7

27

14

54

-

26

17

8

44

5

28

l

5h

18

11

29

27

58

53

3

3

109

-

-

2

14.4

3

21.4

Senior VicePresident

2

9

2

9

4

18

VicePresident

2

7

2

7

7

Asst. V.P. &
Credit Mgr,

2

8

3

11

Others:
Cashier
Asst.
Cashier
Unclassified

1

5h

3

Total

7

6

12

9

14

9

22

188

Comparing these two tables reveals some interesting observations.
For example/ at the top level of management (President), evaluation of
both groups is almost identical.

But at Senior Vice President level,

one can notice the dispersion of risk evaluation.
observed as one moves downward in management level.

The same thing is
This may suggest

that risk evaluation may be affected by the rank of the decision
maker.
The last factor considered in this analysis is the respondent's
total years of experience in the loan department.

Presentation of

bankers' evaluation of loan risk for LIBICO and GREENBALL is shown in
Tables 14 and 15 respectively.

Analysis of these tables reveals that

the loan risk evaluation of both groups is almost identical except in
column 4 of both tables where 76% of the LIBICO group who have between
six and ten years of experience rated loan risk as safe, whereas, only
56% of the GREENBALL group who have the same experience rated the loan
as safe.

The same difference is found among respondents who have be

tween eleven and fifteen years of experience.

Results;
In order to test the effect of different acceptable accounting
principles on lending decisions of commercial bankers, an analysis of
variance through linear regression analysis using dummy variables was
performed.
The analysis of variance technique was chosen because it is a
versatile statistical tool for studying the relationship between a
dependent variable and one or more independent variables.

TABLE 14

BANKERS' EVALUATION OF LOAN RISK FOR
LIBICO COMPANY BY TOTAL
YEARS. OF EXPERIENCE

YEARS
OF
EXPERIENCE

EXTREMELY RISKY
Per
# of
centage
%
Ratings

RISKY
Per
# of
centage
%
Ratings

MARGINAL
Per
centage
# of
%
Ratings

SAFE
Per
centage
# of
%
Ratings

EXTREMELY SAFE TOTAL
Per
centage
# of
%
Ratings

1+5

-

-

3

8

12

33

21

59

-

-

36

6 + 10

1

2

1

2

7

17

31

76

1

2

41

11 + 15

-

-

3 .

13

5

21

15

62

1

4

24

16 or more

1

4.8

2

9.5

4

19

14

66.7

-

-

21

Total

2

2

9

7

28

23

81

66

2

2

122

TABLE 15

BANKERS' EVALUATION OF LOAN RISK FOR
GREENBALL COMPANY BY TOTAL
YEARS OF EXPERIENCE

YEARS
OF
EXPERIENCE

EXTREMELY RISKY
Per
centage
# Of
%
Ratings

RISKY
Per
centage
# of
%
Ratings

MARGINAL
Per
# of
centage
%
Ratings

SAFE
Per
centage
# of
%
Ratings

EXTREMELY SAFE TOTAL
Per
# of
centage
%
Ratings

1 + 5

1

2

3

7

16

36

24

55

-

-

44

6 + 10

2

7

3

11

6

22

15

56

1

4

27

11 + 15

3

12

4

17

5

21

10

42

2

8

24

16 or more

1

7

2

14

2

14

9

65

_

14

Total

7

6

12

11

29

27

58

53

3

3

109

191

Description of the Model:
For the purpose of analysis, the above mentioned factors can be
summarized in a form of model as follows:
Response = State + Size + Type + Rank
+ Years of experience + Interaction
That is,the response

or risk evaluation, which is considered the

dependent variable of this model might be affected by different vari
ables (independent variables) such as state, bank size, rank, type,
years of experience, and interaction effects.

The following is a

brief description of these variables.
A.

Dependent Variable(s)
1.

Response: Response is used to denote the bankers' evaluation

of loan risk (i.e. extremely risky (1), risky (2), marginal (3),
safe (4), and extremely safe (5)).

The response is measured on an

ordinal scale and it is assumed to represent an underlying continum.
B.

Independent Variables
It is assumed that bankers' evaluation of loan risk (response) might

be influenced by different factors.
1.

Among these are the following:

State: Since each state has its own laws which govern

commercial loans, and each state represents a different environment
(i.e. economic condition), this variable (state) might have an effect
on the dependent variables (response).
2.

Size: Bank size is assumed to have an influence risk

evaluation.

That is to say, it is assumed that there is a relationship

between loan size and bank size.
3.

Rank: Rank refers to a position or title of the respondent.

It is assumed that this factor might influence the response.
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4.

Total Years of Experience; This factor refers to the

respondent's total years of experience in the loan department.
5.

type; This factor refers to the type of accounting princi

ples used by the firm and is the primary variation of interest in this
research.
6.

Interaction Effects: The analysis of variance technique

provides for testing the effect of the interaction between the inde
pendent variables and the dependent variable.

The Model
Taking the above mentioned variables into consideration, the
analysis of variance through linear regression may be expressed in
its general form as follows:
Yijklmn " i + Li + Sj + Tk + R,. + X* +
(ST) jk + (SR)ji + (SX)jm +
(7.1)
<TR>kl + (TX)km + <“ >1*
+ eijklmn
Where:

Yijklmn = resPonse (risk evaluation)
y = overall mean response (risk evaluation).

Ii£ = effect of ifch state

(i = 1 ,2 ,...,6 )

Z L. = 0
i=l 1

sj

= effect of

E

size

(j = 1 ,2 )

S. = 0

= effect of K ^ 1 type of accounting principle

(K = 1,2)
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Z
K=1

T, '= 0
k

R^ = effect of l^ 1 rank

E

R

=

(1 = 1,2,...,5)

0

1=1
Xm = effect of

E

m=l1
(ST)

years of experience (m = 1 ,2 ,...,4)

X =
m

0

= interaction effect of

E

j=l

(ST) .. = E
(ST^k
3k
k=l
J

=

V

size and K *"*1 type

0

mm

(SR) . = interaction effect of jt*1 size and 1 ^ rank
31
(SR) ., = E
(SR) . = 0
jl
1=1
j=l
E

size and m„th
™ years of experience

(SX) . = interaction effect of
3m

2

4
(SX). = E
(SX). = 0
|j=l
3m
m=l
3m
E

(TOj

= interaction effect of k^ 1 type and I ™ rank

[JL =I =]
w R ,k i

< tr)-

(TX), = interaction of k^ 1 type and m "1-*1 years of experience
km
(TX)

km “

*

m

(TX)Ion= ° l

J

(RX) lm = interacti°n effect of 1th rank and m** years of experience
(RX)im =

Z

(RX)lm . 3

m=l
eijklmn = ran^om error (residual).
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After this model was first tried, the variable expressed as
interaction of rank and total years of experience (RX)^ showed that
we have empty cells due to small numbers of observations in these
cells which makes the interpretation of results difficult.

Therefore,

this variable was dropped from the model.
Accordingly, equation 7.1 can be rewritted as follows:

Yijklmn= £ + L± + S. + Tk + %

+ X*

+ (ST)jk + (SR)jX + (SX)jm +

(7.2)

+ {TX)km + eijklmn
Statement of Hypothesis Testing
Analysis of variance table for the model in equation 7.2 is
shown in Table 16.
Before conducting the hypotheses testing procedure, the following
explanations are in order:
1.

The null hypothesis:
The null hypothesis is defined as a hypothesis of no differences.

It is usually formulated for the express purpose of being rejected.
Therefore, the following hypotheses related to the effect of different
variables (as noted above) on the lending decisions of commercial
bankers will be stated in the form of null hypothesis (Hc).
2.

Level of significance t06) :
The level of significance («) is the probability of incorrectly

rejecting the null hypothesis.

The larger the level of significance

the more likely it is that Hq will be rejected falsely.

For the purpose

of this research, it was decided to refuse any finding not significant
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TABLE 16
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE TABLE

Source

Degrees of
Freedom

F
Value

PROB > I

State

5

1.61793

0.1558

Size

1

0.84517

0.3590

Type

1

3.95363

0.0481

Rank

4

2.65852

0.0334

Years of Experience

3

1.94668

0.1218

Size by Type

1

0.18421.

0.6682

Size by Rank

4

1.85950

0.1179

Size by YRSEX

3

0.63217

0.5990

Type by Rank

4

0.70249

0.5939

Type by YRSEXP

3

0.92229

0.5670
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at the .05 level.

In other words' our procedure is to reject HQ in

favor of H-l if a statistical test yields a value whose associated
probability of occurrence under HQ is equal to or less than .05.
3.

Interaction Effects;
As mentioned above, the analysis of variance technique provides

for testing the effect of interaction between factors of the model.
That is, to find out if some factors interact with each other.
Without interaction, that is, if all interaction values are zero,
one can discuss the influence of the individual factors (main effect)
on the dependent variable.

On the other hand, if interaction exists,

the effect of each factor is considered upon the level of the factor
with which it interacts.4
Using the data shown in ANOVA table (Table 14), the following
hypotheses are tested.
1.

STATE
Hq : Difference in location (State) will not influence the
lending decisions of the commercial bankers.
: Difference in location (State) will influence the lending
decisions of the commercial bankers
OR
Ho : L1 = L2 = L3 = L4 = l5 = l6
H-l : Not all

are equal

(i =1,....,6)

« = .05

From Table 16
F = 1.61793

df = 5

4See, for example, John Neter and William Wasserman, Applied
Linear Statistical Models, (Homewood, Illinois: Richard D. Irwin,
Inc., 1974), pp. 553-567.
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P(F .> 1.61793) = 0.15585
Since .1558 > .05

« = .05
(Insignificant)

.*. We cannot reject HQ
Therefore, we conclude that at a significance level of 5%, differences
in location (State) do not influence the lending decisions of the
commercial bankers.
2.

SIZE
Hq : Bank size will not influence the -lending decisions of the
commercial bankers.
: Bank size will influence the lending decisions of the
commercial bankers.
OR
Hq : Si = S2
Hi : S1 ^ S2

« = .05
From Table 16
F = .84517

df = 1

P(F i .84517) = .3590
Since .3590 > .05

(Insignificant)

We cannot reject Hc
Therefore, we conclude that bank size does not influence the lending
decisions of the commercial bankers.
3.

TYPE
Hq : The use of different acceptable accounting principles by
a business firm to measure the same economic events will

5This value represents the probability of occurrence under the
null hypothesis.
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not influence the lending decisions of the commercial
bankers.
: The use of different acceptable accounting principles by
a business firm to measure the same economic events will
influence the lending decisions of the commercial bankers.
OR
Hc : TX = T2
Hx : Tx f T2

« = .05

From Table 14:
df = 1

F = 3.95363

Since .0481 < .05

P(F > 3.95363)

= .0481

(Significant)

.*. We cannot accept HQ
Therefore, we conclude that at a significance level of 5% the use of
different acceptable accounting principles by a business firm to mea
sure the same economic events does influence the lending decisions of
the commercial bankers.

The implications of this finding will be

discussed in more detail later on in this chapter.
4.

RANK
Hq : Respondent rank (position) will not influence his lending
decisions.
H 1 : Respondent rank (position) will influence his lending
decisions.
OR
Ho : R1 “ R2 " R3 = r4 “ r5
: Not all R1 are equal
« = .05

From Table 16:

(1 = 1,...,5)
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df = 4

oc = .05

F = 2.65852
P(F >. 2.65852) = .0334

(Significant)

Since .0334 < .05
We cannot accept HQ
The conclusion is that, at a significance level of 5%, respondent rank
does influence the lending decisions of the commercial bankers.
5.

YEARS OF EXPERIENCE
Hq

:Years of experience the respondent has in the loan
department will not influence his lending decisions.
: Years of experience the respondent has in the loan
department will influence his lending decisions
OR

Ho : XX = X2 = X3 =X4
H-l : Not all Xm areequal

(M =1,...,4)

« = .05
From Table 14:
df =

3

«

F = 1.94668

P(F

Since 0.1218 > .05

= .05

> 1.94668) = 0.1218

(Insignificant)

.*. We cannot reject

HQ

Therefore, we conclude that at a significance level of 5% years of ex
perience does not influence the lending decisions of commercial bankers.
6.

SIZE BY TYPE
2
H_ : 2(ST) .. =
°
j=i

2
2
k=1

(ST) .. - 0
Dk
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2

H

: £
1
j=l

2

(ST)

=
3*

£
k=l

(ST) jk

0

« = .05
From Table 14:
df = 1

cc = .05

F = 0.18421

P(F >. 0.18421 = .6682

Since .6682 > .05

(Insignificant)

.*. We cannot reject HQ
Therefore, we conclude that there is no interaction effect between
bank size and type of accounting principles.
7.

SIZE BY RANK
2
H,

£

(SR).

=

(SR)

=

j=l
H,

2
£
j=l

3

5
£
1=1

£
1=1

(SR) jX = 0

(SR)^ f 0

« = .05
From Table 14
df = 4

« = .05

F = 1.85950

P(F >. 1.85950) = 0.1179

Since 0.1179 > .05

(Insignificant)

.*. We cannot reject H
The conclvision is that there is no interaction effect between bank
size and rank of the respondent.
8.

SIZE BY YEARS OF EXPERIENCE
2
Ho ! 1
j=l

4
<sx) j m =

1

m=l

0
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2

Z

H,

j=l

(SX) . =
Dm

Z
m=l

(SX) . f 0
Dm

« = .05
From Table 14
df = 3

a = .05

F = 0.63217

P(F >. = 0.63217) = 0.5990

Since 0.5990 > .05

(Insignificant)

We cannot reject HQ
We conclude that there is no interaction effect between bank size and
respondent's total years of experience.
9.

TYPE BY RANK
5

2

H„

Z
k=l

(TR) kl =

k=l

(TR)W

= 0

5

2

Z

Z
1=1

(TR) kl =

Z

<TR)kl ? 0

1=1

« = .05
From Table 14
df = 4

cc = .05

F = 0.70249

P (F >. 0.70249) = .3939

Since 0.5939 > .05

(Insignificant)

.'. We cannot reject HQ
Therefore, we conclude that there is no interaction effect between
type of accounting principles and respondent rank.
10.- TYPE BY YEARS OF EXPERIENCE

Ho = J ,
k=l

<TX>tan “

Z

m=l

<TX)ta “ 0

From Table 14:

df = 3

«x = .05

F = 0.92229

P(F > 0.92229) = 0.5670

Since 0.5670 > .05

(Insignificant)

.*. We cannot reject HQ
Therefore, we conclude that there is no interaction effect between
type of accounting principles and the respondents' years of experience.
Another way of testing for the significance of these hypotheses
is to use the adjusted means shown in Appendix C.

For example, if

we take TYPE of accounting principles, the adjusted means is shown in
Table 17.

TABLE 17
ADJUSTED MEANS FOR TYPE

N
(# of Observation)

TYPE
(Accounting Principles)

RESPONSE
(Risk Evaluation)

122 (LIBICO)

1 (Nonconservative)

3.6095

109 (GREENBALL)

2 (Conservative)

3.3293

Using the data in this table, the following hypothesis is tested:
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From Table 16: '
F = 3.95363
P(F

df = 1

3.95363) = .0481

Since .0481 < .05

(Significant)

.. We cannot accept HQ
Therefore, we conclude that the adjusted mean of accounting principles
type 1 is not equal to the adjusted mean of accounting principles
type 2.

The same testing procedures can be followed with the rest of

the hypotheses.
From the above analysis, it can be seen that all factors,
except TYPE and RANK, are insignificant.
theses were accepted.

In other words the null hypo

It must be noted that the acceptance of the null

hypotheses does not necessarily mean that these variables do not influ
ence the lending decisions of the commercial banker.
sions should be interpreted
model does not permit us

But these conclu

asmeaning that data available for

this

to detect the effect of state, banksize, and

respondents' years of experience on lending decisions.

For example,

the ratio of total deposits to capital of commercial banks is an im
portant factor in determining the lending ability.

State laws which

govern commercial loans, money supply, interest rate, etc.

All these

types of information are needed in order to make some generalization
from this analysis.
Another point to be noted is that this study is not concerned
with the effect of these factors on lending decisions.

The major

interest of the study is to detect the effect of accounting principles.
However, the above analysis of the effect of other factors was made
in conjunction with accounting principles.
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Conclusion;
The conclusion to be drawn from this analysis is that the use of
different acceptable accounting principles by a business firm to
measure the same economic events does influence the lending decisions
of the commercial bankers.
This conclusion is supported by statistics associated with the
probability of occurrence under the HQ hypothesis.

Another support

is found in the comparison of the adjusted means of responses of
group No. 1 vs. group No. 2.
action effects.

Further support is found in the inter

Since all ineraction values are zeros, this enables

us to interpret the main effect.
This finding supports the long lived plea that we need "uni
formity" in accounting principles.

This does not mean that this author

is in favor of strict and rigid uniformity, but rather it is the hope
of this author that the governing bodies of accounting profession,
especially FASB, will do their best to eliminate unnecessary
accounting alternatives, and to specify the circumstances where
accounting alternatives are permissible.

Limitations of the Findings:
The following limitations must be noticed before making any
generalization:
1.

This research accepts the historical cost as a basis of

accounting measurement.
2.

The effect of different acceptable accounting principles

is limited to first-in-first-out (FIFO), last-in-first-out (LIFO)
for inventory valuation, straight line, and sum-of-the-years'-digit
depreciation methods.
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3.

The findings are limited to the commercial bankers surveyed.

Those banks are the member banks of the Sixth District of the Federal
Reserve System as of 3/11/1976.

Analysis of Question No. 6 ;
Bankers were instructed to indicate the most important number
of ratios they considered in making their decisions concerning the
evaluation of loan risk.

Table 18 summarizes the ratios cited by the

respondents as important factors for their.evaluation of the loan risk.

TABLE 18
THE MOST IMPORTANT RATIOS FOR LOAN RISK EVALUATION

Item of Importance

Total Responses
Indicated the
Importance of
The Item

% Out of 231
Banks
Responded

Debt/Worth Ratio

150

65

Current Ratio

145

63

Net Profit

95

41

Quick Ratio

83

36

Sales/Receivables Ratios

80

35

% Profit/Worth Ratio

80

35

Cost of Sales/Inventory Ratio

69

30

Projected Cash Flow

55

24

% Profit Before Tax/
Total Assets

55

24

Sales/Working Capital Ratio

49

21

Profit Margin Ratio

38

16
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TABLE 18— Continued

Item of Importance

Total Response
Indicated the
Importance of
The Item

% Out of 231
Banks
Responded

Cost of Sales/
Receivable Ratio

35

15

Cost of Sales/Inventory-days

31

13

Dividends Policy (Negative
Factor)

26

11

Disclosure— Footnotes

21

9

Times-Interest-Earned

17

7

Compensating-Balances

15

6

Unsubordinated Debt/
Worth Ratio

14

6

Amount of Working Capital

13

5

Sales/Worth Ratio

13

4

Auditor's Opinion

11

4

8

3

Purpose of the Loan

This table shows that financial ratios play an important role in
capacity analysis, as indicated in Chapter 5 of this study.

By

examining the magnitude of some ratios, as a percentage of the total
response, one can see how diversity of accounting principles would
distort the importance of these ratios.

For example, 63% of the

respondents indicated the importance of current ratio, 41% indicated
the importance of net profit figure, and 36% mentioned quick ratios as
important for their decisions.

As we move down we see that 30%

indicated the importance of cost of sales to inventory ratio.

These
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are examples of financial ratios where the freedom of choice/ on the
part of management, among alternative accounting principles can cause
significant differences in the financial ratios.
By examining the financial statements of LIBICO Company and
GREENBALL Company, presented in Appendixes A and B respectively, one
can see the specific effects of accounting alternatives on financial
ratios and operating results.
For example, looking at the net income figure, it can be seen
that under the conservative accounting principles (LIFO and Sum-ofthe-years'-digits depreciation) net income was $135,772 whereas under
the nonconservative accounting principles (FIFO and Straight-line
depreciation) it was $303,316, an increase of 123%.

As a result per

cent of profit before tax to net worth ratio increased from 22 .6 %
to 45.9%, and the ratio of profit before tax to total assets increased
from 11.5% to 24.4%.
Another effect of accounting alternatives is shown in the amount
of working capital.

Under the conservative accounting principles the

working capital was $1,100,350 whereas under the nonconservative
accounting principles it was $1,187,175, an increase of 8 %.

The

current ratio was reported as 2.3:1 vs. 2.4:1.
Still another effect of accounting alternatives is indicated by
the difference in inventory turnover ratio.

Under the conservative

accounting principles the inventory turnover ratio was 3.3 times where
as under nonconservative principles it was 3.9 times.

Consequently,

these differences resulted in inventory holding periods of 92 days
for GREENBALL and 109 days for LIBICO.
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The above mentioned ratios are of special interest to loan
officers, especially those ratios related to short-term liquidity
and activity ratios.

The effect of accounting alternatives on these

ratios and the lending decisions of commercial bankers was indicated
by bankers evaluation of loan risk for GREENBALL and LIBICO.

As shown

in Tables 6 and 7, 53% of GREENBALL group rated loan risk as safe
whereas 66 % of LIBICO group rated loan risk as such.
In summary, a diversity of accounting principles affects the re
sults of operation and financial ratio which are of special value in
capacity analysis.

Consequently, these effects were reflected in

bankers' evaluation of loan risk as indicated the findings mentioned
above.

Summary
The purpose of this chapter is to report the findings of an
empirical study concerning the effects of accounting principles of
lending decisions of commercial bankers.

A total of 663 questionaires

were sent to member banks of the Sixth District of the Federal
Reserve System.

The total population was divided into two groups.

Group No. 1 (LIBICO) consisted of 332 banks received financial state
ments based on FIFO and straight line depreciation.

Group No. 2

(GREENBALL) consisted of 331 banks received the same financial state
ments based on LIFO and sum-of-the-years-digit depreciation.
Participants were instructed to make a preliminary recommenda
tions as to the riskiness of short-term loan at the amount of $100 ,000 .
They were instructed, further to base their decisions on the financial
information only, and to hold all other factors constant.
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A total of 122 or 37% responses were received from group No. 1/
and 109 or 32% usable responses were received from group No. 2.
Analysis of variance through linear regression using dummy variables
was employed.
Statistical tests show only two factors, accounting principles
and respondents rank, were significant.
insignificant.

All other factors were

CHAPTER VIII

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Accounting is a measurement and communication process to provide
relevant information about an entity to enable users of information to
make informed decisions leading to optimum allocation of scarce resources
and to accomplish their objectives.
The accounting measurement process is based on a set of generally
accepted accounting principles which have evolved through experience
to fulfill the primary objective of accounting.

Different professional

organizations and regulatory agencies have influenced the development
of accounting principles in the United States.
tions are the following:

Among these organiza

American Institute of Certified Public

Accountants, The American Accounting Association, and the Securities
and Exchange Commission.

The work of the Special Committee of the

American Institute of Accountants on Co-operation with stock exchanges
laid the foundation on which subsequent developments of accounting
principles have been based.
The major objective of accounting as a communication process is
to provide relevant information for decision making process.

Financial

statements represent one channel of transmitting the accounting message.
Financial statements are prepared, in some cases, to meet the needs of
special group of users such as creditors.

Commercial banks are a

special class of external users of financial statements.
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Commercial banks play an important role in financing business
firms through short-term and intermediate loans.

There are, at least,

three different objectives which commercial bankers try to attain in
their business loan decisions.
1.

These objectives are:

Minimizing the risk to the bank (both default, risk and
liquidity risk),

2.

Maximizing the bank's profit, and

3.' Maximizing the bank's service to its community.
In order to acheive these objectives, commercial bankers consider
several factors before making any final decisions concerning business
loans.

Among these factors are:
1.

Character,

2.

Collateral, and

3.

Capacity.

The character factor deals with the integrity, honesty, and
quality of management of the borrowing firm.

Capacity refers to the

borrower's ability to repay the loan.
Financial statements provide the starting point of capacity
analysis.

Through analyzing and interpreting the financial statements,

loan officers can draw some conclusions concerning the financial sound
ness of the borrower.

Short-term liquidity ratios and turnover

ratios are of utmost importance for commercial banks since these ratios
measure the firm's ability to meet its short-term financial obligations
and the efficiency of management respectively.
However, financial statements, as a source of capacity analysis,
have some serious limitations.
following:

Among these limitations are the
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1.

Precision of the financial statements is impossible.

2.

Financial statements do not show the financial condition of

the business.
3.

Values of assets, with some exceptions, shown on the balance

sheet do not reflect the market value.
4.

The reported figures are the results of management judgment

concerning the choice among different acceptable accounting alternatives.
The last limitation, diversity of accounting principles, was of
major interest to this research.

The AICPA's approach to the develop

ment of accounting principles has been characterized as "putting out
fires" rather than taking a coordinated and planned approach to the
problem in total.

The end result was a wide range of acceptable

accounting principles.
Accounting literature abounds with the pros and cons of narrowing
the areas of accounting alternatives.

The problem is widely known

as the "Uniformity vs. Diversity" of accounting alternatives.

On one

hand, there are some who maintain that uniformity is necessary for
financial statement

comparability. Others insist that flexibility

must be maintained because no two entities are identical, and different
procedures and methods are necessary to depict results of different
entities.

Also it has been stipulated that by adhering to the full

disclosure concept, that is if the firm discloses all the pertinent
information about its accounting policies, the users of the financial
statements will be able to adjust their decisions based on the in
formation disclosed.
The effect of different acceptable accounting principles on the
lending decision process was discussed and it was found that alternative
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accounting principles do affect the financial ratios which are most
widely used in capacity analysis.
To test the specific effects of different accounting alternatives
on lending decisions of commercial bankers, two sets of financial state
ments were prepared for two years.

The data for both sets of finan

cial statements were identical except for the accounting principles
used.

That is, one set used the FIFO method for inventory valuation

and the straight line depreciation method.

The second used LIFO for

inventory valuation, and the sum-of-the-years'-digits depreciation
method.

Member banks of the Sixth District of the Federal Reserve

System were surveyed giving a total sample of 663 banks divided into
two groups.

Group 1, consisting of 332 banks, received the financial

statements based on FIFO and straight line depreciation method.

Group

2, consisting of 331 banks, received the financial statements based
on LIFO and sum-of-the-years-digits depreciation method.

Bankers were

instructed that the firm was applying for an unsecurred short-term
loan of $100,000.

They were also instructed to evaluate the riskiness

of the loan on a five point scale (1. extremely risky, 2. risky, 3.
marginal, 4. safe, and 5. extremely safe).

Bankers were directed to

base their decision only on the financial information provided and to
hold other factors constant.

The response rate was 37% of group 1

and 32% of group 2.
The analysis of variance through linear regression analysis
technique was used to analyze the bankers' evaluation of loan risk.
The analysis was performed according to state, bank size, type of
accounting principles, respondents' rank, and their total years of
experience.
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At a significance level of 5% all the above factors were found
insignificant except for the type of accounting principles and the
respondents' rank.

Conclusions and Implications
Based on the analysis presented in this dissertation the
following conclusions are derived:
1.

Financial ratios, especially short-term liquidity ratios and

activity ratios, are of utmost importance as input variables in the
lending decision process of the commercial bankers.
2.

Financial ratios and comparability of financial statements

are distorted by management judgment concerning the choice among
different acceptable accounting principles.
3.

At a significance level of 5%, the use of different accept

able accounting principles by a business firm to measure the same
economic events does influence the lending decisions of the commercial
bankers.
4.

The findings of this study suggest that narrowing the areas

of difference in accounting alternatives is needed.
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B A T O N R O U G E . L O U I S I A N A • 70803
College o f Business A dm inistration

DEPARTMENT OF ACCOUNTING

April 23, 1976

Gentlemen:
The ability of our graduate students to conduct meaningful research
in the areas of accounting and financial reporting is dependent
upon the cooperation of individuals such as you. I solicit your
cooperation in analyzing the enclosed financial data and taking
the time to complete and return the enclosed questionnaire.
I realize that many demands are made upon your time during the day,
and the enclosed questionnaire and financial data have been designed
to minimize the amount of time required to complete the question
naire .
Would you please take the time to assist this Ph.D. candidate in
the completion of this research for his dissertation. Your co
operation will be greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

C. W. Elliott, Ph.D., CPA
Professor of Accounting
CWE:jcm
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C ollege o f Business A dm inistration

DEPARTMENT OF ACCOUNTING

April 23, 1976

I would like to request your assistance in conducting a study con
cerning the impact of financial statements on loan decisions.
Although bankers are known to use accounting information in appraising
loan applications, accountants know relatively little about the
impact of financial statements on loan decisions. The objective
of this research is to discover ways in which accounting information
can be made more responsive to the needs of bank loan officers.
The validity of this research and the value of its implication
for bank loan officers depend upon your cooperation. A return
envelope is included for your reply. Your response is vital to
the success of the study, and I sincerely hope you will take the
brief time necessary to complete the questionnaire. Please be
assured that your response will be held in strict confidence and no
identification of individual respondents will be made in the study.
A summary of the objectives and the results of this research will
be communicated to you if you so desire.
Sincerely,

Abdussalam A. El-Arabi
AAE:jcm
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College o f Business A dm inistration

DEPARTMENT OF ACCOUNTING

June 1, 1976

SECOND REQUEST

For the second time I would like to request your assistance in
conducting a study concerning the impact of financial statements
on loan decisions. Although bankers are known to use accounting
information in appraising loan applications, accountants know
relatively little about the impact of financial statements on
loan decisions. The objective of this research is to discover
ways in which accounting information can be made more responsive
to the needs of bank loan officers.
The validity of this research and the value of its implication for
bank loan officers depend upon your cooperation. Because the
evaluation of the impact of financial statements on loan decisions
will be based on statistical analyses, a large number of responses
is required. A return envelope is included for your reply. Your
response is vital to the success of the study, and I sincerely hope
you will take the brief time necessary to complete the questionaire.
Please be assured that your response will be held in strict confi
dence and no identification of individual respondents will be made
in the study. A summary of the objectives and the results of this
research will be communicated to you if you so desire.
Sincerely,

/?. /9-

Awl*-'

Abdussalam A. El-Arabi
AAE:jcm
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QUESTIONNAIRE

Introduction
A firm (called here Libico Company) has applied to your bank for an
unsecured commercial loan. The corporation is a new prospective cus
tomer who desires to eventually establish a long-run banking relation
ship with your bank.
Pending your further examination and evaluation of non-financial factors,
you are requested to examine the enclosed financial information of the
firm and to make a preliminary recommendation concerning the evaluation
of the riskiness of the loan.
The data shown on the enclosed financial statements are taken from the
audited reports of an actual corporation operating in the segment of
business indicated on the financial statements.
For the purpose of this research, please assume that:
1.

this application is the only one currently pending in your files;

2.

loanable funds in your bank are scarce;

3.

the company began operation in 1974, and the management ofthe firm
expects that past trends of operating results and financial posi
tion will continue into the near future;

4.

the integrity and capability of the management of the firm are
judged to be good and this quality is reflected by past perfor
mance;

5.

there are no_ legal restrictions on the applicant whichwouldhinder
it in borrowing the amount applied for herein;

6.

loan repayment is to be made by a single payment from funds
generated by normal operation of the corporation; and

7.

the firm is expected to maintain deposit balance between 25%-40%
of the size of the loan.

After reading this introduction, please review the financial statements
and the supplementary information, then answer the following question
as if considering a loan to a business firm, disregarding all factors
except financial information and the assumptions listed above.

1.

What is the approximate total assets of your bank?

2.

Bank Location

$____________

236
3.

Your position (title) in the bank

4.

Total years of your experience in loan department

5.

If the firm is applying for a $100,000 loan for one year, how would
you rank this loan? (Circle one)
(1) extremely risky
(2) risky
(3) marginal

6.

(4) safe
(5) extremely safe

Regarding your decision above, what were the most important numbers
or ratios you considered in making this decision?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

END OF THE QUESTIONS— THANK YOU
LC:aae

|

| Please check here if you would like to have a copy of the results
of this research. (If you do not wish to identify yourself on
the questionnaire, please drop me a card or letter and I will see
to it that you receive a copy of the results of this study).
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LIBICO COMPANY
(Wholesaler of General Merchandise)
Income Statement for the Years Ended
December 31, 1975 and 1974

Net Sales
Cost of Goods Sold (Firstin, First-out)
Gross Profit
Operating Expenses:
Selling Expenses:
Delivery Expenses
Advertising Expenses
Sales Salaries &
Commissions
Depreciation-Building
Depreciation-Equipment
Store Supplies Expense

_____ 1975_______________ 1974________
$5,000,000
$4,500,000
3,700,000
1,300,000

$ 15,000
185,000

„

165,000
8,000
13,200
60,000

3,400,000
1,100,000

$ 12,000
170,000
150,000
8,000
13,200
50,000

446,200
General & Administrative
Expenses:
Salaries
Insurance & Taxes
Office Supplies Expenses
Officers Salaries
Total General &
Administrative Expenses
Total Operating Expenses
Net Operating Income
Other Esqpenses & Revenues:
Interest Expenses
Interest Revenues
Net Other Expenses
Net Income Before Taxes
Income Taxes
Net Income for the Year

120,000
35,000
8,500
95,000

403,200

100,000
30,000
5,700
85,000
258,500
704,700
595,300

15,000
(3,000)
12,000
583,300
279,984
$ 303,316

See accompanying notes to financial statement.

220,700
623,900
476,100
12,000
(3,000)

$

9,000
467,100
224,000
243,100
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LIBICO COMPANY
(Wholesaler of General Merchandise)
Statement of Retained Earnings for the Years Ended

Balance at Beginning of Year
Net Income of the Year
Total
Cash Dividends
Balance at End of Year

1975
$158,500
303,316
461,816
(190,791)
$271,025

See accompanying notes to financial statements.

1974
$
0
243,100
243,100
(84,600)
$158,500

LIBICO COMPANY
(Wholesaler of General Merchandise)
Statement of Changes in Financial Position
For the Year Ended December 31, 1975

Resources Provided by:
Operations:
Net Income
Add Expenses not Requiring an
Outlay of the Working Capital
in the Current Period:
Depreciation on Building
Depreciation on Equipment
Total Resources Provided
From Operations
Addition to Long-Term Debt
Total Resources Provided

$303,316

$ 8,000
13,200

Resources Applied to:
Cash Dividends
Building Additions
Equipment Additions
Increase in Working Capital
Total Resources Applied

See accompanying notes to financial statements.

21,200
324,516
61,000
$385,516

190,791
72,250
85,000
34,475
$385,516

LIBICO COMPANY
(Wholesaler of General Merchandise)
Balance Sheet
December 31, 1975 and 1974

ASSETS
Current Assets;
Cash
Marketable Securities
Accounts Receivable-Net
Inventory
Prepaid Insurance
Total Current Assets
Fixed Assets:
Land
Building
Less-Accumulated Depreciation
Equipment
Less-Accumulated Depreciation
Total Fixed Assets
Total Assets
LIABILITIES
Current Liabilities;
Notes Payable-Banks
Accounts Payable
Income Tax Payable
Total Current Liabilities
Long-Term Liabilities:
6% Mortgage Notes Payable-due 1985
Other Long-Term Liabilities
Total Long-Term Liabilities

1975_________________
$

156,975
41,250
730,000
1,114,000
950

1974__
$

132,000
65,700
548,000
1,019,000
10,000

$2,043,175

$1,774,700

41,000
$195,250
16,000
151,000
26,400

41,000
$

179,250
124,600

120,000
8,000
66,000
13,200

112,000
52,800

344,850
$2,388,025

293.000
498.000
65,000

205,800
$1,980,500

$

$

189,000
378,000
55,000

856,000

$

622,000

$

200,000

200,000

200,000
61,000
$

261,000

to

O

LIBICO COMPANY
(Wholesaler of General Merchandise)
Balance Sheet
December 31, 1975 and 1974
1974

1975
Stockholders Equity:
Common Stock-$100 par 20,000
Shares Authorized, 10,000
Shares Issued & Outstanding
Retained Earnings
Total Stockholders Equity
Total Liabilities

$1 ,000,000
158,500

$1 ,000,000
271,025

See accompanying notes to financial statements.

$1,271,025
$2,388,025

$1,158,500
$1,980,500
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LIBICO COMPANY
(Wholesaler of General Merchandise)
Notes to Financial Statements

Inventories:
Inventories are valued at the lower of cost or market. Cost for
all the inventories is determined by the first-in, first-out method.

Depreciation:
Depreciation is computed by the straight-line method.

Report of Auditors
To the Stockholders of LIBICO Company:
We have examined the balance sheet of Libico Company as of
December 31, 1975 and the related statements of income, retained
earnings and changes in financial position for the year then ended.
Our examination was made in accordance with generally accepted auditing
standards and, accordingly, included such tests of the accounting
records and such other auditing procedures as we considered necessary
in the circumstances. We previously examined and reported on the
financial statements of the company for the year ended December 31,
1974.
In our opinion, the aforementioned statements present fairly the
financial position of Libico Company at December 31, 1975 and 1974 and
the results of its operations and changes in its financial position
for the years then ended, in conformity with generally accepted
accounting principles applied on a consistent basis.

ABC & Co.
Certified Public Accountants

March 31, 1976

LIBICO COMPANY
(Wholesaler of General Merchandise)
Additional Information
Financial Ratios for 1975
Quick Ratio
Current Ratio
Fixed/Worth Ratio
Debt/Worth Ratio
Unsubordinated Debt/Capital Funds Ratio
Sales/Receivables Ratio
Cost of Sales/Inventory Ratio
Sales/Worth Ratio
Sales/Working Capital Ratio
% Profit Before Tax/Worth
% Profit Before Tax/Total Assets
Days' Sales (Sales/Receivable Ratio
was Divided into 360)
Days' Sales (Cost of Sales/Inventory Ratio
was divided into 360)
Times Interest Earned Ratio (Net Income
Before Taxes and Interest Charges
Divided by Interest Charges)

1.08
2.4
.3
.9
.6
6.9
3.3
3.9
4.2
45.9 %
24.4 %
52 days
109 days

40 times
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LIBICO COMPANY
(Wholesaler of General Merchandise)
Projected Cash-Flow Schedule
For the Year 1976

Cash Receipts:
Cash Balance
Cash Sales
Collection from Customers
Interest Revenue
Short-Term Loan
Total Projected Cash Receipts
Cash Disbursements:
Payments for Purchases
Payments for Short-Term Loans-Banks
Payments for Accounts Payable
Payments for Income Taxes
Operating Expenses:
Delivery Expenses
Advertising Expenses
Sales Salaries & Commissions
Stores Supplies Expenses
Salaries
Insurance & Taxes
Office Supplies Expenses
Officers Salaries
Interest Expenses
Total Operating Expenses
Total Cash Disbursements
Cash Balance at the End of the Year

$ 156,975
4,165,000
657,000
3,000
100,000
5,081,975

3,401,975
293,000
498,000
65,000
$ 16,500
200,000
170,000
60,000
120,000
38,500
8,500
95,000
15,500
724,000
4,981,975
$ 100,000

f

APPENDIX B

THE QUESTIONAIRE AND FINANCIAL
STATEMENTS OF GREENBALL COMPANY
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Lo u isia n a

s t a t e

U niversity

AND AGRICULTURAL AND MECHANICAL COLLEGE

B A T O N R O U G E • L O U I S I A N A . 70803
C ollege o f Business A dm inistration

DEPARTMENT OF ACCOUNTING

April 23, 1976

Gentlemen:
The ability of our graduate students to conduct meaningful research
in the areas of accounting and financial reporting is dependent
upon the cooperation of individuals such as you.' I solicit your
cooperation in analyzing the enclosed financial data and taking
the ‘time to complete and return the enclosed questionnaire.
I realize that many demands are made upon your time during the day,
and the enclosed questionnaire and financial data have been designed
to minimize the amount of time required to complete the question
naire .
Would you please take the time to assist this Ph.D. candidate in
the completion of this research for his dissertation. Your co
operation will be greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

<

Professor of Accounting
CWE:jcm

L
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Louisian a

State

U niversity

AND AGRICULTURAL AND MECHANICAL COLLEGE

B A T O N R O U G E . L O U I S I A N A • 70803
C ollege o f Business A dm in istration
DEPARTMENT OF ACCOUNTING

April 23, 1976

I would like to request your assistance in conducting a study
concerning the impact of financial statements on loan decisions.
Although bankers are known to vise accounting information in appraising
loan applications, accountants know relatively little about the impact
of financial statements on loan decisions. The objective of this
research is to discover ways in which accounting information can be
made more responsive to tjie needs of bank loan officers.
/

The validity of this research and the value of its implication for
bank loan officers depend upon your cooperation. A return envelope
is included for your reply. Your response is vital to the success
of the study, and I sincerely hope you will take the brief time
necessary to complete the questionnaire. Please be assured that
your response will be held in strict confidence and no identifica
tion of individual respondents will be made in the study. A summary
of the objectives and the results of this research will be communi
cated to you if you so desire.
Sincerely,

Abdussalam A. El-Arabi
AAE:jcm

‘I
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Lo u isian a

State

u n i v e r s i t y

AND AGRICULTURAL AND MECHANICAL COLLEGE

B A T O N R O U G E . L O U I S I A N A . 70803
College o f Business A dm in istration
DEPARTMENT OF ACCOUNTING

June 1, 1976

SECOND REQUEST

For the second time I would like to request your assistance in
conducting a study concerning the impact of financial statements
on loan decisions. Although bankers are known to use accounting
information in appraising loan applications, accountants know
relatively little about the impact of financial statements on
loan decisions. The objective of this research is to discover
ways in which accounting information can be made more responsive
to the needs of bank loan officers.
The validity of this research and the value of its implication for
bank loan officers depend upon your cooperation. Because the
evaluation of the impact of financial statements on loam decisions
will be based on statistical analyses, a large number of responses
is required. A return envelope is included for your reply. Your
response is vital to the success of the study, and I sincerely hope
you will take the brief time necessary to complete the questionaire.
Please be assured that your response will be held in strict confi
dence and no identification of individual respondents will be made
in the study. A summary of the objectives and the results of this
research will be communicated to you if you so desire.
Sincerely,

Abdussalam A. El-Arabi
AAE:jcm
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QUESTIONNAIRE

Introduction
A firm (called here Greenball Company has applied to your bank for an
unsecured commercial loan. The corporation is a new prospective cus
tomer who desires to eventually establish a long-run banking relation
ship with your bank.
Pending your further examination and evaluation of non-financial factors,
you sure requested to examine the enclosed financial information of the
firm and to make a preliminary recommendation concerning the evaluation
of the riskiness of the loan.
The data shown on the enclosed financial statements are taken from the
audited reports of an actual corporation operating in the segment of
business indicated on the financial statements.
For the purpose of this research, please assume that:
1.

this application is the only one currently pending in your files;

2.

loanable funds in your bank are scarce;

3.

the company began operation in 1974, and the management ofthe firm
expects that past trends of operating results and financial posi
tion will continue into the near future;

4.

the integrity and capability of the management of the firm are
judged to be good and this quality is reflected by past perfor
mance;

5.

There are no legal restrictions on the applicant whichwouldhinder
it in borrowing the amount applied for herein;

6.

loan repayment is to be made by a single payment from funds
generated by normal operation of the corporation; and

7.

the firm is expected to maintain deposit balance between 25%-40%
of the size of the loan.

After reading this introduction, please review the financial statements
and the supplementary information, then answer the following question
as if considering a loan to a business firm, disregarding all factors
except financial information and the assumptions listed above.

1.

What is the approximate total assets of your bank?

2.

Bank Location

$

250
3.

Your position (title) in the bank

4.

Total years of your experience in loan department^

5.

If the firm is applying for a $100,000 loan for one year, how would
you rank this loan? (circle one)

(1) extremely
risky
(2) risky
\ (3) marginal ^
•

(4) safe
(5) extremely safe
'
t

6,.

Regarding your decision above, what were the most important numbers
■ or ratios you considered in making this decision?
1.

s

2.
3.

\
4.
5.

END OP THE QUESTIONS— THANK YOU
GC:aae

□

Please check here if you would like to have a copy of the results
of this research. (If you do not wish to identify yourself on
the questionnaire, please drop me a card or letter and I will see
to it that you receive a copy of the results of this study).
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GREENBALL COMPANY
(Wholesaler of General Merchandise)
Income Statement for the Years Ended
December 31, 1975 and 1974
1975
$5 ,000,000

1974
$4 ,500,000

Net Sales
Cost of Goods Sold (Last4,011,800
in, First-out)
3,671,300
988,200
Gross Profit
828,700
Operating Expenses:
Selling Expenses:
$ 15,000
Delivery Expenses
$ 12,000
185,000
Advertising Expenses
170,000
Sales Salaries &
165,000
Commissions
.150,000
14,000
Depreciation-Buildings
15,000
17/600
Depreciation-Equipment
22,000
Store Supplies Expenses
60,000
50,000
Total Selling Expenses
456,600
$
$ 419,000
General & Administrative
Expenses:
120,000
Salaries
ioo,obo
35,000
Insurance & Taxes
30,000
8,500
Office Supplies Expenses
5,700
95,000
Officers Salaries
85,000
Total General &
Administrative Expenses
258,500
220,700
Total Operating Expenses'
715,100
639,700
Net Operating Income
273,100
189,000
Other Expenses & Revenues:
15,000
Interest Expenses
12,000
(3,000)
Interest Revenue
(3,000)
12,000
Net Other Expense
9,000
261,100
Net Income Before Taxes
180,000
Income Taxes
125,328
86,000
Net Income for the Year
94,000
$ 135,772
$
\

See accompanying notes to financial statements
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GREENBALL COMPANY
(Wholesaler of General Merchandise)
Statement of Retained Earnings for the Years Ended
December 31, 1975 and 1974

Balance at beginning of Year
Net Income of the Year
Total
Cash Dividends
Balance at End of Year

1975
$ 68,000
135,772
203,772
(45,772)
$158,000

See accompanying notes to financial statements

i

1974
$

0

94,000
94,000
(26,000)
$ 68,000
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GREENBALL COMPANY
(Wholesaler of General Merchandise)
Statement of Changes in Financial Position
For the Year Edned December 31, 1975

Resources Provided by:
Net Income
Add Expenses not requiring and
Outlay of Working Capital in
the Current Period:
Depreciation on Building
Depreciation on Equipment
Provided from Operations
Addition to Long-Term Debt
Total Resources Provided:

$135,772

$14,000
17,600

Resources Applied to:
Cash Dividends
Building Additions
Equipment Additions
Increase in Working Capital
Total Resources Applied

See accompanying notes to financial statements

*i

31,600
167,372
61,000
$228,372
45,772
72,250
85,000
22,350
$228,372

GREENBALL COMPANY
(Wholesaler of General Merchandise)
Balance Sheet
December 31, 1975 and 1974

ASSETS
Current Assets:
Cash
Marketable Securities
Accounts Receivable
Inventory
Prepaid Insurance
Total Current Assets
Fixed Assets;
Land
Building
Less-Accumulated Depreciation
Equipment
Less-Accumulated Depreciation
Total Fixed Assets

1974
132,300
65,700
548.000
944.000
10,000

1975
? 156,975
41,250
730,000
1,027,175
950

$1,700,000

$1,956,350
41.000

41,000
$195,250
29,000
151,000
39,600

120,000
15.000
66.000
22,000

166,250
111,400

105,000
44.000
190,000

318,650

LIABILITIES
Current Liabilities:
Notes Payable-Banks
Accounts Payable
Income Tax Payable
Total Current Liabilities
Long-Term Liabilities:
6 % Mortgage Notes Payable-due 1985
4% Bonds Payable-due 1988
Total Long-Term Liabilities

$

293.000
498.000
65,000
$

189,000
378,000
55,000

856,000

$

622,000

$

200,000

200,000

200,000
61,000
$

261,000

ro
Ul

■P*

GREENBALL COMPANY
(Wholesaler of General Merchandise)
Balance Sheet
December 31, 1975 and 1974
1975
Stockholders Equity;
Common Stock-$100 par 20,000
Shares Authorized, 10,000
Shares Issued & Outstanding
Retained Earnings
Total Stockholders Equity
Total Liabilities

1974

$1 ,000,000
158,000

$1,000,000
68,000
$1,158,000
$2,275,000

$1,068,000
$1,890,000

See accompanying notes to financial statements.
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GREENBALL COMPANY
(Wholesaler of General Merchandise)
Notes to Financial Statements

Inventories:
Inventories are valued at cost. Cost for all the inventories
is determined by the last-in, first-out method.
f
Depreciation:
Depreciation is computed by the sum-of-the-years1 digits method.

Report of Auditors
To the Stockholders of Greenball Company:
We have examined the balance sheet of Greenball Company as of
December 31, 1975 and the related statements of income, retained
earnings and changes in financial position for the year then ended.
Our examination was made in accordance with generally accepted auditing
standards and, accordingly, included such tests of the accounting
records and such other auditing procedures as we considered necessary
in the circumstances. We previously examined and reported on the
financial statements of the company for the year ended December 31,
1974.
In our opinion, the aforementioned statements present fairly the
financial position of Greenball Company at December 31, 1974 and 1974
and the results of its operations and changes in its financial position
for the years then ended, in conformity with generally accepted accoun
ting principles applied on a consistent basis.
I
t
•I
ABC & Co.
Certified Public Accountants

March 31, 1976

ki

GREENBALL COMPANY
(Wholesaler of General Merchandise)

i

<

Financial Ratios for 1975

Quick Ratio
Current Ratio
Fixed/Worth Ratio
Debt/Worth Ratio
Unsubordinated Debt/Capital Funds Ratio
Sales/Receivables Ratio
Cost of Sales/Inventory Ratio
Sales/Worth Ratio
Sales/Working Capital Ratio
% Profit Before T a V ’Worth
% Profit Before Tax/Total Assets
Days1 Sales (Sales/Receivable Ratio
was Divided into 360)
Days' Sales (Cost of Sales/Inventory
was Divided into 360)
Times Interest Earned Ratio (Net Income
Before Taxes and Interest Charges
Divided by Interest Charges)

1.08
2.3
.28
.9
.8
6.8
3.9
4.3
4.5
22.6%
11.5%
52 days
92 days

18 times
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GREENBALL COMPANY
(Wholesaler of General Merchandise)
Projected Cash-Flow Schedule
For the Year 1976

Cash Receipts:
Cash Balance
Cash Sales
Collection from Customers
Interest Revenue
Short-Term Loan
Total Projected Cash Receipts

Cash Disbursements;
Payments for Purchases
Payments for Short-Term Loans-Banks
Payments for Accounts Payable
Payments for Income Taxes
Operating Expenses:
Delivery Expenses
Advertising Expenses
Sales Salaries & Commissions
Stores Supplies Expenses
Salaries
Insurance & Taxes
Office Supplies Expenses
Officers Salaries
Interest Expenses
Total Operating Expenses
Cash Dividends
Total Cash Disbursements
Cash Balance at the End of the Year

$ 156,975
4,215,300
657,000
3,000
100,000
5,132,275

3,329,115
293,000
498,000
137,860
$ 16,500
200,000
170,000
60,000
120,000
38,500
8,500
95,000
15,500
724,000
50,300
5,032,275
$ 100,000

f

APPENDIX C

STATISTICAL DATA
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BAHK DATA
OES
1
2
3
<4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
114
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
214
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
3a
35
36
37
38
39

ao

41
42
43
44
45
46.
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54

ID

STATE

SIZE

TYPE

BANK

Y RS EXP

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
i
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
3
3
4
5
1
4
5
4
3
2
2
3
3
3
4
4
4
4
4
2
5
2
3
3
2
3
3
4
1
2
1
1
2
1
1
4
4
4
4
3
4
2
2
3
3
3
3
2

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
4
4
4
1
1
1
1

—

1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
' 2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2' '
2
2
2
2
2
2
, 2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
i
i
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2
2
2

RESP
3
4
4
4
4
3
4
4
3
3
2
4
4
4
2
- 2
4
4
4
4
3
3
3
4
4
2
3
3
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
3
3
3
4

2
3
3
3
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
3
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B A N K 1'ATA
OBS

ID

55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108

55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
.100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108

STATE

SIZE

TYPE

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
6
6
6
6
6

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1

1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
.1 '
1
i
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

BANK
4
4
5
1
2
2
3
3
2
5
3
2
1
2
1
1
3
4
4
3
3
4
3
3
3
3
3
5
3
3
2
2
5
2
1
2
4
5
4
4
5
5
1
3
5
3
5
2
2
1
5
4
4
3

YBSEXP
2
2
1
3
3
3
3
3
3
1
2
2
2
3
4
4
3
2
2
2
2
1
2
2
3
3
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
4
2
1
1
1
1
4
4
1
1
1
2

BESP
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
3
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
3
4
4
5
4
4
4
1
4
4
4
3
4
4
5
4
4
4
4
3
2
4
4
4
4
3
3
4
4
4
2
3
4
4
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BANK DATA
OBS

ID

STATE

SIZE

TYPE

109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161
162

109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
13 /
1:- ■«
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
. 154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161
162

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2

2

)
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

2
2
2

1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

2

2
2
2

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

2
2
2

2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

BANK

YBSEXP

BESP

2
2
1
2
1
3
2
3
3
5
5
5
4
2
1
2
1
1
1
2
3
3
4
4
4
5
3
4
4
5
4
1
3
2
1
1
2
1
3
2
2
3
5
2
2
3
2
3
2
3
3
2
1
3

3
3
4
4
4
4
3
2
2
1
1
1
1
3
3
4
4
4
4
4
4
3
1
1
1
1
1

4
3
4
3
2
1
2
3
3
4
4
3
4
3
4
4
4
2
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
3
2
4
4
2
2
4
4
4
4
3
3
4
4
4
4
5
1
1
2
2
3
3
4
4
4
4
2

"

1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
4
4
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
4

BANK DATA
OBS

IB

STATE

163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179
180
181
182
183
184
185
186
187
188
189
190
191
192
193
194
195
196
197
198
199
200
201
202
203
204
205
206
207
208
209
210

163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179
180
181
182
183
184
185
186
187
188
189
190
191
192
193
194
195
196
197
198
199
200
201
202
203
204
205
206
207
208
209
210
211
212
213
214
215
216

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
5
5
5
5
6

211
212
213
214
215
216

SIZE
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
' 2
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
2
2
1

TYPE
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

RANK
3
2
2
2
3
3
3
5
4
4
5
5
5
5
5
3
4
4
4
3
4
5
3
3
2
3
2
4
5
5
5
4
5
3
4
5
1
3
3
3
4
4
5
3
4
3
4
3
2
2
1
4
3
4

IBS
4
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
3
3
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
3
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
3
3
4
1
2
1

BANK DATA
OSS

IE

STATE

SIZE

TYPE

BAHK

IBS EXP

217
218
219
220

217
218
219
220
221
222
223
224
225
226
227
228
229
230
231

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
2
2
2
2
6
6

1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
2
2
2

5
2
1
2
1
1
2
5
4
3
3
2
5
5
4

2
2
4
3
3
2
2
1
1
2
1
4
1
1
1

221
222
223
224
225
226
227
228
229
230
231

BE
3
3
4

2
2
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
1

3
3

RESPONSE PBiSQOEliCISS

TABLE OP BAHK ET BESP
BANK

BESP

FBEQOENCT|
PEBCENT |
BOV PCX |
COL PCT |

1

I

0
0.00
0.00
0.00

I
|
|
|

6
2.60
17.14
28.57

1
|
|
|

7
3.03
20.00
12.28

I
|
|
|

21
9.09
60.00
15.11

|
|
|
|

1
0.43
2.86
20.00

35
15.15

2

1

3

I

*

1

5

TOTAL

1

|
I
I
I

2

1
1
1
1

2 I
0.87 |
4.17 |
22,22 |

5
2.16
10.42
23.81

I
|
|
|

11
4.76
22.92
19.30

|
|
|
|

28
12.12
58.33
20.14

|
|
|
|

2
0.87
4.17
40.00

48
20.78

3

1
1
1
1

3
1.30
4.69
33.33

I
|
|
|

3
1.30
4.69
14.29

I
|
|
|

11
4.76
17.19
19.30

1
|
|
|

46
19.91
71.88
33.09

|
|
|
|

1
0.43
1.56
20.00

64
27.71

4

|

I
|
|
|

3
1.30
6.25
14.29

I
|
|
|

14
6.06
29.17
24.56

I
|
|
|

29
12.55
60.42
20.86

|
|
|
|

0
0.00
0.00
0.00

48
20.78

1
1

2
0.87
4.17
22.22

1
1
1
1

2
0.87
5.56
22.22

1
|
|
|

4
1.73
11.11
19.05

I
|
|
|

14
6.06
38.89
24. 56

|
|
|
|

15
6.49
41.67
10.79

|
|
|
|

1
0.43
2.78
20.00

36
15.58

5
2. 16

231
100.00

5

TOTAL

9
3.90

21
9.09

57
24.68

139
60. 17
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RESPONSE FREQUENCIES
TABLE OF YRSEXP EY RESP
Y RS EXP

RESP

FREQUENCY
PERCUNI
BOH PCT
COL PCT |

1

TOTAL

1

2

1

3

I

9

I

5

TOTAL

1

|
1
1
1

1
0.93
1.23
11.11

|
|
|
I

6
2.60
7.91
28.57

1
|
|
|

28
12.12
39.57
99. 12

|
|
|
|

96
19.91
56.79
33.09

I
I
I
I

0
0.00
0.00
0.00

81
35.06

2

I

1
|
|
J

9
1.73
5.80
19.05

I
|
|
|

13
5.63
18.89
22.81

|
|
|
|

97
20.35
68.12
33.81

I
I
1
1

2
0. 87
2.90
90.00

69
29.87

1
1

3
1.30
9.35
33.33

3

1
1
1
1

3
1.30
6.38
33.33

I
|
|
|

7
3.03
19.89
33.33

|
|
|
|

10
9.33
21.28
17.59

|
|
|
|

29
10. 39
51 .06
17.27

1
1
1
1

3
1. 30
6.38
60.00

97
20.35

4

1
1
1
1

2
0.87
5.88
22.22

|
|
|
|

9
1.73
11.76
19.05

|
|
|
|

6
2.60
17.65
10.53

1
|
|
|

22
9.52
69.71
15.83

1
1
1
1

0
0.00
0.00
0.00

39
19.72

5
2. 16

231
1GO•00

9
3.90

21
9.09

57
29.68

139
60. 17

MEANS EY SANK
B A NK=1

VARIABLE
IE
STATE
SI ZE
TYPE
YRSEXP
RESP

N
35
35
35
35
35
35

BEAN
94.57142857
2.74265714
1.11428571
1.40000300
3.31426571
3.48571429

STANCARE
DEVIATION

EININUN
VALUE

MAX INUB
VALUE

STD ERROP
CP BEAN

70.10214636
1.e5254764
0.32280285
0.49705012
0.63212758
0.81766769

1.3CC00000
1 .00000000
1.00000000
1.CCCOOOOO
2.00000000
2.00000000

222.CuOCOCCO
6.00000000
2.00000000
2. COCOOOCO
4.00000000
5.OJOOOOOO

11.84942545
0.3131377C
0.05456364
0.08401681
0.14065530
0. 13824487

SUB

VAPIANCE

C. V.

3310.0000300
96.COC3000
39.OGCOOQO
49.0000000
116.0003000
122.OCOOOOO

4914.3109244
3.4319328
0.1042017
0.2470588
0.692437C
0.6689076

74.126
67.541
28.969
35.504
25.107
23.463

8.89870888
0.23436638
0.07191241
0.07267882
0.114 31101
0.12974875

5578.OCCOOOO
142.0000000
76.0000000
70.0000000
131. 0000000
167.0000000

380C.9769504
2.63652480.2482270
0.2535461
0.6272163
0.8080674

53.053
54.887
31.467
34.528
29.019
25.837

8.17320863
0.16883816
0.05839707
0.06271664
0.11299974
0. 10112754

7384.0000000
174.C000000
108.00CG00C
93.0000000
143.0000000
231.CCGOOOC

4275.2857143
1.8244048
0.2182540
0.2517361
C.8172123
C.6545139

56.672
49.681
27.685
34.528
40.459
22.414

10.38018390
0.22964972
0.06130657
0.07293250
0.08503363
0.11515613

5513.0000000
127.0000000
85.0000000
72.OOOOOOQ
63.OOCOOOO
166.0000000

5171.9144504
2.5314716
0.1804078
0.2553191
0.3470745
0.6365248

62.615
60.135
23.986
33.686
44.886
23.070

10.29314917
0.27422329
0.07968191
0.08399211
0.D7786277
0. 1510544S

5011.0000000
123.OOOOOOC
6C.COCOOCO
56.0000000
43.0000000
117.CCCOCCC

3814.1611111
2.7071429
C.2285714
0.2539683
0.218254C
C.8214286

44.36S
48.156
28.685
32.397
39.112
27.887

■ 8ANK=2 -----ID
STATE
SIZE
TYPE
YRSEXP
RESP

48
48
48
48
48
48

116.20833333
2.95833333
1.58333333
1.45833333
2.72916667
3.47916667

61.65206363
1.62373792
0.4982 2380
0.50353361
0.79196989
0.89892568

16.00000000
I.OCCOCOOO
1.00000000
1.00000000
1.00000000
1.CC0C000C

228.00000000
6.COOOOOOO
2.00000000
2.00000000
4.00000000
5.COOOOOOO
1

D
U
K A [1n

ID
STATE
SIZE
TYPE
YRSEXP
RESP

64
64
64
64
64
64

115.37500000
2.718750C0
1.68750000
1.45312500
2.23437500
3.60937500

65.38566903
1.35070528
0.46717659
0.50173311
0.90399795
0.80902033

7.OCCOOOOC
1.00000000
1.00000000
1.00000000
1.00000000
1.00000000

J

227.COOOOOOO
6.00000000
2.00000000
2.COOOOOOO
4.00000000
5.00000000
D lllP-lt
HAM

ID
STATE
SIZE
TYPE
YRSEXP
RESP

48
48
48
48
48
48

114.85416667
2.64583333
1.77C83333
1.50000000
1.31250000
3.45833333

71.91602360
1.59105991
0.42474440
0.50529115
0.58913026
0.79782506

9.00000000
. 1.00000000
1.00000000
1.00000000
1 .00000000
1.00000000

_______

_ _ _ _ ___

231.00000000
6.00000000
2.000000C0
2.00000000
4.00000000
4.COOOOOCO
RANK-5 ———————

ID
STATE
SIZE
TYPE
YBSEXP
RESP

36
36
36
36
36
36

139.19444444
3.41666667
1.66666667
1.55555556
1.19444444
3.2500000C

61.75889500
1.64533 S74
0.47809144
0.50395263
C.46717659
C.90632697

1U.00CCC00C
1.00000070
1 .00000000
1.000C0CC0
1.00000000
1 .ooooocoo

230.000C0C0C
6.00000000
2.00000000
2.COOOOOCO
3.00000000
5. 0000000r>
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KEANS BY YEARS EXPERIENCE
YFSEX F= 1
VARIABLE
ID
STATE
SIZE
TYPE
RANK
RESP

N
81
81
81
81
81
81

MEAN
130.32098765
3.02469136
1.70370370
1.54320988
4. 1356C247
3.46913580

KINinUH
VALUE

HAXinun
VALUE

STD ERKOR

DEVIATION
68.78296067
1.63535400
0.45946629
0.50123305
C.61781854
C.69C76805

12.00000000
1 .00000000
1.00000000
1.00000000
2.00000000
1.00000000

231.COOOOOOO
6.00000000
2.00000000
2. QOOCOOCO
5.00000000
4.00000000

7.64255119
0. 18170600
0.05105203
0.05569256
0.09086873
0.07675201

STANCARE

VARIANCE

C. V.

10556.000000
245.000000
138.0COOOO
125.000000
335.000000
281.CCOOOO

4731.0956790
2.6743827
0.2111111
0.2512346
C.6688272
C.4771605

52.78C
54.067
26.969
32.480
19.774
19.912

8.23842579
0.17673192
0.05918382
0.05918382
0.12816535
0.09969869

7254.0000000
194.0000000
111.0000000
96.CC00000
199.0000000
248.0000000

4683.1445013
2.1551577
0.2416880
0.2416880
1.1334186
0.6858483

65.094
52.214
30.560
35.335
36.914
23.042

8.22951516
0.21211742
0.07167348
0.07370429
0.11636770
0.15031737

5537.0000000
132.0000000
76.0000000
71.0000000
103.0000000
158.0000000

3183.0712303
2.1147086
0.2414431
0.2553191
0.6364477
1.0619796

47.890
51.778
30.387
33.449
36.403
30.655

11.62747616
0.33169093
0.07679897
0.08567283
0. 155 29520
0.15863526

3449.0000000
91.0000000
43.0000000
48.0000000
58.0000000
116.0000000

4596.7388592
3.7406417
0.2005348
0.2495544
0.8199643
0.8556150

66.836
72.262
35.406
35.385
53.082
27.112

SUN

OF KEAN

IRS EX P= 2 -----ID
STATE
SIZE
TYPE
RANK
BESP

69
69
69
69
69
69

105.13043478
2.81159420
1.60869565
1.39130435
2.88405797
3.59420290

68.43350423
1.46804E54
0.49161772
0.49161772
1.06462133
0.82815956

8.00000000
1.00000000
1.00000000
1.00000000
1.00000000
1.00000000

226.00000000
6.COOOOOOO
2.COOOOOOO
2.00000000
5.00000000
5.00000000
IBSEXP=3

ID
STATE
SI ZE
TYPE
RANK
RESP

47
47
47
47
47
47

1 17.80851064
2.80851064
1.61702128
1.51063830
2.19148936
3.3617C213

56.41871348
1.45420377
0.49136861
0.50529115
C.79777674
1.03052397

15.00000000
1 .00000000
1.00000000
1.00000000
1.00000000
1 .00000000

221.COOOOOOO
6.00000000
2.00000000
2.00000000
5.00000000
5.00000000
IBSEXP=4

ID
STATE
SIZE
TYPE
RANK
RESP

34
34
34
34
34
34

101.44117647
2.67647059
1.26470588
1.41176471
1.70588235
3.41176471

67.79925412
1.93407386
0.44781108
C.49955417
0.90551883
0.92499458

1.00000000
1.00000000
1.00000000
1.00000000
1.00000000
1.00000000

223.00000000
6.COOOOOOO
2.OOCOOOOO
2.00000000
4.COOOOOOO
4.COOOOOOO
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PBOC BEGB

ANALYSIS OF VABIAHCE

DATA SET

TBO

HOBBES OF YABIABLES =

1

BOHBBB OF CLASSES =

5

%

V1BI1BLES

BESP

CLASSES

LEVELS

V ALOES

STATE

6

1 2 3 4 5 6

SIXB

2

12

TYPE

2

1 2

BAIK

5

1 2 3 4 ?

IBSEXP

4

12

3 4

ASSI6HED

STATB

DOBBI001

-

DOBBT005

SIZE

DOBHT006

-

DOBBT006

TTP5

DOBHT007

-

DOBBT007

BAIK

D0BBI008

-

DOBBIO11

IB SB IP

DUBBI012 - DOHBTO14

SIZE*TIPB

DOHBTO15

-

DOHBT015

SIZE*BAHK

COBB1016

-

D0HHY019

SIZE*TBSEXP

COHBT020

-

DUHHI022

TTPE*HAHK

D0BHI023

-

DUHHT026

TYPE*YBSEXP

D0HHT027

—

DOHHY029

269

EFFECTS

ANALYSIS CP VARIANCE

H =

231

V ARIABLE
B ESP

SIBPIE STATISTICS
SDH

803.00000000

HEID
3.47619048

ONCOBRECTED SS

CORRECTED SS

VARIANCE

STANDARD DEV

2955.00000000

163.61904762

0.71138716

0.89343771

2 7 0

271

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
MEANS
N

STATE

RESP

1*1

1

3. 5366

09

2

3.U157

30

3

3.8333

31

4

3.4191*

11

5

3.636U

29

6

3.2069

272

ANALYSIS OF VAHIASCE
BEANS

j

N

SIZE

RESP

94

1

3.4574

137

2

3.4891

273

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
MEANS
N

TYPE

122

1

3. 5902

109

2

3.3486

RESP

274

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
MEANS
N

RANK

RESP

35

1

3.11857

48

2

3.4792

64

3

3.6094

48

4

3.4583

36

5

3. 2500

275

ANALYSIS OF VABI1VCB
NBANS
I

IBS EXP

BESP

61

1

3.4691

69

2

3.5942

47

3

3.3617

34

4

3.4118

276
iBILYSIS OP VIBI1NCE

MEANS
R

SIZE

TYPE

RESP

57

1

1

3.5263

37

1

2

3.3514

65

2

1

3.6462

72

2

2

3.3472

277

ANALYSIS OF VABIANCE
MEANS

N

SIZE

BANK

BESP

31

1

1

3.3871

20

1

2

3.4500

20

1

3

3.7500

11

1

4

3. 5455

12

1

5

3.0833

4

2

1

4.2500

28

2

2

3.5000

44

2

3

3.5455

37

2

4

3.4324

24

2

5

3.3333

278
A N A L YS I S OF

VARIANCE

HERNS

N

SIZE

YRSEXP

R E SP

24

1

1

3. 5000

27

1

2

3.4815

18

1

3

3. 2778

25

1

4

3.5200

57

2

1

3. 4561

42

2

2

3.6667

29

2

3

3.4138

9

2

4

3.1111

279

ANALYSIS CF VARIANCE
MEANS

N

TYPE

BANK

BESP

21

1

1

3.5714

26

1

2

3.5000

35

1

3

3.7714

24

1

4

3.6250

16

1

5

3.3125

14

2

1

3.3571

22

2

2

3.4545

29

2

3

3.4138

24

2

4

3.2917

20

2

5

3.2000

280

ANALYSIS OP VABIANCE
BEANS

N

TYPE

YBSEXP

RESP

37

1

1

3.5135

42

1

2

3.7381

23

1

3

3.5652

20

1

4

3.4500

44

2

1

3.4318

27

2

2

3.3704

24

2

3

3. 1667

14

2

4

3.3571

281

ANALYSIS OF VABIANCE
BEANS

N

RANK

YR SB IP

RESP

8

1

2

3. 3750

8

1

3

3.5000

19

1

4

3.5263

3

2

1

3.0000

11I

2

2

3.8571

24

£

3

3.2500

7

2

4

3.7143

13

3

1

3.6923

30

3

2

3.7667

14

3

3

3.42 86

7

3

4

3.1429

35

4

1

3.5714

12

4

2

3. 3333

1

4

4

1 .0000

30

5

1

3.3000

5

5

2

2.8000

1

5

3

4.0000

282

ANA LYSIS OP VARIANCE
HEINS

N

STATE

SIZE

RESP

20

1

1

3.5500

21

1

2

3.5238

30

2

1

3.5000

59

2

2

3.3729

11

3

1

3.9091

19

3

2

3.7895

9

4

1

2.8889

it

4

2

3.6364

7

5

1

3.5714

4

5

2

3.7500

17

6

1

3. 2353

12

6

2

3.1667

283
ANALYSIS OP VABIANCE
NBANS

N

STATE

TYPE

BESP

25

1

1

3.4800

16

1

2

3.6250

<10

2

1

3.6500

49

2

2

3.2245

18

3

1

4.0000

12

3

2

3. 5833

15

4

1

3.6000

16

4

2

3.2500

7

5

1

3.7143

4

5

2

3.5000

17

6

1

3.1176

12

6

2

3.3333

284

ANALYSIS OF VABIANCE
HEARS
N

STATE

BANK

BESP

11

1

1

3.4545

5

1

2

3.4000

9

1

3

3.6667

13

1

4

3.5385

3

1

5

3.6667

11

2

1

3.3636

24

2

2

3.3333

27

2

3

3.7407

16

2

4

3.2500

11

2

5

3.0909

3

3

1

4.0000

4

3

2

4.2500

12

3

3

3.9167

5

3

4

3.6000

6

3

5

3.5000

2

4

1

4.0000

5

4

2

4.0000

9

4

3

3.2222

8

4

4

3.5000

7

4

5

3.0000

2

5

1

3.5000

3

5 •

2

4.0000

3

5

3

3.3333

1

5

4

4.0000

2

5

5

3.5000

6

6

1

3.3333

7

6

2

3.0000

2.7500
3.6000
3.2857

286

ANALYSIS OP VARIANCE
MEANS

N

STATE

YRSEXP

RESP

13

1

1

3.7692

10

1

2

3.3000

5

1

3

3.0000

13

1

4

3.6923

29

2

1

3. 2759

28

2

2

3.7857

23

2

3

3.2609

9

2

4

3.1111

9

3

1

3. 5556

12

3

2

3.9167

6

3

3

4.1667

3

3

4

3.6667

14

4

1

3. 5000

10

4

2

3.1000

7

4

3

3.7143

5

5

1

3.6000

2

5

2

3.5000

1

5

3

4 .0000

3

5

4

3.6667

11

6

1

3.4545

7

6

2

3.4286

5

6

3

2.6000

6

6

4

3.0000

ANALYSTS O®

ANALYSIS OF VAalANCE TABLE , tfSGFFSSICN COEFFICIENTS

SOURCE

DP

VARIANCE

, ANn S TA T IS TIC S OF * IT

SOS OP SQUARES

REAM SC'JAPF

F VALUE
1 .2 3 9 1 7

29

2 4 . 61 592064

0 .8 5 5 7 2 1 4 0

ERROR

201

1 3 8 .6 0 312696

0 . 6SOSfc202

CORRECTED TOTAL

230

1 6 3 . 6 1 S04762

REGRESSION

SOURCE

SOURCE
IITE R C E P T
DUBBY001
DUBBY002
DUBSYDO3 '
DUBBTQ04
DUBBY905
DOHRY006
DOHHY007
DUBBY008
DUHBY009
DUBBY010
dobbyou

DUBBY012
DUHflY713
DUBBY014
d u b b y o is

P VA L U E

PROD > F

6 .7 8 6 8 1 9 1 *
0 .0 2 3 8 8 1 4 0
2 .9 5 3 7 7 4 6 5
2 .1 6 0 2 6 6 2 6
3 .7 6 6 2 4 0 6 9
0 .2 0 5 2 5 3 3 6
6 .8 7 0 8 3 9 3 0
1 .6 3 2 0 7 6 8 7
0 .4 6 6 4 7 9 1 5
1 .9 1 0 6 8 9 6 2

1 .9 6 5 5 9
0 .0 3 4 0 0
4 .2 7 7 3 4
0 .7 7 4 8 3
4 .6 0 8 3 0
0 .4 1 3 0 7
1 .7 6 3 3 6
0 .7 8 7 8 0
0 . 16888
0 .9 2 2 2 9

0 .0 8 4 4
0 .8 5 3 9
0 .0 3 9 9
0 .5 4 5 0
0 .1 4 5 3
0 .5 2 1 1
0 .1 3 6 5
0 .5 0 4 9
0 .9 5 1 7
0 .5 6 7 0

B VALUES
3 .5 0 2 5 4 8 4 4
0 .0 2 0 6 5 8 2 0
- 0 .0 7 7 6 6 2 1 1
0 .3 0 1 2 6 6 2 2
- 0 .1 3 8 3 3 7 6 9
0 .1 7 3 7 5 0 3 9
- 0 .0 7 2 4 6 5 3 4
0 .1 2 9 7 7 5 1 5
0 .4 7 4 1 6 5 0 7
0 .1 1 4 9 7 6 9 8
0 .0 8 0 1 6 5 7 4
- 0 .1 9 5 9 2 0 6 0
0 .2 6 0 9 6 9 8 6
0 . 11906336
- 0 .2 1 1 2 3 3 2 5
-0 .0 2 7 0 6 3 2 5
- 0 .4 6 5 1 5 5 3 1
0 . 09386S 37
0 .2 0 0 3 7 7 1 9
0 .2 C 8 7 6 6 1 6
- 0 .0 6 2 5 2 7 6 9
- 0 . 1 039379b
-0 .0 2 0 8 3 2 U S
-0 .0 8 8 5 6 6 7 3
- 0 . 195 1 0 40 5
- 0 .0 2 9 2 9 1 5 a
0 . 13990274
- 0 . 1 9278677
0 .0 0 4 2 0 6 4 8
0 .1 6 5 S C 2 8 8

1 FOB H 0 :B *0
4 1 .0 3 3 5 3
0 .1 5 5 4 9
- 0 .7 5 5 1 5
2 .0 1 5 8 8
- 0 .9 1 9 9 2
0 .7 7 2 5 9
- 0 .9 1 9 3 3
1 .9 8 8 3 7
2 .3 0 0 2 4
0 .8 3 9 3 1
0 .6 8 0 8 2
- 1 .2 4 2 5 2
1 .9 1 1 4 5
1 .1 3 0 4 3
- 1 . 6 9 6 95
- 0 .4 2 9 1 5
- 2 .2 3 0 2 1
0 .6 9 1 6 5
1 .6 6 7 6 5
1 .3 0 9 2 2
- 0 .4 4 9 1 6
- 1 .0 2 1 5 5
- 0 .1 6 7 3 6
-0 .5 3 1 5 4
- 1 .5 0 5 3 6
- 0 .2 6 4 6 6
1 .0 2 4 7 4
- 1 . 41607
0 .0 4 1 4 2
1 .3 8 3 7 4

CFPFSrEST VARIABLE ESS?

PRO3 > F
0 .1 9 7 2

R-S3UAPE
0 .1 5 1 6 6 8 9 0

STD CSV

RESP SEAS

0 .8 3 1 0 0 1 1 0

3 .4 7 6 1 9

F VALUE

PBOB > P

5 .5 8 6 4 2 7 1 6
0 .5 8 3 6 4 4 2 5
2 .7 3 0 2 2 8 2 9
7 .3 4 3 5 0 8 7 1
4 .0 3 2 9 0 6 2 5
0 .1 2 7 2 0 6 7 4
5 .1 3 6 3 9 6 5 6
1 .3 0 9 6 6 8 2 4
1 .9 4 0 * 5 7 5 5
1 .9 1 0 6 B 9 6 2

1 .6 1 7 9 3
0 .8 4 5 1 7
3 .9 5 3 6 3
2 .6 5 6 5 2
1 .9 4 6 6 8
0 .1 8 4 2 1
1 .8 5 9 5 0
0 .6 3 2 1 7
0 .7 0 2 4 9
0 .9 2 2 2 9

0 .1 5 5 8
0 .3 5 9 0
0 .0 4 8 1
0 .0 3 3 4
0 .* 2 1 8
0 .6 6 8 2
0 .1 1 7 9
0 .5 9 9 0
0 .5 9 3 9
0 .5 6 7 0

PROB > | T |

STD EBB B

STD B VALUES

0 .0 0 0 1
0 .8 7 6 6
0 .4 5 1 0
0 .0 4 5 1
0 .3 5 8 7
0 .4 4 0 7
0 .3 5 9 0
0 .0 4 8 1
0 .0 2 2 5
0 .4 0 2 3
0 .4 9 6 8
0 .2 1 5 5
0 .0 5 7 4
0 .2 5 6 3
0 .C 9 1 3
0 .6 6 8 2
0 .0 2 6 8
0 .4 9 0 0
0 .C 9 3 0
0 .1 9 2 0
0 .6 5 3 8
• C .3O02
0 .6 6 7 3
0 . 5956
0 .1 3 3 8
0 .7 9 1 5
0 . 3)t7

0 .0 8 5 3 5 8 2 1
0 . 1326569C
0 .1 0 2 8 4 3 1 2
0 .1 4 9 4 4 6 4 3
0 . 15038C31
0 .2 2 4 8 9 3 1 5
0 .0 7 8 8 2 6 2 3
0 .0 6 5 2 6 7 0 0
0 .2 0 6 1 3 7 4 5
0 .1 3 6 9 9 0 0 5
0 .1 1 7 7 4 9 6 3
0 .1 5 7 6 8 0 3 3
0 .1 3 6 5 2 9 7 9
0 . 104 5 8 54 6
0 .1 2 4 4 7 8 2 8
0 .0 6 4 9 1 9 9 7
0 .2 0 8 5 8 9 5 1
0 . 1 357167e
0 .1 1 6 7 2 8 9 3
0 . 1594586B
0 . 14010C33
0 . 10 179 37 2
0 .1 2 4 4 7 8 2 1
0 .1 6 6 6 5 9 5 2
C . 1 29 6 0 55 6
0 . 110 6 7 56 5
C .1 3 6 5 2 4 S 2
? . 1 36C64 t c
F .1 J 1 5 6 7 V 5
0 .1 1 9 0 9 4 4 7

0 .0
0 .0 1 3 4 5 1 8 6
-0 .0 6 1 4 4 3 4 1
0 . 180 9 0 20 9
-0 .C 8 3 7 5 9 9 7
0 .0 6 4 3 8 9 4 0
- 0 .0 8 4 6 0 2 9 6
0 .1 5 3 9 5 4 2 8
0 .3 1 2 3 4 0 6 9
0 .0 8 2 0 7 5 9 9
0 .0 6 1 5 9 9 0 6
- 0 .1 3 9 8 5 7 3 6
0 .2 0 9 4 9 3 4 4
0 .0 9 2 0 0 2 9 5
- C . 14795091
- 0 .0 3 2 8 8 0 1 5
- 0 .2 9 1 8 8 8 9 2
0 .0 6 7 2 3 0 6 8
0 .1 5 6 1 6 1 3 2
G. 14882581
- C . 0 50 3 1 56 7
- C . 0 80 0 2 23 9
- 0 .0 1 4 3 6 9 3 3
- 0 .0 5 8 1 3 9 7 2
-0 .1 3 9 5 6 3 4 2
- 0 .0 2 2 6 4 9 6 4
C . 1 0 0 2 0 04 8
-C .1 6 1 1 1 C 3 3
0 .0 0 3 3 3 1 6 1
u . 116 5 7 b2 6

0. 1561

0 .9 6 7 C
0 . 166C

2 3 .9 0 5 5 1 %

SS

PARTIAL

'

c.v.
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DUBBYC16
DUBBY017
DUBBY018
DUBBY019
DUBBY020
D UBBY021
DUBBY 022
DOBBY023
DUBHY024
DUHBY025
DUBBY026
DUBBY027
DUBBY328
DUBBY 029

SS

SEQUIITIAL

ST A T E
SIZE
TIPE
RA N K
TRSEXP
SISB*TIPE
SZZE*B1NX
SIZE*YRSEXP
TYPE*RAHR
TIPE*YRSEXP

*0 *

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
KEANS

ADJUSTED

FOR

: TYPE

RANK Y R S E X P

S I Z E + T Y PE

SI Z E * R A N K

N

SIZE

FESP

94

1

3.3941

137

2

3. 5449

S I Z E * Y R S E X E T Y P E * RA NK T Y P E * Y E S EXP

AHALYSIS OF VARIANCE

BEANS ADJUSTED FOB : SIZE BANK YBSEXP SIZE*TYPE SIZE*HANK SIZE*YBS£rP TYPE*RANK 1YPE*YBSEXP
N

TYPE

BESP

122

1

3.6095

109

2

3.3293

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE

HEANS ADJUSTED FOR : SIZE TYPE YRSEXP SIZE*TYPE SIZE*RANK SIZE*YBSEXP TYPE*RANK TYPE*IBSEXP
N

BANK

EESP

35

1

3.9387

*»8

2

3.5616

64

3

3.5806

48

4

3. 2691

36

5

2.9857
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ANALYSIS OP VARIANCE

HEANS ADJUSTED FOR : SIZE TYPE RANK SIZE*TYPE SIZE*RANK SIZE*YRSEXP TYPE* RANK TYPE*Y BS EXP
N

YRSEXP

FESP

81

1

3.7213

69

2

3.6021

<17

3

3.2473

34

4

3.3136

ANALYSIS

OF V A BI A N C E

HEANS A C J D S T E E E O B : T Y P E B A N K S I Z E * T Y P E S I Z E * B A H K T Y P E * R A H K T Y P E * Y B S E X P
N

SIZE

YBSEXP

1

RESP

2ft

1

27

1

18

1

3

3. 1357

25

1

ft

3.4359

57

2

1

3.8479

42

2

2

3.8000

29

2

3

3.3520

9

2

2

f

3.6069
3.3923

t

3.1791

292

ANALYSIS
HEANS ADJUSTED FOB

: HANK YBSEXP
N

CF

VABIANCE

SIZE*RANK

SIZE

SIZE*YRSEXP TYPE*RABK T YPE*YBSEXP

TYPE

RESP

57

1

1

3.5140

37

1

2

3.2643

65

2

1

3.7056

72

2

2

3.3844
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ANALYSIS
H EARS ADJUSTED FOE

: TYPE

OF V A B I A N C E

YRSEXP S I Z E * T Y P E S I Z E M B S E X P

N

S IZ E

RANK

RESP

31

1

1

3.4049

20

1

2

3.5680

20

1

3

3.7215

11

1

4

3.3404

12

1

5

2.9189

2

1

4.4461

28

2

2

3.5509

44

2

3

3.4467

37

2

4

3.1522

24

2

5

3.0743

<t

TYPE*RAHK

TIPE*YRSEXP
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ANALYSIS

HEANS ADJUSTED FOR

OF V A R I A N C E

S I Z E TBS EXE S I Z E * R AN K S I Z E * Y R S E X P S I Z E * T Y P E T Y P E * Y R S E X P
N

RANK

RESP

21

1

4.0074

26

2

3.4902

35

3

3.7076

24

4

3.5544

16

5

3.2523

TYPE

14

2

1

3.8563

22

2

2

3.6342

29

2

3

3.4480

24

2

4

2.9839

20

2

5

2.7119
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ANALYSIS OF VABIANCE
MEANS ADJUSTED FOE : SIZE BANK SIZE*TIPE SIZE*BAHK SIZE*YBSEXP TYPE*BANK
N

TYEE

IBS EXP

BESP

37

1

1

3.6481

42

1

2

3.7736

23

1

3

3.5442

20

1

4

3.4555

44

2

1

3.7929

27

2

2

3.4098

24

2

3

2.9504

14

2

4

3.1764

2 9 6
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